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Streszczenie

Właściwości układów wielowarstwowych, złożonych z cienkich filmów organicz

nych oraz nieorganicznych warstw i/lub podłoży, są tematem rosnącej liczby badań 

zapoczątkowanych przez wiele grup naukowych w  okresie ostatnich 20 lat. Ze względu na 

ich rosnące znaczenie aplikacyjne, pokazane na przykładzie takich działających urządzeń 

jak dioda elektroluminescencyjna, tranzystor cienko-filmowy czy ogniwo słoneczne, 

układy te znacząco zwiększyły swoją konkurencyjność w  stosunku do produktów opar

tych na technologii krzemowej, co zostało zademonstrowane np. w  produkcji giętkich 

wyświetlaczy OLED. Ich ogromny potencjał tkwi w  ilości dostępnych kombinacji związ

ków organicznych i nieorganicznych. Jednakże, w  celu głębszego zrozumienia tego typu 

układów, a przez to osiągnięcia nad nimi lepszej kontroli w  nanoskali, potrzebne są dalsze 

badania nad podstawowymi mechanizmami rządzącymi formowaniem się interfejsu mo- 

lekuła-podłoże oraz, generalnie rzecz biorąc, organizacją molekuł na powierzchni.

W poniższej rozprawie doktorskiej zaprezentowano wyniki szeregu eksperymentów z za

kresu fizyki powierzchni przeprowadzonych w  ultra czystych warunkach próżniowych 

oraz poświęconych morfologicznej i strukturalnej stronie wzrostu warstw molekularnych 

o grubościach rzędu kilku nanometrów na podłożach półprzewodnikowych.

Innowacyjność zaprezentowanych badań opiera się na zastosowaniu - w  roli podłoża - 

powierzchni rutylu Ti02(110), modyfikowanej wiązką jonową w  celu uzyskania różnego 

stopnia funkcjonalizacji powierzchni, a w  rezultacie zmiany interfejsu/oddziaływania mo- 

lekuła-podłoże. Odpowiedni dobór warunków preparatyki pozwala uzyskać 

powierzchnię TiÜ2(110) nie tylko w  formie atomowo czystych tarasów, ale również taką 

o rosnącej ilości defektów powierzchniowych. Najwięcej uwagi poświęcono niestosowa

nym wcześniej podłożom o znacznie zmodyfikowanej powierzchni, która na skutek 

długotrwałego oddziaływania z wiązką jonową przekształca się w  regularną strukturę 

przypominającą zmarszczki na wodzie.

Modyfikacja oddziaływania molekuła-podłoże ma szczególne znaczenie dla struktur opar

tych na molekułach organicznych o wyraźnej anizotropii kształtu, takich jak para- 

hexafenyl (6P) reprezentujący grupę pręto-podobnych oligofenyli. Ze względu na swoje 

interesujące właściwości optoelektroniczne, stosunkowo prostą budowę aromatyczną, 

oraz tendencję do organizowania się w  wysoce uporządkowane struktury 2D i 3D, mole

kuła 6P jest idealnym kandydatem do budowy nanostruktur organicznych.



Zaprezentowana praca przedstawia systematyczną charakterystykę różnych ścieżek 

wzrostu 6P na Ti02(110) skupiając się głównie na jej początkowych etapach, gdzie wpływ 

podłoża jest najlepiej widoczny. Pokazano, że już stosukowo niewielkie zmiany na po

wierzchni Ti02 mogą „przełączyć” cały układ 6P z orientacji „leżącej” do „stojącej”, dając 

ostatecznie zupełnie odmienne struktury 3D, tzn. druty albo wyspy 6P. Ich powstanie po

przedza formująca się od samego początku depozycji warstwa 2D, której stabilność w 

warunkach powietrznych także została przebadana. Kontrola parametrów zmarszczek, a 

w  szczególności zachowanie krystaliczności powierzchni TiÜ2(110) -  w  formie charakte

rystycznych rzędów atomowych - pozwala efektywnie wpływać na adsorpcję i dyfuzję 

nanoszonych molekuł organicznych. Dzięki temu możliwe stało się modyfikowanie stabil

ności, kształtu oraz typu nanostruktur 6P, przy jednoczesnym zachowaniu ich regularnej 

struktury wewnętrznej. Ich potencjał tkwi w  anizotropii przewodnictwa prądu oraz wła

ściwości optycznych, które są ściśle związane z orientacją struktury krystalicznej 6P 

względem podłoża.



Abstract

During the last 20-30 years we have witnessed a growing interest in systems based 

on thin organic layers formed on inorganic substrates, which proved to be promising can

didates for application in devices designed for energy conversion/storage, and 

particularly in high-tech optoelectronic appliances. It is due to a huge diversity of the avail

able organic compounds and inorganic substrates. As demonstrated on the example of a 

fully-operational light emitting diode (OLED), thin film transistor (OTFT) or solar cell, or

ganic-based devices have significantly increased their competitiveness in respect to the 

currently dominating silicon-based technology. This new trend can be already noticed in 

the production of consumer electronics where, e.g., flexible displays have been applied. 

However, a further development and miniaturisation of organic (opto)electronic devices 

can be reached only by studying the fundamental aspects of the growth of thin organic 

layers, especially concerning the formation of molecular-substrate (MS) interface.

This dissertation presents a comprehensive study devoted to the morphological and struc

tural side of the growth of very thin molecular layers on a semiconducting surface. To 

provide a proper insight into the formation of MS interface and to control the crucial con

ditions of molecular growth at atomic scale, most experiments were performed in an ultra

high vacuum (UHv).

Innovation of the presented research comes from the fact that a substrate -  in this role a 

rutile Ti02(110) surface -  was modified by ion beam sputtering (IBS). This method allows 

to change the substrate surface roughness/structure and thus, effectively influences the 

MS interface. By means of IBS method -  in combination with thermal treatment -  one can 

produce an atomically clean, crystalline surface with flat terraces as well as with a wide 

range of concentration of surface defects. However, most attention has been drawn to a 

strongly modified Ti02 surface, which develops upon a long-time IBS into a regular, wave

like structure called ripples.

IBS-induced modification of MS interaction reveals a crucial impact on the growth of or

ganic molecules with pronounced shape anisotropy, like para-hexaphenyl (6P) being a 

model/prototypical representative of rod-like, semiconducting oligo-phenyls. This rela

tively simple aromatic molecule stands out with its promising optoelectronic properties 

and stability in ambient conditions. Moreover, 6P molecules tend to organize into highly-



crystalline 2D and 3D structures which makes them an ideal candidate to construct a well- 

defined organic nanostructure.

One of the key findings of this thesis is the identification and systematic characterisation 

of a few different growth pathways of 6P on Ti02(110), with particular emphasis on initial 

stages of growth where the influence of the substrate is the most prominent. It has been 

shown that already slight changes to Ti02 surface are enough to “switch” a whole growth 

mode from the flat-lying to the up-right standing orientation with respect to the substrate 

surface. As a result, completely different 3D nanostructures -  like needles or islands -  are 

observed. In addition, it has been found that the tuning of properties of a rippled substrate, 

in particular a crystallinity of Ti02(110) surface, is a very effective way not only to control 

the most energetically favored path of molecular growth, but also to change stability or 

shape of the final thin film structure. Finally, the thesis provides a molecular-scale insight 

into the formation of initial stages of 6P growth before 3D nucleation, where different 

forms of 2D molecular layer have been identified.
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Chapter One
Introduction

This chapter is devoted to acquaint the reader with the author's motivations as well as 

the scientific and technological context of this dissertation (1.1). Next, it provides more details 

about the main research objects: organic adsorbate - para-hexaphenyl (6P), and the substrate 

- rutile Ti02(110) surface (1.2 - 1.3). Finally, the scope and composition of the thesis are pre

sented (1.4).



c h a p t e r  o n e

1.1. Motivation and scientific context

From the very beginning, the 21st century has been dominated by a rapid development 

of new technologies, especially in the fields of energy conversion, information storage and com

puting or organic electronics. This fact is clearly noticeable in almost every aspect of our daily 

life. In response to the growing demand for (opto)electronic devices with ever-increasing 

power, efficiency and durability, more attention has been drawn to a basic research in the field 

of nanotechnology. This especially concerns surface science including substrate functionalisa- 

tion and self-formation of inorganic/organic adsorbate since it turned out that semiconducting 

polymers and oligomers are promising candidates to construct prototypical devices like or

ganic thin film transistors (OTFT) [1, 2, 3], organic light-emitting diodes (0LED)[4, 5] or solar 

cells [6].

Along with device manufacture, intensive research efforts have been made to clarify the struc

tural, mechanical, and (opto)electronic aspects of the growth of thin organic layers. It is worth 

noting that molecules composed of hydrocarbons constitute a very distinctive material class 

and one of the most complex forms of condensed matter. Since they are able to form a complex 

structure with any other element, there are more than 40 million compounds known at the 

moment, which justifies their own field in organic chemistry and physics. Among the various 

types of organic molecules, particular attention has been drawn to small, elongated oligomers, 

such as oligoacenes, oligophenylenes and oligothiophenes. Their common feature is that they 

are n-conjugated systems which exhibit self-assembling/self- organisation properties and can 

form a highly-crystalline structures, as shown on numerous metallic/semiconducting sub

strates [7, 8, 9]. Optical properties as well as the charge transport of these organic structures 

depends strongly on the molecular orientation due to highly anisotropic charge carrier mobility 

in n-conjugated crystals as well as the anisotropic absorption and luminescence behaviour of 

the molecules.

Para-hexaphenyl (6P) is one of the most interesting examples of semiconducting oligomers due 

to its high (opto)electronic potential described in detail in paragraph 1.2. Therefore, it has been 

chosen as a model representative of oligophenylen group and used as a material for deposition 

on a rutile titanium dioxide (110). Ti02( 110) is a highly prospective representant of another 

distinctive class of material - transition metal oxides - which are well-known for their versatile 

(electrical, optical, catalytic and magnetic) properties and are widely-used as functional com

ponents in various types of devices. The more detailed description of Ti02(110) substrate 

surface is provided in paragraph 1.3.

2



Introduction

1.2. Rod-like molecule: para-hexaphenyl

The 6P molecule has a simple hydrocarbon-based structure (C36H26) in the form of six 

phenyl rings bonded via para-carbon atoms, as schematically presented in Figure 1.1.a. This 

semiconducting molecule, with HOMO-LUMO gap «  3.1 eV [10, 11], has a strong tendency to 

form highly-crystalline molecular layers. It is a consequence of its strongly anisotropic, rod-like 

shape (van der W aals dimensions: ~27.2*6.5 Â  [12, 13]) and intermolecular interactions, dom

inated by Coulomb forces [14]. Due to the overlapping o f n-orbitals, which point out of the 

phenyl ring plane, and the quadrupolar nature of interactions between the phenyl rings [15, 

16], the 6P crystal takes the form of a so-called herringbone bulk structure (equilibrium ß- 
structure) [17]. This packing motif, shown in Figure 1.1.b, is characterised by molecular planes 

alternately tilted around the long molecular axis. In this way, a molecular system balances the 

quadrupole interaction between the phenyl rings most effectively since the long hydrogen-ter

minated (positively charged) side o f one molecule faces the negatively charged n-system  

located at the flat side o f the neighbouring molecule.

Figure 1.1. a) Ball model of a single para-hexaphenyl (6P) molecule. b ) The molecular arrangement of 
6P molecules within one layer of the ß-structure drawn by projecting the 6Ps along their long axes. The 
ß-structure cell parametres [18] are presented at the bottom of b ). Schemes of organic devices -  OTFT 
(c) and OLED (d). The direction of charge transport/photons' emission is determined by orientation of 
a long molecular axis (ordering of 6P film) in respect to a substrate surface, where standing-type or 
lying-type configuration is required, respectively.

As a consequence of relatively strong Coulomb interactions between the long sides of mole

cules, and much weaker van der W aals type forces acting between the short sides (ends) of 

molecules, 6P crystallises into a form of plate-like crystal with a monoclinic unit cell (P21/a space

3



CHAPTER ONE

group) [18]. Thus, the single-crystal form of 6P exhibits highly anisotropic optical and elec

tronic properties [19, 20], demonstrated so far by numerous examples of well-performed opto

electronic devices, e.g. in 6P-based OLEDs [21, 22, 23, 24] or OTFT [25], in laser applications 

[26, 27], as a laser dye [28] and even for optical waveguides [29, 30]. In addition, 6P stands out 

with its excellent chemical stability and a high photoluminescence quantum yield in the blue 

spectral range [31, 32]. To illustrate the importance/influence of 6P crystal orientation (in re

spect to a substrate surface) on the performance of a potential device, the schematic drawings 

of OTFT and OLED device are presented in Figure 1.1.c and Figure 1.1.d, respectively. So far a 

few principal growth modes of 6P molecules have been revealed, as discussed in Chapter Two 

in paragraph 2.5.7.

Finally, it is worth noting that due to the insolubility of 6P in any known solvent, preparation of 

a thin film is possible only by a vapour deposition under UHV conditions.

1.3. Semiconducting substrate: titanium dioxide (110)

Titanium dioxide (Ti02) is one of the most prominent representatives of transition 

metal oxides, mostly due to its outstanding technological potential related with its (photo)cat- 

alytic [33, 34] and optoelectronic properties [35, 36]. Ti02 is widely used as biocompatible 

material for medical implants [37], in solar cells [38] and optical coatings [39], and in waste 

water treatment [40]. Among the naturally occurring Ti02 minerals - anatase, rutile and brook- 

ite - much attention has been drawn to tetragonal rutile due to its high chemical stability.

Stoichiometric rutile Ti02 is an insulator with a wide bandgap (~3 eF) and has transparent yel

low colour. However, it can be easily reduced by thermal or ion beam treatment which 

significantly enhances Ti02 conductivity [41, 42]. At the same time, the Ti02 crystal changes 

colour from transparent to light blue, and to dark blue. All these changes are caused by 0 va

cancies and Ti interstitials introduced upon reduction into the bulk crystal. Oxygen vacancies 

form colour centres, and thus change the colour of the crystal. In turn, Ti interstitials are mainly 

responsible for n-type doping and introducing donor levels very close to the conduction band 

[43, 44]. Due to these additional donor states, the Fermi level (chemical potential) is moved 

much closer to the conduction band resulting in the enhanced conductance of reduced Ti02[45].

Since the presented dissertation concerns the formation of the 6P - Ti02 interface, a surface of 

rutile Ti02 is of great importance here. Therefore, the (110) surface was chosen because it is 

the most stable low-index surface of rutile Ti02. In addition, as shown in Figure 1.2 it exhibits

4
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an anisotropic atomic arrangement in the form of protruding rows of 0 atoms - so-called bridg

ing oxygen rows -  and five-fold coordinated (5f) Ti atoms positioned in the trenches. The six

fold coordinated (6f) Ti atoms - positioned at the same atomic plane as Ti(5f) -  are covered by 

bridging oxygen rows. All atomic rows are oriented in the [001] direction. The spacing between 

the neighbouring rows is 6.49 Â (a2) while the distance between the nearest 0 atoms in atomic 

row [001] direction is 2.96 Â (ai) [41, 46].

Figure 1.2. Ball model of rutile T i0 2 (110) surface with 1x1 reconstruction in the form of protruding 
bridging oxygen rows alternating with Ti(5f) rows in trenches.

Ti02(110) surface has been picked as a substrate for organic thin film growth not only because 

of its promising surface structure, but also due to the well-developed method of modifying its 

surface at nm-scale by means of ion beam sputtering (IBS) [47, 48]. Ti02 surfaces can develop 

self-organised nanoripple patterns upon ion beam bombardment at certain conditions, where 

the ripple wavelength and depth can be well controlled by the sputtering conditions [49, 50, 

51]. Chapter Two (paragraph 2.4) provides more details about basic IBS regimes with emphasis 

on ripples' formation on Ti02(110), as well as how to preserve the pristine (1x1) surface recon

struction during ion bombardment. The latter will prove to be decisive for the resulting 6P - 

Ti02 interfaces.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.4. Thesis statement and structure

The main goal of this dissertation is to present how and to what extent one can use ion 

beam-induced surface modification as a tool to control/determine the basic structural proper

ties of organic thin film growth morphology. To provide insight into broader classes of 

materials, such as rod-like oligomers and transition metal oxides, two prototypical representa

tives have been chosen -  6P and Ti02(110) - as already discussed in the previous paragraphs 

(1.1. - 1.3.).

The work has been devoted to study nm-scale 2D/3D 6P structures by a few complementary 

surface-sensitive techniques like LEED and various modes of SPM or SEM. The applied experi

mental methods are introduced in detail in the next Chapter Two (2.1. - 2.3.). The second part 

of this chapter (2.4. - 2.5.) provides more theory required for a better understanding of 

atomic/molecular-scale processes occurring on a surface under the influence of IBS, during 6P 

growth or upon exposure to ambient air.

The experimental side of the thesis is presented in Chapter Three, where much more details 

about UHV setup (3.1.), sample preparation (3.2.) and characterisation methods (3.3.) can be 

found.

Since the thesis has been dedicated to elucidate an influence of differently modified (by IBS) 

Ti02 substrates on 6P growth, experiments were conducted on three types of surfaces; atomi

cally clean and flat (Chapter Four), slightly-roughened with atomic-scale defects (Chapter 

Five) and the last one -strongly-defected with nm-scale ripple pattern (Chapter Six). The most 

emphasis was put on the study of nanorippled Ti02(110) surface as none of such strongly-ani- 

sotropic/prepared substrates had been used before as a template for organic thin film growth 

(at least to the author's state of knowledge).

Last but the most important, the presented results are provided to clarify the main research 

questions and objectives specified as follows:

1. How many and what kind of specific pathways of 6P growth can be promoted by chang

ing the crystalline structure of a surface? (The general one)

2. The 3D needle-like 6P growth is expected for crystalline Ti02(110). However, a more 

complete characterisation of each stage of growth is needed, especially regarding the 

stability of UHV 6P morphology against the influence of exposure to ambient air. (4.1. -

4.3.)

3. How much 6P morphology is sensitive to atomic-scale surface defects, introduced prior 

to 6P deposition either by air adsorbates (5.1.) as well as IBS treatment (5.2.)? What
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result can be expected after combining both approaches (5.3.)? Which type of defects - 

these disrupting surface stoichiometry or increasing surface roughness - are more de

cisive for 6P growth process?

4. Is it possible to control the different morphological properties of 6P structures, like 

elongation, shape or surface density, by preparing strongly-anisotropic rippled Ti0 2 

substrate surface (6.1. - 6.3.)? What mechanism lies behind the observed bimodal 6P 

growth in sub-monolayer coverage regime? Can we use air-induced nucleation to ob

tain organised molecular structures (6.4.)? And last, but not least, is it possible to 

change the internal stability of 6P structures by tuning the surface roughness of rippled 

Ti0 2 substrates (6.5.)?
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Chapter Two
Physical basis of experimental 
techniques and processes

In this chapter, all experimental methods used for in-situ and ex-situ characterisation of the 

samples will be briefly introduced. Starting with the low energy electron diffraction (2.1), through 

a few selected techniques from a group of scanning probe microscopies (2.2) and ending with the 

scanning electron microscopy (2.3), the great importance of these methods in the development of 

organic and inorganic surface science will be demonstrated. Then, a theory of ion beam-induced 

modification of metal oxide surfaces as the basic way used in this work to modify the Ti02(110) 

substrate will be shown (2.4). Finally, processes occurring during film deposition, like diffusion, 

nucleation and growth of thin layers consisting of rod-like molecules will be thoroughly re

viewed (2.5).



(JP CHAPTER TWO

2.1 Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED)

2.1.1. Basic concept

Electrons are one of the best studied and most often used particles due how easy they are to gen

erate, manipulate (e.g. deflect) and finally detect and measure in the form of electric current. 

Therefore, they have served as a remarkable tool to obtain information on atomic scale range for 

a wide range of materials since the 20s of the previous century [52]. In principle, because of wave- 

particle duality, an electron with kinetic energy E can be considered as a wave with the length of:

Ae(Â ) =  Vl50.4/E(eF) (2.1)

as originally proposed by Louis De Broglie in 1923. Electrons, similarly to all wave-like objects, 

can be diffracted by a 'slit' of size comparable to the electron wavelength, like in the case of inter

atomic spacing which requires energies in the range of 20 to 200 eV. Due to the very small mean 

free path of low energy electrons in solids, typically around 1 nm due to strong electron-electron 

interactions, all elastically backscattered electrons carry information about atomic arrangement 

only from the topmost atomic layers. It determines that LEED is best suited for surface analysis. In 

general, a collimated mono-energetic electron beam, directed typically at a normal angle of inci

dence to the surface, is reflected and detected by a florescent screen. Thanks to the particular 

shape of the screen and a certain sample position, called the Ewald construction, the positions of 

all observed diffraction maxima correspond to atomic distances through a set of Laue equations. 

They determine the angular position of each maximum in terms of a parallel component of the 

incoming and outcoming wave vector (fcyn ,&||,out) and the reciprocal lattice vectors (a^, a2 ), as 

follow:

klLoutfai, «2 ) =  (2.2)

where fcyn =  0 because of normal incidence, a2 and a2 are defined by the real space lattice vectors 

(a1, a2) by the following equation; a2 =  — (t =  1,2). To label each maximum, a pair of integer 

numbers (n1, n2) is used.

Thus, for atomic (e.g. Ti02(110)) or molecular systems (e.g. 6P monolayer) characterised by peri

odic arrangement in, at least, one dimension (1D), the LEED screen shows the angular intensity 

distribution with sharp lines (1D periodicity) and/or spots (2D periodicity), i.e. the interference 

pattern. It can be used to determine the degree of crystalline ordering or size and orientation of 

the surface unit cell, in analogy to X-ray diffraction. Due to low penetration depth, even correla

tions between a unit cell of the substrate and thin organic film are accessible. In particular, when
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heteroepitaxy takes place, i.e. the surface and molecular unit cells are commensurate, epitaxial 

matrix formalism with integer coefficients mij is used to describe these relations [53, 54].

Standard LEED probes a sample with typical beam currents in the range of |iA, and thus, can be 

considered as a non-destructive method only for metals or semiconductors. The molecular films 

are rapidly damaged during exposure to elec

tron beam, most probably by destruction of n- 

band features (like phenyl rings in para-hexa- 

phenyl) caused by low energy electrons, both 

primary and secondary, emitted from the 

measured surface. Therefore, to detect an in

terference pattern from thin molecular layers, 

a much smaller primary beam current (~nA) 

and detector with better sensitivity must be 

applied. In standard LEED it is achieved by us

ing a lower current through a cathode filament 

(lower emission current) and by inserting an

additional position-sensitive electron multi- Figure 2.1. Basic experimental configuration for
LEED (side view) with crystalline sample in Ewald ge-

plier like a micro-channel plate (MCP) . , , ..■ ■ . p, ̂ r J ometry and schematic pathway of low-index reflexes
between the grids and the phosphorescent resulted from constructive interference of electron

. . , . o „ beam at the sample surface,
screen, as depicted in Figure 2.1.

2.1.2. LEED spot analysis

The interference pattern obtained from a well-ordered sample provides information not 

only about the surface unit cell or epitaxy relations. The spots' structure contains general infor

mation about the surface morphology, like surface roughness [55], and more specific details, e.g. 

the orientation of facet planes [56] or the average step width of vicinal surface [57]. This is possible 

due to the low interaction depth of low energy electron beam, where the diffracted electrons come 

from only 2-3 uppermost atomic layers. Therefore, any changes at that scale will be reflected in 

the LEED pattern by the broadening of spots (roughness) or completely new spots originated from 

any regular surface structures (like atomic step edges on vicinal surface). However, a proper de

termination of this additional feature requires a three-dimensional (3-dim.) analysis of reciprocal 

space, expressed by scattering vector K =  kin — kout.

Any 3-dim. periodicity of the sample surface results in increased or decreased intensity of the dif

fracted electrons due to the constructive or destructive interference, respectively, occurring under
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Bragg's law. They provide selection rules for K, which can be analysed separately for a plane par

allel (^n) or perpendicular (K±) to the surface. Bragg's law is well-defined for reciprocal lattice 

vectors K\\ because of infinite periodicity parallel to the surface. It results in LEED patterns with 

sharp maxima, well-known from standard LEED imaging of monocrystalline surfaces. On the other 

hand, semi-periodic scattering potential perpendicular to the surface, limited by surface boundary 

and interaction depth, relaxes the selection rule for K±. All intensity maxima are still determined 

by the Bragg condition (in K ß  but they are strongly smeared out perpendicular to the surface 

forming reciprocal lattice rods (known also as crystal truncation rods), schematically depicted as 

orange solid lines in Figure 2.1. To determine the surface morphology in an unambiguous way the 

LEED pattern must be known for different values of the vertical scattering vector. For simplicity, 

when (00)-spot is taken into account ( ^  =  0), and the normal incidence angle (<p =  0) vector K± 
is related with kinetic energy of incoming electrons E(eV) as follows:

K± =  4n cos (y )jE (eV )/1 5 0 A  ?=  K± =  E(eV)/150A (2.3)

To correlate the vertical scattering vector with the Bragg condition, it has to be replaced by dimen- 

sionless scattering phase S =  K±d/2n which describes the phase difference in the number of Ae 
between the electrons scattered from adjacent terraces with height difference d. When S takes in

teger values, it means that the observed sputtering is in Bragg or ‘in-phase’ conditions where the 

electrons interfere constructively. The in-phase LEED pattern should therefore be dominated by 

sharp spots (from the crystalline structure) and any deviations are difficult to detect. However, 

when S takes half integer values, it corresponds to complete aa destructive interference called the 

anti-Bragg or ‘out-of-phase’ condition. The out-of-phase condition, correlated with a certain elec

tron energy (Eou t-o f-phase), is of special importance because even small variations of final wave vector 

k0ut , caused, e.g. by atomic step edges, will disturb the Bragg cancellation and increase intensity 

by orders of magnitude. For regular surface morphology, characteristic distances and their devia

tions can be determined based on profile analysis of intensity redistributed into diffused parts in 

place of the in-phase sharp spot. For more details about LEED theory, especially in terms of differ

ent surface morphologies, please refer to [58].
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2.1 Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM)

Since all diffraction-based surface-sensitive methods (like LEED) provide averaged infor

mation about atomic/molecular arrangement, to reveal a surface structure at the level of single 

atoms in a specific sample area, a new kind of experimental technique has been strongly required. 

The first surface analysis technique which allowed not only to image, but also to manipulate ob

jects in atomic scale was constructed by two IBM employees, Gerd Binning and Heinrich Rohrer, 

in the early 80s [59]. To develop the first STM device, the precursor to the SPM techniques, they 

applied a number of revolutionary solutions creating a base for the whole SPM group. Its impact 

on all surface-related fields of science was so significant that a few years later both scientists were 

awarded with the Nobel Prize in physics [60]. Since then, it has continuously developed and has 

become one of the most widely employed tool to investigate surface at the atomic level.

The idea of SPM was to use an atomically sharp probe which could be extremely sensitive to any 

distance-dependent phenomena (interactions), especially with the short range of occurrence. It 

can be an electron tunneling through the vacuum barrier (STM) or incipient chemical bonds form

ing between probe and surface atoms (NC-AFM). The key is to monitor and control particular tip

sample interaction when a probe is brought into the proximity of a sample surface, and prevent it 

from damage by probe-sample collision. It was achieved by using a feedback circuit coupled with 

piezoelectric elements which can change the probe-sample distance with sub-nm precision. This 

combination allowed to quickly adjust the probe-sample distance to the desired value of the prop

erty measured. By using additional piezoelectric elements, a mutual position between the probe

Figure 2.2. The basic principles of SPM (left side) with characteristic features of STM (upper right) and AFM 
technique (lower right).
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and the sample in XYZ space is controlled. In practice, it is realised by controllable movement of 

either a probe above a sample or a sample beneath a probe (a more popular solution in the cur

rently available devices). Therefore, a 2D map of various surface properties can be collected by 

scanning line-by-line (most often in raster mode) a selected surface area by SPM probe. This kind 

of maps provide information, inter alia about surface topography (AFM), density of electron states 

(STM) or the difference in work function (KPFM). The general scheme of SPM device is presented 

in Figure 2.2.

2.2.1. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM)

In this mode, an atomically-sharp metal tip is brought extremely close (few Â) to the con

ducting or semiconducting surface. When external voltage is applied between the tip and the 

surface, there is a finite probability for conducting electron to 'tunnel' through the separation be

tween electrodes. This separation is considered as a potential barrier much higher than electron 

energy, and therefore, in the frame of classical physics this process should be impossible/strictly 

forbidden. However, due to the wave-nature of the electrons, to describe them in a proper way, 

quantum mechanics formalism was required.

Thus developed, the quantum tunneling theory has successfully explained and determined various 

physical properties, like tunneling current (I t) - the setpoint parameter used in STM. The most 

prominent advantage of the monitoring of I t  is its extremely (exponential) sensitive dependence 

on the separation distance. In other words, change of the tip-sample junction (Z axis) by 1 Â causes 

one order of magnitude change in the measured It, which is in the range of pA-nA in typical STM 

systems applied in UHV. It also means that most of the It  is collected through the most protruding 

atom at the STM tip apex (as presented in upper right of Fig. 2.2). Together with highly controllable 

XY displacement of the tip, provided by piezo element, it allows to measure surface properties with 

a precision less than 0.1 Â. However, one has to keep in mind that STM does not sample surface 

topography but rather the local density of electronic states (LDOS), which can be simply related 

with real surface topography only for metals. At this point, one should remember that real topog

raphy is understood as a surface shape resulted from van der Waals' (vdW) tip-sample interactions 

(probed by AFM).

In a more complicated case, when a semiconducting molecule is adsorbed on metal or a semicon

ductor, different levels of an effective LDOS (molecular and substrate states mixed together) can 

be probed by changing the bias voltage, typically between - 2 and +2 V, resulting in different surface 

morphology observed by STM tip [61]. The polarity of bias voltage determines the current direc

tion; when positive bias is applied to the tip, electrons tunnel from filled sample states (if exists)
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to empty tip states (filled-state STM). In an opposite situation (positive bias on the sample) tip 

electrons tunnel to empty states on the sample (empty-state STM). In particular cases even com

plete inversion of LDOS (STM) topography as compared with real (AFM) topography can be 

observed, e.g. bringing oxygen rows at the TiO2(110) surface are imaged by AFM and STM as con

vex [62] or concave [46] features, respectively.

2.2.2. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

This branch of SPM methods has been invented in 1986 [63] to expand SPM applicability 

for non-conductive surfaces (e.g. insulators, biological samples) and to probe new types of inter

action (e.g. vdW forces, electrostatic forces, chemical bonds). To achieve this goal, more versatile 

detection mechanism, based on deflection-measurement of the AFM probe (cantilever) was re

quired. Currently, one of the foremost methods to detect cantilever deflection with sub-nm 

precision is based on the measurement of the displacement of a laser beam reflected by the back 

side of cantilever's end (as depicted in lower right of Fig. 2.2). Thanks to position-sensitive, four- 

quadrant photodiode, which converts photon intensity into an electrical signal, even small and, 

what is of particular importance, very fast motion of cantilever can be measured. To obtain a nm- 

scale surface information a very sharp tip with apex radius of a few nanometres is still required as 

a scanning probe. However, an effective AFM resolution depends also on the interaction range of 

the selected force probed in a particular case. Therefore, it is much easier to receive high resolution 

by sampling, e.g. a short-range Pauli repulsion (caused by electron orbitals overlapping) or creat

ing a temporary chemical bond than a long-range electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. 

Among tens of the currently available AFM modifications, only a few of them will be presented in 

the following paragraphs due to their role in receiving results presented in this dissertation.

In a simple approach, the effective tip-sample interaction versus distance can be 'illustrated' and 

described by the empirical Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential [64] where both, the tip and the sample, 

are considered as neutral (without electric charge) objects. Thus, only the attractive long-range 

term (vdW forces) and the repulsive short-range term (Pauli repulsion) are taken into account 

(Figure 2.3.). Based on that, three regimes of the force-distance relation, used by AFM, can be dis

tinguished. The AFM tip being in mechanical contact with the sample and dragged along the 

predefined trajectory operates in repulsive regime. This static mode is called contact-AFM and 

provides exact information about surface topography and friction forces by monitoring horizontal 

and vertical cantilever deflection, respectively. To minimize the risk of tip or/and sample damage, 

the tip-sample interaction is maintained at constant level (setpoint) thanks to the almost immedi

ately adjusted Z position of the sample (controlled by feed-back loop). Thanks to well-known 

mechanical properties of the cantilever (like spring constant k) it is easy to determine the exact 

load applied to the sample. In general, soft matter like thin organic layers require a very gentle
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treatment during contact-AFM, otherwise, all molecular structures are easily smeared out on the 

solid substrate. To avoid this, a very long and soft cantilever is used to minimise the tip load. By 

changing the setpoint value it is easy to switch from imaging (sm all load ) to manipulating (large  

load) mode where AFM tip serves as a tool to 'push' weakly adsorbed objects on the surface in the 

desired direction, such as Au islands on MoS2 [65].

W hen the tip-sample force must be reduced to achieve non-destructive probing, especially of soft 

matter, a more sophisticated, dynamic AFM mode is frequently used. In dynamic AFM, the cantile

ver is excited to frequencies close to its resonance (f0) and oscillates above the sample. It turned 

out that the typical parameters of oscillating movement of the cantilever - like frequency, phase or 

amplitude and their changes - can be measured with high accuracy. In addition, most of them are 

very sensitive to even small changes in force ap

plied to the tip. Therefore, the middle region of 

the LJ potential with the highest force gradient 

(AF) is probed by dynamic AFM. Unfortunately, 

for AFM measurements perform ed upon air 

condition, due to larger energy losses during 

oscillation (low  quality factor Q, about 100

1000), only large amplitudes in the range of 

tens and hundreds o f nanometres are excited 

with enough stability. For this reason, the tip 

operates most of the oscillation time far from  

the sample surface (long tail o f LJ potential), 

where only very weak vdW  forces still affect the 

tip movement.

To increase sensitivity, the oscillating tip is approached so close to the surface that it taps very  

gently, for a short moment being in repulsive regime of LJ potential. This mode is called intermit

tent or tapping-mode (TM -AFM ) and is very popular technique for ex-situ examination of inorganic 

[70] and organic surface structures [7, 14]. TM-AFM can operate only with amplitude modulation 

(AM -AFM ), where the tip is excited above the resonant frequency (f>fü) and the setpoint deter

mines how  much amplitude should be reduced in respect to the free amplitude (A 0) during tip

sample approach (increasing repulsive interaction). Besides the fact that a force applied to a sur

face is not measured in TM-AFM, there are a few  works devoted to its estimation [66]. Since all 

lateral forces can be neglected in TM-AFM, the tip pressure is applied normally to the surface al

lowing to use it as a probe for testing the mechanical stability of thin organic films [67]. In addition, 

in AM -AFM the phase-shift signal provides the material's contrast pronounced especially between

Figure 2.3. A graph of interaction force (E) vs dis
tance (r) between a pair of neutral atoms or 
molecules described by the Lennard-Jones potential. 
Regions of three interactions which determine the 
operation regime of basic AFM modes are marked by 
different colours.
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soft, organic structures and rigid substrates due to difference in the cantilever energy dissipation 

[68, 69]. The material's contrast can be enhanced even more by area-related switching of the phase 

between the lower and upper branch of oscillator solutions, unfortunately, at the cost of artificially 

changed topography (different relative height)[70].

UHV conditions allow dynamic AFM to decrease the oscillation amplitude, thanks to higher quality 

factor (Q~1000 — 10000), even down to a few nanometres for a very stiff cantilever (k «  30 — 

50 N/m). Together with high mechanical stability ensured by advanced noise reduction systems, 

like air-legs (external) or magnetic (internal) damping, the non-contact AFM (NC-AFM) stands out 

as a surface technique, next to STM, with the best currently available real space resolution. At the 

same time, it is a non-destructive method (the tip oscillates above the surface without any me

chanical contact) which can be applied to all types of materials, especially the soft ones like thin 

organic films. Because of high detection precision of frequency change in respect to the resonance 

frequency, called detuning frequency (Af), frequency-modulation (FM-AFM) is the most frequently 

used mode of nc-AFM in UHV. Here, the phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit keeps the oscillation fre

quency, serving as a setpoint, at the desired level with constant amplitude.

One of the most remarkable achievements of NC-AFM is revealing the chemical structure of lying 

pentacene by probing short-range chemical forces [71], where unprecedented atomic resolution 

was possible thanks to CO-functionalised tip, very low temperature (5K) and quartz crystal tuning 

fork (qPlus sensor[72]) operating with oscillation amplitudes down to 0.2 Â. For a standard AFM 

cantilever, excited to the first flexural harmonic (f1 st), the atomic or molecular resolution is also 

reachable even at room temperature (RT). To achieve this, not only flexural but also torsional 

modes of cantilever movement must be used, like in bimodal AFM [73, 74]. Due to the large differ

ence in frequencies between the flexural (200-300 kHz) and torsional (>1 MHz) oscillation modes, 

they can be excited and detected simultaneously by two independent sets of PLL circuits. The en

hanced resolution of bimodal AFM stems from the fact that frequency shift of torsional oscillation 

(AfTR), resulted from the lateral tip-sample interaction is induced only by side-dependent forces 

[75]. In this way, short-range forces (like Pauli repulsion), which are strictly related with 

atomic/molecular scale corrugation, can be extracted from the background - created by VdW and 

electrostatic force - where atomic-scale contrast is much weaker [71]. To operate with a relatively 

small amplitudes (<2 nm) the second flexural mode f 2nd «  6.7 x f 1st kHz, characterised by higher 

stiffness k constant, can be used to increase sensitivity to short-range interactions [76].Bimodal 

AFM proved its value, inter alia by providing excellent molecularly-resolved images of pentacene 

thin film on metal substrate [77].
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2.2.3. Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM)

It is known that NC-AFM imaging can be strongly affected by additional, long-range elec

trostatic interaction [78], occurring when the tip and the sample are made of different materials. 

This comes from the fact that materials characterised by different Fermi levels and being in electric 

contact, aim to equalise their Fermi energies. To achieve this, electrons flow from material of 

higher Fermi energy to material with lower energy and charge them, resulting in a potential dif

ference known as the contact potential difference (Vc p d ). This phenomenon was observed for the 

first time in 1898 by Sir William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in the case of two metal plates [79]. They 

had been considered as two capacitor plates separated by a certain distance, and therefore, electric 

force (Fei) could be determined from well-established relations. Thus, the extension of NC-AFM 

technique where the electrostatic part of tip-sample force (Fei) could be extracted (and compen

sated) from the total force (Ftot) acting on the tip is well-known as Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy 

(KPFM). In KPFM method a bias voltage, consisted of constant (Vd c ) and alternating part (V i c  

sin(wt)), is applied to the sample (Vsampie =  VDC + VAC sin(^t)). AC voltage causes oscillation of Fei 

which, according to the vibrating capacitor model, can be determined as follows:

Fei = 1 (Vdc +  VACsin(œt) — VCPD) 2 ̂  (2.4)

Since the oscillating tip is very sensitive to any force changes [66], Vsampie can be tuned to 'reset' 

the electrostatic component of tip-sample interaction (when VDC =  VCPD) and, thus, minimise it at 

every point of the image. The AC component (w) helps to find this local minimum in total force, 

reflected by detuning frequency (Af). The resulted Vcp d  (Vd c ) is collected in the form of a map with 

surface information concerning local electrostatic properties. Currently, an effective electrostatic 

interaction is considered to be consisted of CPD signal (background), related by definition with 

macroscopic property of the tip-sample system (e.g. with work functions for metals), and super

imposed spatial modulation originated from atomic-scale variations in surface potential. They are 

induced by fixed positively/negatively charged ions, as observed for the rutile Ti02( 110) [62].

It seems to be clear that the correct height measurements of surface topography, related with 

chemical/short range or van der Waals interactions (depends on tip-sample distance), can be 

measured only when electrostatic forces have been cancelled. Otherwise, significant changes in 

measured height occur in the case of different composition areas (heterogeneous structure), and 

even complete contrast inversion can be induced [62]. The more detailed KPFM description is pro

vided in the reference [80, 81].
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2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Electrons have been applied in surface science not only due to their wave properties, like 

in diffraction-based methods. Also their particle properties, like the possibility to collide and trans

fer energy with other objects (e.g. atomic nucleus, orbital electrons), have been used to study 

different surface properties. When the total (projectile and target) kinetic energy is conserved dur

ing collision, i.e. scattering interaction, this phenomenon is considered as an elastic process. In 

case of inelastic scattering interaction, some of projectile (electron) kinetic energy is transferred 

to another kind of energy, e.g. thermal vibrations or photon/secondary electron excitation. More

over, the negatively charged electrons can be formed into a focused beam and directed at any 

surface point thanks to electric fields shaped in a certain way by a set of electron lens and aper

tures, creating electron optics.

Electron microscopy development has been initiated by Ernst Ruska and his work on construction 

of the first electron microscope in 1931, awarded with a Nobel Prize in Physics (together with STM 

inventors) [82]. During the 1930s scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been invented by Ernst 

Ruska's collaborator - Max Knoll, leading to the first SEM device built by Manfred von Ardenne 

[83], In SEM, the focused electron beam scans (in raster mode) the selected surface area and pro

duces characteristic (electron and photon-based), time-dependent signals resulted from electron- 

sample interaction and detected by a dedicated device, as depicted in Figure 2.4.a. In principle, the 

surface has to conduct all adsorbed electron, otherwise, they will gather in the scanned area. As a 

result, the electron beam will be strongly reflected by the negatively charged surface and contrast 

will be lost due to oversaturation of detectors. In critical cases, the probe can be even locally de

stroyed.

One of the basic signals, investigated in SEM, is consisted of secondary electrons (SE), emitted with 

low energy (< 50 eV) via inelastic scattering of primary electrons. Due to the low mean free path 

of SE in solids, the electrons emitted from the sample originate only from the sample depth of a 

few nanometres. Moreover, SE intensity (measured by Everhart-Thornley detector [84]) strongly 

depends on the incidence angle of the primary beam, where for higher angles the surface projec

tion of interaction volume increases, and therefore, enhances the number of 'escaping'” electrons. 

This has been described as an edge effect and, together with small excitation depth, allows to image 

the surface topography with a very high precision. Unfortunately, the SE signal does not provide 

direct 3D information about the surface morphology (contrary to SPM), only a 2D map of topogra

phy-related signal. Nevertheless, there are several 3D SEM reconstruction methods which require, 

for example, a series of SEM image collected at different angles (photogrammetry).
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Thin organic film grown on metallic or semiconductor substrates is considered as a more 'trans

parent' layer for high energy (2-30 keV) electron beam, in comparison with bare substrate (Figure

2.4.b). Therefore, much more of the detected electrons originate from the substrate. However, a

Figure 2.4. a) The general scheme of SEM device with b ) a basic distinction of principal sig
nals resultant from the several kinds of interactions occurred between the electron beam and 
the solid state. The schematic comparison of secondary electron intensity (Is e ) was produced 
from the bare area of inorganic substrate (1) and the area covered by thin organic film (2).

significant drop of SE intensity from the surface area covered by molecules is observed due to 

increased adsorption of low energy (<50 eV) electrons within a volume of molecular structure. 

Secondary electrons adsorbed by organic molecules cause their degradation and carbon contami

nation, but for relatively small beam currents (~  pA) and short exposure time, this effect can be 

minimised and provides a clear contrast between inorganic substrate and organic structures.

As a result of elastic scattering interaction with atomic nuclei, part of primary electrons is scat

tered back and emitted from the imaged surface. Then, the back-scattered electrons (BSE) are 

collected by a semiconductor detector positioned above the sample, where they create electron- 

hole pairs in numbers proportional to the current of the incident electron. The intensity of BSE 

increases with a higher atomic number of surface elements, providing contrast between areas of 

different chemical composition.

The currently available SEM devices are equipped with a field emission gun (FEG) and provide a 

mono-energetic electron beam focused down to only few nanometres. It allows to characterise a 

nm-scale features resulting, e.g. from ion beam sputtering [85, 86] or thermally-induced surface 

reorganisation [87, 88].
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2.4 Ion beam sputtering as a tool for surface modification

2.4.1. Principal regimes of IBS

To perform nm-scale modifications of solid surfaces or to reshape them into one, two or 

three-dimensional regular features, a technique based on ion beam sputtering (IBS) is widely ex

ploited [89]. In this method, charged particles hit a surface and lose their kinetic energy during 

several elastic and inelastic collisions with target atoms. A final result of ion irradiation will de

pend very strongly on IBS conditions (e.g. ion energy, mass or impact angle) and the type, 

composition and phase of irradiated sample. Therefore, numerous experimental goals can be 

achieved ranging from surface polishing to a completely opposite purpose - surface roughening 

and fabrication of nm-scale patterns under specific irradiation conditions.

When a low energy (<10 keV) ion beam is applied, most of the energy is transferred directly to 

atoms close to the surface due to the dominance of nuclear (elastic) collisions and, in general, low 

penetration depth. It results in instantaneous 'melting' of a surface region where a number of at

oms is released from a bounded state and becomes mobile. In particular cases (higher ion energy, 

non-grazing incidence angle) they can even be ejected from a target and re-deposit again or sput

tered away. Ions with higher energy, in the range of tens of keV to MeV, are usually used to produce 

doping layers with electrically active impurities. However, most of surface science experiments 

require impurity-free sample preparation. To achieve that, ionised noble gasses (like Ar+, Kr+, Xe+) 

are used normally in low energy range (< 10keV) and occasionally in medium energy range (10

200 keV) [90]. In addition, grazing incidence angle is frequently used to minimise doping effects 

and limits the interactions between the ions and the target only to the most top surface layers. 

When heat treatment is combined with IBS, the ion- and thermally-induced mass transport at the 

surface and re-nucleation at the most energetically preferable sites (like vacancies, steps or kinks) 

act as the main driving force to reduce surface roughness. Therefore, IBS and sample annealing 

offer the capability to obtain smooth surface at atomic scale and serve as a standard method for 

preparation of atomically flat samples.

As mentioned already, besides ion energy, also an impinging direction of the ion beam in respect 

to the surface is of great importance for the resulted surface morphology. In general, with an in

creasing incidence angle (off-normal), directional components of fundamental surface kinetic 

processes become more and more anisotropic. It changes the interplay between the sputtering of 

material from the surface (erosion), creation of ion-induced surface vacancies adatoms and defect- 

mediated evolution of surface morphology, providing well-defined shapes. Thus, two fundamen

tally different regimes of IBS can be distinguished. In the first one, when ions irradiate a surface at 

a normal or slightly off-normal incidence angle, various kinds of surface arrangements like dots
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[91], pyramids [92, 93, 94], pillars [85, 86] or checkerboard structures [95] can be produced. Also, 

a ripple pattern formation is commonly observed in this (close to the normal incidence) regime of 

IBS, where the ripples align perpendicularly to the ion beam projection, as schematically presented 

in Figure 2.5.a. The wave structure at the surface may also be formed by normal incidence ion 

sputtering of low symmetry, anisotropic crystalline sample [96].

The situation changes when the incidence an

gle increases and the ion beam reaches a 

surface at significantly off-normal or grazing 

incidence angle. Here, ripples are oriented 

along the projection of the ion beam 

(Fig. 2.5.b), and thus are rotated by 90 de

grees in respect to the previous case 

(Fig. 2.5.a). This phenomenon called ripple 

rotation ' has been observed for amorphous 

solids, like glass [97] as well as for crystalline materials, like semiconductor crystals [98, 99, 100] 

or metals [101]. The first theory which successfully explained many features of the irradiated sur

faces, i.e. ripple rotation, was proposed by Bradley and Harper (the BH model) in 1988 [102]. They 

created a linear instability model by combination of Sigmund's sputtering theory [103, 104] with 

classical surface diffusion [105, 106] which is known as linear continuum theory. The BH model is 

based on the fact that during the sputtering process more energy is delivered to the surface atoms 

in depressions (convex part) compared to elevations (concave part). It means that depressions are 

sputtered/eroded more effectively (higher sputtering yield) which is the key mechanism of sur

face destabilisation. In other words, the local sputtering yield depends on the surface curvature 

which implies that the surface tends to increase the rate of roughening with increasing surface 

roughness. This process is balanced by surface diffusion induced by ion -bombardment and by 

thermally activated surface self-diffusion, both smoothen the surface. As a result of these counter

acting processes, ripples are formed with a characteristic wavelength which depends on the ion 

beam and surface parameters.

However, many experimental observations like saturation of the surface roughness, linear de

pendence of the ripple wavelength vs projectile's kinetic energy or power-law increase of the 

ripples' wavelength with ion fluence could not be explained within the classical BH model. There

fore, the original approach was further developed by adding nonlinear and higher-order terms to 

introduce an additional ion-induced smoothing mechanism [107]. Since the crystalline structure 

is explicitly omitted in the BH model, the BH-based nonlinear continuum theory works well only

Figure 2.5. Schematic illustration of ripples for
mation upon ion beam sputtering (IBS) at slightly off
normal (a) and grazing incidence angle (b ) explained 
for the first time by the BH model [102]
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for amorphous materials or semiconductors which are surface-amorphized during ion bombard

ment. In the case of surfaces which preserve their crystallinity during IBS, like metals or metal 

oxides (in elevated temperature), the nonlinear continuum model had to be modified/extended by 

taking into account the anisotropic surface diffusion and the presence of a step-edge barrier [108, 

109]. Diffusion anisotropy relates the symmetry of ripple pattern with the surface crystallinity. In 

turn, an additional step-edge barrier, known as the Ehrlich-Schwoebel (ES) barrier (more details 

about the ES barrier can be found in paragraph 2.5.5) can induce mass flow and also contribute to 

pattern formation.

2.4.2. Formation of ripples on TiO2(110) surface

In particular cases, like ripple formation on densely-packed metal surface (e.g. Pt(111)) 

sputtered at grazing incidence angle [110], the BH model does not provide explanations for the 

experimental results and other models have to be developed, e.g. based on the large difference of 

the sputtering efficiency between the terrace and the step edge exposed to the ion beam. This con

cerns rutile TiO2(110) surface, which for the purpose of the presented dissertation, was sputtered 

at grazing incidence angle with the ion beam projected along two basic crystallographic directions 

([001] and [1-10]), where a significant difference in terrace sputtering efficiency was observed 

[51]. It is a consequence of the TiO2(110) surface anisotropy (please recall Fig. 1.2 in paragraph 

1.3) and the shadow cone appearing for sputtering at grazing incidence. Due to the better ion chan

neling of the beam projected along [001] direction, i.e. along atomic rows separated by ~0.65 nm, 

the smaller terrace sputtering yield is provided. In contrast, when the ion beam is directed along 

[1-10] direction, the ions hit the atomic rows from the side where the distance between oxygen

Figure 2.6. a) Atomically flat TiÜ2 (110) surface after a few cleaning cycles. b ) The example of 
stepped ripples on TiÜ2 (110 ) surface resulted from IBS. In both cases, the ion beam azimuth 
was directed along [110 ]Tj^ (110) direction. The Z scale is 0.5 nm and 4.2 nm, respectively.
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atoms within the row is only ~0.3 nm which results in a higher sputtering yield. Thus, more va

cancy islands appear on the terrace during ion bombardment along [1-10] direction accelerating 

the step-edge sputtering. Furthermore, in order to minimise the step-edge energy of the appearing 

vacancy island, the energetically most stable step-edges will form upon sputtering, as determined 

by a 2D Wulff construction for TiÜ2 [111, 47]. Therefore, [001] projection of ion beam supports 

the formation of [001] step edge which is not exposed to the ion beam anymore. The ion beam 

projected along [1-10] direction induces the kinetically determined and energetically unstable [1

10] step edge which can be thermally relaxed into the more stable [1-11] and [1-1-1] step edges 

(see Figure 2.6.a). These edges are still partially exposed to the ion beam and thus contribute in 

the increased sputtering efficiency along [1-10] direction.

2.4.3. Restoring of pristine TiO2(110) surface reconstruction during nano- 
patterning

The surface temperature of the TiÜ2 (110) sample during ion bombardment plays a crucial 

role in the ripple formation. It has been found by M. Kolmer et al [48] that the temperature-induced 

90° switch in the ripple orientation ('ripple rotation') occurred at 300 K is similar to the same 

phenomenon observed earlier for anisotropic metal surfaces [112, 113]. This behaviour is deter

mined by the competition between thermally activated adatom mobility along the favoured 

crystallographic directions and the enhanced erosion of monoatomic step edges (at grazing inci

dence). In addition, the formation of TiÜ2 ripples is assisted at a certain temperature range by the 

into-the-bulk diffusion. As pointed out by Henderson [114], the irradiated TiÜ2 (110) surface re

mains heavily reduced for temperatures below 400 K where no diffusion between the surface and 

bulk has been detected. In that case, the surface stoichiometry is strongly disrupted because of the 

preferential oxygen sputtering, and thus the ripples formed at low temperature (< 400K) are con

sidered to be amorphized (BH-type ripples). The O/Ti ratio increases slowly above 400 K but 

without a significant change in the surface stoichiometry (which is still disrupted by the oxygen 

sputtering) because of oxygen and titanium diffusion. At sample temperatures above 700 K, the 

Ü/Ti ratio on the irradiated surface increases rapidly because of thermally activated, additional 

diffusion paths for excess Ti atoms into the bulk thus allowing to keep the TiÜ2 surface stoichiom

etry roughly intact. It means that the surface remains crystalline and develops upon ion sputtering 

into stepped ripples with visible terrace structure, as presented in Figure 2.6.b.

Therefore, ion beam sputtering (IBS) was the main tool to induce nm-scale surface changes on 

TiÜ2 (110) in terms of molecular growth, as presented in this dissertation. It was used not only to 

clean and flatten TiÜ2 (110) substrates via a standard cleaning procedure (Chapter Four, paragraph
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4.1.1), but also to introduce atomic scale defects and gently roughen the surface (low fluence re

gime - Chapter Five, paragraph 5.2 - 5.3) or even to produce a strongly-modified, rippled 

substrates for thin film growth (high fluence regime - Chapter Six).

2.5 Nucleation and growth of thin organic films

It is known that crystalline configuration of thin organic films is strongly related with the 

geometrical properties of the molecules, like 1D or 2D spatial extension. In addition, the same or

ganic molecule, which is twistable or bendable, can form a number of crystalline polymorphs

(crystalline phases) with different orientations in respect to the surface plane. The selection of the 

specific growth path depends on parameters like growth conditions (substrate temperature, dep

osition rate) and substrate configuration (material, surface structure). All of them have influence 

on a delicate interplay between intermolecular and interfacial interactions, which is of critical im

portance for the initial growth mode and strongly determines further development of the 

molecular system.

Due to the complexity of this issue, the theory of surface nucleation and growth is presented ini

tially on the simplest 0D objects (atoms) with isotropic properties. First of all, the basic regimes of 

condensation on solid substrate, in and far away from equilibrium conditions, are presented in 

paragraph 2.5.1. The equilibrium growth modes, having regard to crystal structure, are introduced 

in paragraph 2.5.2. Then, conditions for the emergence of a stable nucleus, from a thermodynamic 

and kinetic point of view, together with a general overview through the most popular theoretical 

descriptions are presented in paragraphs (2.5.3 - 2.5.6). Finally, principal growth modes of geo

metrically expanded organic molecules with anisotropic properties, on the example of rod-like 

para-hexaphenyl deposited on different substrates, are outlined in paragraph 2.5.7.
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2.5.1. Condensation regimes on solid substrate

According to classical thermodynamics, all many-body systems strive to achieve the ther

modynamic equilibrium by minimising one of the thermodynamic potentials, depending on the 

conditions. However, the molecular system can be 'trapped' by a local minimum, correlated with 

a local non-equilibrium configuration. This situation, presented schematically in Figure 2.7., hap

pens when single atom does not have enough time to fully-relax with the substrate and get to their 

equilibrium state before it “meets” other atoms (large deposition flux - F, small diffusion distance 

- D). In such case, kinetic effects overcome thermodynamic behaviour and the process, described 

as self-organisation, is kinetically induced and limited. This state, being far from the global equilib

rium, can relax to the more thermodynamically stable form by exceeding an energy barrier thanks 

to increasing of the substrate temperature. Ün the other hand, when there is enough time (small 

F) or energy (high D) for a single atom to reach its global thermodynamic equilibrium, this process 

is described as self-assembly. The self-assembled atomic structures are thermally stable and usu

ally highly ordered.

Figure 2.7. The difference between self-organization and self-assembly process in terms of deposition (F) 
and surface diffusion rate (D). As a result, a non-equilibrium (kinetically induced) or equilibrium (thermo
dynamically stable) state is reached, respectively.

2.5.2. Thermodynamic description of equilibrium growth modes

The adsorption of atoms on a solid surface can be considered as a process where they con

dense from the gas phase/vapour to the condensed matter with weak internal interactions. This 

transition is described by a change in one of the thermodynamic potentials - the Gibbs Energy (AG). 

With a constant temperature (T) and pressure (p), when entropy (S) and volume (V) terms are 

equal to zero, the equation for AG is limited only to the term related with the creation of a new 

interface as follows:
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AG =  -SAT +  VAp +  yAA (2.5)

where the surface tension y expresses a surface Gibbs energy per unit area (A). With the new phase 

formed during the condensation of atoms, two completely new interfaces appear, one between the 

gas phase and the condensed material A (y a ) and the other one between the condensed matter and 

the solid substrate B (y b ), as depicted in Figure 2.8. The latter is formed at the cost of gas-solid 

interface (y a - b ) and all together contribute to the change of Gibbs free energy AG:

AG =  Y a a a  + Y b a b -  Y a - b a a - b  (2.6)

In thermodynamic equilibrium (AG = 0), all energy terms related with the creation or reduction of 

interfaces have to compensate each other. It means that the stable nucleus will appear only when 

the energy benefit from replacing interface B by A-B overcomes the cost of creating interface A.

GAS -  CONDEN SED M A TT ER INTERFACE [yA,A A)

—  —  —  —  CON DEN SED M A TT ER  -  SOLID  IN TERFA CE (Ya - u ^ a - u )

—  —  —  —  GAS — SOLID INTERFACE ( y g , A B)

Figure 2.8. Schematic illustration of a liquid droplet (A) condensed on a solid substrate 
(B) with vectors (y) and contact angle (0 ) representing an interplay between surface 
tensions of each interface, according to Young's relations.

For the isotropic y , an equilibrium shape takes a spherical-based form, as it can be observed for 

liquid droplets. The surface tensions are related to the contact angle 0 via Young's equation, as 

schematically presented in Figure 2.8.:

Ya cos(0) +  Ya- b =  Yb (2.7)

In this picture, two elementary growth modes are distinguished. The first one is complete wetting 

occurring for 0 =  0, where 2D layer covers the whole substrate. This configuration is promoted 

when the condensed matter likes to interact with the substrate, i.e. ya + Ya-b  ̂Yb. In the case of 0 > 

0 the formation of 3D nuclei is observed (dewetting) where a creation of interface A is energetically 

hindered because of Ya + Ya-b > Yb.

However, the presented approach (liquid on solid) distinguishes/postulates only a part of growth 

modes observed in inorganic, as well as in organic, thin film growth and it needs to be expanded.
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Since atoms tend to create interatomic bonds in specific geometries, they can grow in ordered 

(crystalline) manner, and thus, surface tensions cannot be considered as isotropic anymore. In ad

dition, a crystalline substrate is very often used for molecular growth. It results in periodic surface 

potential where each atom must adjust and optimise the interaction with the substrate in compe

tition with interatomic binding forces. It implies that the mutual crystallographic relation between 

the substrate and the deposited structure becomes a crucial factor for thin film growth. Figure 2.9. 

presents a schematic overview of the elementary growth modes on perfectly crystalline surface 

(without defects) for different lattice matching, as listed and characterised below:

a) Volmer-Weber growth

The larger is the mismatch of lattice parameters 

between a deposited material A and a substrate 

material B, more dominant is the growth of sep

arated 3D islands where the contact angle can 

be constituted and 0 >  0 (Fig. 2.9.a). This mode 

is supported by large cohesion energy of atomic 

structure (strong interatomic bonding) in com

parison to adhesion on a substrate.

b) Frank-van der Merwe growth

In the perfect case when lattice parameters of 

material A and B are the same, or at least they 

are commensurable, layer-by-layer growth 

(Fig. 2.9.b) is promoted. In other words, homo 

(^ =  ß ) or hetero (^ ^  ß ) epitaxy occurs. Com

plete wettability (0 =  0) of material B by 

material A is favored, in addition, by adhesion 

energy between A and B larger than cohesion 

energy of material A.

c) Stranski-Krastanov growth

Figure 2.9. Basic modes of thin film growth (A) on 
perfectly crystalline substrate (B) depending on lat
tice matching.

The most common growth mode representing an intermediate situation between complete 2D 

layer (Frank-van der Merwe) and separated 3D islands (Volmer-Weber). When lattice parameters 

are similar, the first few layers (1-4) of material A adopt to the surface lattice and form strained
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structure, called wetting layer (Fig. 2.9.c). After that, the formation of relaxed (without strains) 3D 

islands occurs, similar as in the case of Volmer-Weber growth.

2.5.3. Nucleation in thermodynamic approach

The driving force of the creation of a new stable phase by forming nuclei is the energy 

gained from the difference in AG per unit volume between the new phase (solid) and the surround

ing (gas), labelled as Gv. Gv is determined by the volume term (FAp) in equation (2.8). To achieve 

VAp <  0, which is required for nucleation, supersaturation, expressed as the ratio between the 

actual pressure p of the gas phase and vapour pressure p* of the nucleated phase, must occur 

(p/p* >  1). Then, the energy benefit from the new volume can compete with the cost of creating 

new interfaces, as follows:

AG =  yAA — GvAV (2.8)

For simplicity, the balance between volume and surface terms (and the sum AG ) as a function of 

nucleus radius r, is presented for the case of ideal sphere. This situation can be referred to the 

condensation of a liquid droplet in supersaturated gas phase. Therefore, the relation AG(r) is pre

sented in Figure 2.10:

AG =  4nr2y — 4nr3,Gv (2.9)

In the point of AG(r) when the volume term

AG
equals the surface term (—  =  0), further 

growth reduces AG and therefore leads to a 

thermodynamically stable nucleus. Constants 

related with this turning point determine the 

energy barrier for nucleation AG*and the criti

cal nuclei size r*. Parameter r*corresponds 

therefore to the size of nuclei above which it is 

stable. The presented example is known as ho

mogeneous nucleation which occurs in an 

impurity-free environment where no phase 

boundaries can be found.

However, this situation is difficult to 

achieve in a real system where usually other 

phases exist already during nucleation. The

Figure 2.10. Gibbs free energy (solid yellow line) 
during nucleation as a function of nucleus radius 
AG(r) resulted from the competition between the 
surface (dashed red line) and the bulk (dashed blue 
line) in energetic terms. The solid green line indi
cates the relation AG (r) with the decreased energy 
barrier due to heterogeneous nucleation.
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phase boundary, like solid surface (Figure 2.8.), facilitates nucleation from the vapour by decreas

ing the energy barrier for creating a stable nuclei (AG*). This kind of process is described as 

heterogeneous nucleation and dominates in thin film growth.

2.5.4. Nucleation and growth in kinetic approach

As already stated, crystal growth of atoms (and molecules) at solid substrate is a non-equi

librium kinetic process where the final macroscopic state of the system depends on the route taken 

through various reaction paths. Thus, the resulted morphology consisting of atomic aggregations 

(nucleus) at sub-monolayer regime does not reveal one characteristic value of, e.g. the size of a 

stable nucleus, but it is described by a certain distribution. This distribution results from the com

petition between the elementary processes occurring on an adsorbed atom (adatom) on the 

substrate, as indicated in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11. The elementary processes occurring at the substrate surface during deposition of atoms. 
The atoms deposited at a certain rate (f )  can adsorb and remain in place or evaporate again from the 
substrate. The adatom is able to diffuse with rate D in a random walk (isotropic diffusion) or along pref
erential diffusion pathways related with crystalline surface arrangement (anisotropic diffusion). It can 
form a stable (nucleation) or unstable (dissociation) nucleus. The stable nuclei can grow further by in
corporating other molecules, which have a certain probability to diffuse along the edge (perimeter 
diffusion) or detach from it.

2.5.5. Determination of basic condensation regimes in the frame of rate 

equation theory

One of the most popular methods for qualitative description of nucleation in thin film for

mation is based on the rate equation theory [115] combined with the classical nucleation theory 

[116]. In this picture, the probability of each event is given by a certain rate, e.g. the total number 

of atoms adsorbed at the surface (per unit area and time) is given by deposition rate (R). For sim

plicity, the deposition rate is considered to be equal the flux of impinging atoms (f), since the 

probability of the atom to 'stick' and remain on the surface (known as sticking coefficient) is taken
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as unity (especially in the case of organic molecules). It means that the adatom remains at the 

surface long enough to incorporate to the stable or unstable nucleus before it desorbs. Neverthe

less, one has to keep in mind that the sticking coefficient is a function of coverage (0), kinetic 

energy of impinging atoms and, what is most important, surface temperature (T) compared to ad

sorption energy (Ea  ). Thus, the adatom can desorb from the surface after a certain time (called 

residence time Tr ), which depends on Ea T and va (atomic/molecular vibration frequency). As a 

thermally activated process, it obeys the universal Arrhenius law as follow:

— = vae -EA/kBT (2.10)
Tr

However, to fully determine how many adsorbed atoms are engaged in thin film growth, besides 

the residence time, one needs to know the character of adatom movement. For example, how fast 

they can diffuse in particular temperature and if there are any preferential diffusion paths. A part 

of this information is given by the diffusion rate (D) which is also determined by Arrhenius law:

D = 1l2v0e -Eo/kBT (2.11)

The two-dimensional nature of surface diffu

sion is included in pre-factor %. The I 

parameter corresponds to the mean square 

distance travelled during a single jump from 

one adsorption site to another with the at

tempt frequency given by v0. The energy 

barrier for diffusion (Ed ) for a certain system 

is determined generally by one value since 

the diffusing atoms experience a periodic 

surface potential resultant from crystalline 

arrangement, roughly the same in all direc

tions (isotropic diffusion). However, the 

energy barrier for diffusion on anisotropic 

substrates, like TiO2(110), cannot be deter

mined only by one value because of strongly 

anisotropic diffusion related with surface 

crystallography, as it will be shown in the presented dissertation. In addition, all naturally occur

ring step edges enhance the diffusion barrier and thus, inhibit the interlayer transport. This edge- 

enhanced barrier, already mentioned in paragraph 2.4.2 (ripples on crystalline surface), is the

Figure 2.12. During diffusion an adatom experiences 
a periodic surface potential characterised by an activa
tion energy barrier (Ed ) enhanced at step edges by 
additional energy barrier, known as the Ehrlich- 
Schwoebel barrier (Es ). Due to the lower coordination 
number of the step-edge atom, the adatom diffusing at 
the top layer of the surface is reflected from the edge 
(barrier) whereas the adatom at the bottom layer can 
be 'trapped' by a deeper potential well.
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well-known Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier (Es ) [117,118], schematically depicted in Figure 2.12. Es 

can contribute to the attachment process of arriving atoms acting as a driving force for attachment.

Most of relations determined in the frame of rate equation theory use, as a central quantity, the 

density ns (t ) of clusters consisting of s atoms. The traditional approach to studying the time evolu

tion of cluster growth is based on the theory proposed by Smoluchowski [119]. In this approach, 

a mean-field approximation is used, which neglects fluctuations and geometry, to provide an equa

tion for the s-cluster distribution. With the known ns (t ) and D, one can write the relation for the 

time between adsorption and incorporation of adatom to s-cluster, called capture time Tc  :

1
r  =  tfsön s (2.12)TC

Parameter is the capture number describing the propensity of s-cluster to adsorb an atom. Now,

the condensation regime can be determined based on the ratio between the residence and the 

capture time (Tr/Tc  ). When the desorption rate is absent/neglected, the adatoms nucleate in the 

so-called complete condensation regime (Tr/Tc  >>1). In contrast, if the residence time is extremely 

short, the adatom desorbs before it can be incorporated to any cluster and the cluster growth is 

supported only by the directly impinging atoms. This process is described by extreme incomplete 

condensation (Tr/Tc  « 1 )  and is considered at high surface temperatures and/or low deposition 

rates. In practice, the initially incomplete condensation is more often observed at initial stage of 

growth (low coverage) and becomes complete at the later stage of deposition [115].

2.5.6. Critical nucleus size

Not all s-clusters are stable enough to be considered for further growth by aggregation. 

Some of them can disintegrate again, and thus, contribute to the density of single atoms. The 

threshold size between a stable and unstable cluster is given by the critical nucleus size i. In clas

sical nucleation theory, it is defined as the smallest cluster that becomes more stable by capturing 

one more atom/molecule. In a more probabilistic picture, it is the smallest cluster whose proba

bility of growth is greater than decay which seems to be a more appropriate definition since even 

a cluster with size s > i still has a finite chance to disintegrate. In the case of metal growth at and 

below RT the critical nucleus size is commonly equal to 1 (dimer is already stable) [120]. However, 

extensive studies done for rod-like organic molecules (like 6P) pointed out that this quantity is 

typically larger [121, 122, 123].

In thin film formation one can differentiate two consecutive regimes. The first one, transient nu- 

cleation (known also as nucleation regime), is characterised by a rapid increase of cluster density
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as a result of creating new clusters. When the cluster number reaches its maximum value (denoted 

as N), and all adatoms are captured only by the already formed clusters, the regimes turn over to 

the steady state nucleation (known also as aggregation regime). It is possible to determine the 

number of clusters N, in the aggregation regime, by the equation demonstrated by Venables et al. 

[124] with the central feature known as the scaling relation o f nucleation:

N k  g ) “  (2.13)

It turns out that cluster density is mainly a function of two central kinetic rates of deposition (F) 

and diffusion (D) where the scaling exponent a is a function of the critical nucleus size. However, 

the exact relation of a (t) depends on the physical mechanism for nucleation and aggregation 

which has to be known [125]. There are typically two extreme types of this mechanism: diffusion- 

limited aggregation (DLA) and attachment-limited aggregation (ALA). The DLA model [126, 127] 

implies that an adsorption site is occupied with much higher probability by an adatom diffusing 

on the surface than by atom adsorbed directly from the vapor (low F). It assumes also that the 

attachment possibility of all aggregation events (adatom-adatom, adatom-unstable cluster and 

adatom-stable cluster) is equal one. Thus, the attachment is fast as compared to diffusion and the 

cluster growth is limited only by the diffusion rate. However, when an adsorption site is more fre

quently occupied by impinging than diffusing atoms/molecules (high F), the ALA model is applied 

[128]. Moreover, in this approach it is assumed that the adatom which incorporates to the cluster 

rim, experiences an energy barrier. For spatially-extended organic molecules, this barrier can be 

attributed to considerable reorientation of the monomer required during incorporation. This ef

fect inhibits/limits the aggregation process which is no longer determined by the diffusion rate. 

Therefore, parameter i can be experimentally obtained from the deposition rate dependence of the 

cluster density according to N ~ Ra, of course if the condition of aggregation regime is fulfilled. In 

the case of the most frequently applied DLA model, the a yields the critical nucleus size via a = 

t/(t +  2) [124], whereas for ALA model a =  2t/(t +  3) [129, 130], both are determined for com

plete condensation regime. For experiments performed in the wide range of deposition rate, the 

cross-over from DLA to ALA model can be observed for the same system, as it was done for 6P 

[128] and 5A [131] deposition on an ion sputter-modified mica.
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2.5.7. Principal growth modes of para-hexaphenyl

In general, rod-like molecules (represented 

in this work by para-hexaphenyl) cannot be con

sidered as point-like objects with isotropic 

properties. Thus, fundamental growth modes 

(already presented in Figure 2.9.) have to be ex

panded over additional degrees of freedom, 

including orientation of molecular long axis be

tween adjacent monomers as well as in respect 

to the surface plane. Moreover, due to the single 

bonds between the planar-shaped phenyl rings, 

they can twist with respect to each other as ob

served for a single molecule either on the 

surface or in the gas phase. It is also responsible 

for a certain flexibility of the backbone of 6P, and 

generally of all n-phenyls. However, one of the 

main strengths of 6P molecules in terms of cre

ating a functional building blocks on surface is

Figure 2.13. The molecular arrangement of the 6P that during conventional thin film formation
crystal bulk in RT equilibrium phase fß-structure); . .

, , , , , , , ., . they arrange into highly-crystallme structures,
top view along the molecular axes (aj and side view
of two herringbone layers [b] with corresponding The 6Ps involved in crystal-like growth adopt a 
contact planes, c) The surface-induced single her- rough|y flat configuration. It means that all phe. 
ringbone layer of y-structure.

nyl rings are arranged in a single plane, denoted 

as the molecular or aromatic plane, with tilting out (librations) less than 10° [18, 132].

The most energetically favourable 6P crystal phase, the ß-structure (Figure 1.1.b), is a dominant 

crystallographic form adopted in the vast majority of experiments conducted in RT on various 

kinds of surfaces. However, the orientation of ß-structure in respect to the surface plane can differ 

significantly and is determined by a so-called contact plane (crystallography plane which is aligned 

parallel to the substrate surface). Thus, two main groups of the contact planes can be distin

guished, as presented in Figure 2.13.

In the first one, the long axes of molecules are oriented parallel or almost parallel to the surface 

plane, i.e. the (001) net plane of the ß-structure is perpendicular to the surface. This configuration 

is referred, in general, to the lying-type orientation and corresponds to all contact planes marked 

and labelled in Fig. 2.13.a. These contact planes correspond to the basic cleavage planes of the 6P
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crystal bulk. The second one is characterised by molecules oriented with their long axes approxi

mately perpendicular to the substrate surface, i.e. the (001) net plane is parallel to the surface 

plane. The 6Ps arranged in this way represent standing-type orientation although they should ex

hibit a tilt angle of 17° relative to the normal of the substrate surface according to the ß-structure 

[18]. It results in the herringbone layer thickness of about 26 Â (Fig. 2.13.b). In practice, higher off

normal angles are observed for molecules in the first standing-type layer, most probably due to the 

substrate influence, leading to the layer thickness being even more reduced. However, when the 

thin film is grown on a substrate at elevated temperatures (above 430 K), a new crystalline phase 

is observed [133, 134, 135]. This surface-induced phase is denoted as y-structure and is similar to 

the ß-structure. But the main difference between them is that the molecules within the y-type 6P 

layer are not tilted anymore but they are oriented perfectly normal to the layer/substrate plane, 

as depicted in Figure 2.13.c.

It is worth noting that the orientation of the (001) net plane with respect to the substrate surface 

is mainly responsible for 6P morphology. This is due to the fact that a single molecule has negligi

ble chance to incorporate to the (001) plane of an already existing crystal. This results from the 

very weak interaction in crystal bulk via the (001) plane, i.e. the low attachment energy, and occurs 

for all crystals grown in lying-type configuration (all contact planes from the first group - 

Fig. 2.13.a). Thus, lying molecules induce growth in one lateral dimension resulting in extremely 

anisotropic, needle-like morphology. On the other hand, when a crystal facet exposes the long axes 

of 6P molecules (standing-type configuration), the incoming monomers are gladly incorporated to 

the crystal structure from those sides, and thus, contributing to growth in two lateral dimensions. 

This situation applies for all structures with the (001) contact plane and is described by island-like 

morphology. However, due to the existence of high step-edge barrier (ES barrier) for upright 

standing layer, the interlayer diffusion is inhibited resulting in the morphology (the Volmer-Weber 

growth) of terraced islands (mounds). It is additionally supported by the so-called Zeno effect (or 

Zeno's paradox [136]) which states that the probability for a molecule to land in a trench between 

islands decreases with increasing coverage (decreasing width of trench). Therefore, the chance to 

fill and close the bottom and each subsequent layer, and thus, to induce layer-by-layer (Frank-van 

der Merwe) growth becomes increasingly difficult with every single molecule incorporated to this 

layer.

In turn, the 6P crystal orientation (with its typical morphology) is mainly governed by a delicate 

interplay between molecular-substrate and intermolecular interactions. This interplay can be in

fluenced by several important factors. First of all, the growth conditions like substrate 

temperature and deposition rate can significantly change the thin film formation since they deter

mine whether the process tends to reach the equilibrium state (self-organization) or not (self
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assembling). Thus, at equilibrium growth conditions (high substrate temperature, low deposition 

rate), 6P molecules prefer to self-organise into a layered structure consisting of upright standing 

molecules with in-plane arrangement corresponding to the herringbone layer. In other words, 6P 

crystallites adopt the (001) contact plane where intermolecular interaction within the herring

bone layer can be enhanced at the cost of minimised molecular-substrate interactions. In the 

opposite situation when 6P molecules are deposited with high deposition rate onto low tempera

ture substrate, they self-arrange into lying-type structures (needles) as the most kinetically 

favoured configuration.

The crucial role of the substrate itself cannot be omitted regarding thin film growth. The molecu- 

lar-substrate interaction is effectively weakened when a substrate contains contaminations, like 

carbon [137], oxygen [138, 139] or generally when it is air-passivated prior to 6P deposition [140]. 

The same effect is achieved when a substrate amorphized by ion beam treatment (like sputtered 

mica [121, 128]) is used. In all the mentioned examples, islands-type morphology with the (001) 

contact plane is observed.

It points out that the defect-free, crystalline surface is necessary to induce lying-type needles. How

ever, this is still not a sufficient condition since the compatibility (commensurability) between the 

atomic arrangement at the single-crystalline surface and one of the cleavage planes within the her

ringbone layer of the 6P crystal bulk is required at least in some degree. When this situation takes 

place, the process is described as epitaxial growth and the relations occurring at molecular-sub- 

strate interface can be determined by a so-called epitaxial matrix. Because of numerous cleavage 

planes within (in-plane) the herringbone layer, which can be adopted by the growing 6P crystal, a 

final orientation of the bulk-like (lying-type) structure is determined by the initial stage of organic 

growth. The initial stage of growth, in turn, is dominated by molecule-substrate interaction where 

molecule-molecule interactions are neglected in the first approximation due to the low molecular 

density at the surface. Since the molecule-substrate interaction depends mainly on the substrate 

material, the pronounced differences are disclosed between dielectric and metallic surfaces. It 

turned out that the interaction of 6P with dielectric substrate, like KCl(100) or mica(001), is 

weaker than with metallic substrate like Au(111), as revealed by thermal desorption spectroscopy 

(TDS) [141, 142].

With increasing interaction strength of 6P with the substrate, the adsorbed monomers tend to ori

ent in flat-on configuration where the molecular/aromatic plane is parallel to the substrate 

surface. This orientation allows to maximise the overlapping between the molecular n-system and 

the surface electronic states. The maximum number of flat-on molecules at the molecular-sub- 

strate interface is provided by the (213) contact plane, as commonly observed for metallic
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substrates like Au(111) and Al(111), even for substrate temperatures up to 430 K [143, 144]. With 

decreasing molecular-substrate interaction strength, the importance of the intermolecular forces 

starts to increase resulting in epitaxial growth with (111) and (112) contact planes, as demon

strated on mica (001) [145, 146] and epi-ready GaAs [147, 148]. These contact planes are 

characterised by densely-packed, alternating edge-on (the molecular plane normal to the surface) 

and side-tilted molecules with their long axes 5° off from the surface plane. Further weakening of 

the molecular-substrate interactions strength leads to the formation of upright standing islands 

with the (001) contact plane as observed for weakly-interacting alkali halide (001) surfaces [149, 

150]. Here, a reorientation of the initially lying-type cluster into standing-type cluster occurs, as 

proposed by computational modelling in Ref[121]. In this case, epitaxial growth does not provide 

a sufficient energy gain, achieved from adopting the organic crystal structure to the substrate sur

face, to exceed an energetic penalty resulting from the deviations of organic structure from its 

equilibrium bulk structure [151, 152].

As presented in the case of atomically clean and flat Cu(110) and oxygen-terminated Cu(110)- 

(2x1)O surfaces, the anisotropy of the substrate also has a significant impact on the initial stage of 

6P growth. Closely packed atomic rows (C and O, respectively) act like 1D rails/trenches that force 

the same in-plane and out-of-plane orientation of all 6P molecule adsorbed directly on the sub

strate. Therefore, new contact planes have been found, namely (629) plane, and particularly 

interesting (203) plane [53, 153]. In the latter, all initially adsorbed molecules are side-tilted with 

substrate-induced spacing (0.512 nm) which is close to distance (0.566 nm) between molecules 

within (203) net plane of the 6P crystal bulk.

In all cases of epitaxial growth when the substrate-molecule interaction exceeds the intermolecu

lar interaction, a meta-stable 2D monolayer (wetting layer) is formed at the initial stage of 6P 

growth, which acts as a template for further molecular growth. Thus, the structure of a wetting 

layer determined by epitaxial relations with the substrate induces further growth with particular 

crystal orientation (Stranski-Krastanov growth mode). However, the epitaxial growth is possible 

even without a wetting layer, where a crystal nucleus is formed directly on the substrate (Volmer

Weber growth mode). It happens when intermolecular strength overcomes the interaction with 

the substrate, as shown for example on KCl(110) surface [154].

The more complex and detailed review through all the basic 6P morphologies is provided in refer

ences [8, 9].
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Chapter Three
Experimental details

To prepare clean, adsorbate-free substrates for thin film growth, which are controlled with 

nm-scale precision, and to investigate them with even higher resolution, an environment of ultra

high vacuum (UHV) is highly required (3.1). In addition, UHV ensures that a mean free path of ions, 

molecules or electrons is long enough to use techniques like ion beam sputtering or molecular 

beam epitaxy (MBE) to prepare a thin film sample (3.2). More technical details about all experi

mental methods used for the characterisation of thin film samples - in UHV (in-situ) as well as in 

ambient conditions (ex-situ) -  are also provided (3.3)
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3.1. Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) setup

A great majority of the samples presented in this dissertation have been prepared in UHV 

setup, with a basic pressure of 2x10-10 mbar. This system comprises three individual chambers 

being in linear arrangement which allows to use single magnetic transfer to transport samples 

between them. The whole UHV setup is adapted to the holder system provided by Prevac company, 

besides the AFM part (the omicron holders). The top view of UHV setup is schematically presented 

in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 The top view scheme of UHV system consisted of two main chambers interlinked by long mag
netic transfer. The analytical chamber is equipped with Omicron RT AFM/STM microscope, OCI LEED/Auger 
device and is connected with the small introduction chamber (Load Lock) via short magnetic transfer. The 
preparation chamber is equipped with a noble gas ion gun, a manipulator with sample heating/ cooling stage 
and two effusion cells. The real photo of UHV equipment is provided in the bottom right insert.

The preparation chamber is equipped with an ion beam gun which produces a focused ion beam 

(spot size of 2 mm) of noble gas (Ar, Kr, Xe) with typical ion flux of ~1013 ions cm-2 s-1. Thanks to 

extra scanning electrodes, a sample surface is scanned by ion beam in raster mode. The sample 

can be heated up to ~1300 K as measured by IMPAC pyrometer IP 140. The preparation chamber 

also contains two evaporation (Knudsen) cells of para-hexaphenyl to perform organic molecular 

beam epitaxy described in more details in paragraph 3.2.3.
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The analytical chamber is used mainly for LEED investigations. For this purpose, the OCI Vacuum 

Microengineering Inc. LEED device equipped with micro-channel plate (MCP) is used. This cham

ber is connected with a load-lock chamber for introduction of the sample using short magnetic 

transfer.

The last chamber is dedicated for AFM/STM measurements and it is equipped with Omicron RT 

UHV AFM/STM device and a carousel for sample storage. For STM imaging, electrochemically 

etched tungsten tips were used. For AFM measurements, depending on the imaging mode, differ

ent types of cantilevers: SSS-NCHR (FM-AFM), HQ-CSC17-Al (contact-AFM) or PtSi-FM (KPFM) 

have been used.

3.2. Sample preparation

3.2.1. TiÜ2(110) cleaning/flattening procedure

As substrates, epi-ready rutile TiO2 (110) 

(MaTecK Company) crystal samples cut in 

pieces of 10 x 3 x 0.5 mm3, were rinsed in an 

isopropanol ultrasound bath and mounted on 

Si/SiO2 wafer pieces forming a sandwich struc

ture clamped by two tungsten electrodes, as 

schematically shown in Figure 3.2. This configu

ration allows for resistive heating by AC current 

directly applied through the silicon crystal yield

ing a uniform thermo-reduction along the TiO2  

crystal during the annealing process [155]. After 

introduction into to the UHV system the samples 

were outgassed at 820 K for several hours. Next, 

cleaning cycles (10-15 min of 1 keV Ar+ sputter

ing at 60o off-normal followed by 20-30 min of 

annealing at 780 K) were performed until an 

atomically clean and flat, low-defected surface w 

by LEED and STM techniques.

Figure 3.2 Simplified scheme of UHV holder dedi
cated for direct heating of a sample (TiÜ2) by AC 
current flowing mainly via Si/SiÜ2 wafer. This archi
tecture decreases a holder volume which is heating 
up during thermal treatment, and thus, allows to 
control a sample temperature more precisely.

obtained. The surface quality was monitored
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3.2.2. TiO2(110) ripples' formation

For nanostructuring, the TiO2(110) surfaces were irradiated with a beam of 2 keV noble 

gas ions at grazing incidence (75-80o off normal) and fluences up to 2 x 1017 ions/cm2 were ap

plied. Under the applied experimental conditions, the ion bombardment of the titanium dioxide 

surface results in the formation of a nanoripple pattern, as described already in paragraph 2.4.2 

[49, 50]. The projection of the ion beam on the TiO2(110) surface was directed either along the 

[110] or the [001] surface direction. It allows to create ripples with their long axis oriented either 

along or perpendicularly to the direction of the initial substrate atomic rows. T o preserve the local 

stoichiometry and the crystallographic arrangement of the developing ripples, the sample temper

ature during ion irradiation was set to about 750 K [114]. The resulted ripples morphology has 

been characterised in situ by means of STM and LEED methods.

Some sets of samples with 'high amplitude' ripple patterns were prepared at the Institute of Phys

ics, University of Genova, with the help of Carlo Mennucci and under the supervision of prof. 

Francesco Buatier de Mongeot. This UHV setup is equipped with a high flux ECR ion source capable 

of delivering a defocused Ar+ ion beam at 800 eV with typical ion fluxes in the range of 

~1015 ions/cm2.

3.2.3. Organic molecular beam epitaxy

The deposition of 6P molecules was performed using organic molecular beam epitaxy 

(OMBE) from a Knudsen cell (kept at 515 ±  3 K). The samples were held at room temperature 

(RT) during 6P evaporation. The pressure during deposition was ~2 x 10-9 mbar. The deposition 

rate was typically in the range of 0.04 — 0.05 ML/min, as measured by quartz microbalance prior 

to deposition. Depending on the investigation goal, the final coverages (0 ) were maintained in the 

range from sub-monolayer to 1 or 2 monolayer regime. Here, one monolayer (1 ML) corresponds 

to a complete layer of upright-standing 6P molecules arranged in a herringbone structure with a 

molecule density in the 6P(001) plane equal to 4.4 x 1014 molecules/cm2 [18].

Some samples were prepared in different experimental setup (Leoben, Austria) using Hot Wall 

Epitaxy (HWE) [156].HWE provides growth conditions as near as possible to thermodynamic 

equilibrium by increasing internal energy of deposited molecules, and thus the enhancement of 

their surface diffusion rates (D). The source temperature was 512 K and the wall temperature was 

514 K whereas the substrate temperature was kept at RT. The deposition time was one order of 

magnitude shorter (in respect to standard OMBE) due to the higher deposition rate of about 

0.25 ML/min. In these cases, the base pressure was ~5 x 10-6 mbar, the pressure during deposi

tion was ~2 x 10-5 mbar.
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3.3. Characterisation of thin film growth structure and morphology

The surface morphology of the developed molecular structures was investigated in situ by 

non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM), operated in frequency modulation mode (FM- 

AFM), with additional compensation of tip-sample electrostatic forces (CPD) provided by Kelvin 

probe force microscopy (KPFM). In particular cases, when high crystallographic order of 6P mol

ecules with the same lateral orientation over the whole surface could be pointed out, low energy 

electron diffraction (LEED) was used to determine molecular unit cell parameters and commen- 

surability with the substrate atomic arrangement.

Ex-situ characterisation of the air-passivated samples was performed by means of tapping-mode 

atomic force microscopy (TM-AFM) using Agilent 5500 AFM device or MFP Asylum. As AFM 

probes, for both FM-AFM (UHV) and TM-AFM (AIR) measurements, a SSS-N CHR tip from nanosen

sors with nominal apex radius of 2 nm, a spring constant of ~40 N /m, a resonance frequency of 

300 kHz were used. Complementary imaging was performed by scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) with a SEM FEI Quanta 3D FEG microscope.

High-resolution molecularly resolved imaging of 6P islands was performed by the built-in-house 

RT UHV AFM system in the so-called bimodal dynamic AFM [73, 74] using commercially available 

PPP-NCL cantilevers (nanosensor) with resonance frequency of the first flexural mode f 1st «  

149 kHz and stiffness k0 «  23 N/m. In this mode, AFM cantilever is simultaneously excited to 

flexural and torsional tip movement, where two sets of digital phase-locked loop circuits (Nanonis: 

OC-4) were used to detect frequencies and amplitudes of these modes. To operate with relatively 

small amplitudes (<2 nm) and thus increase the sensitivity to short-range interactions, the second 

flexural mode f 2nd «  953 kHz was used [76].
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Growth of para-hexaphenyl 
on atomically flat TiÜ2 (110 )

The main goal of this chapter is to introduce the 6P/TiO2(110) system starting from the 

case of almost perfectly flat substrate with an enhanced role of atomic rows. Here, molecules adopt 

lying-type configuration from the beginning of the deposition process and form an ultra-thin layer 

with substrate-related ordering up to 0.12 ML (paragraph 4.1).

Further deposition (molecular coverage > 0.12 ML) leads to the formation of 6P bulk-like struc

tures with the contact plane resulted from the epitaxial relation between the first complete lying 

layer and the substrate underneath. All together they are organised in typical Stranski-Krastanov 

growth mode, but with pronounced anisotropy, consisting of a 2D wetting layer and needle-like 

3D structures (paragraph 4.2).

The metastable wetting layer can be reorganised upon the exposure to air resulting in round

shaped 3D islands (paragraph 4.3). Together with the air-stable 6P needles they create an air-in

duced bimodal system where the surface arrangement of each kind of the structures is an effect of 

diffusion anisotropy and total coverage. This chapter is summarised in paragraph 4.4.



4.1 2D wetting layer of 6P molecules on flat TiÜ2 substrate surface

4.1.1 Substrate surface characterisation

Surface defects can act as anchor points for diffusing molecules, and therefore, decrease 

the energy barrier for creating a stable nuclei leading to heterogeneous nucleation. To minimise 

this effect, especially during the initial stages of 6P deposition/growth, an atomically flat and clean 

TiÜ2(110) surface has to be prepared. Experimentally, it was realised by several cleaning cycles, 

described in detail in paragraph 3.2.1, providing the substrate surface as presented in Figure 4.1. 

As revealed by the STM image in Figure 4.1.a the surface consists of relatively wide terraces. The
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Figure 4.1. a) STM image of (110) TiÜ2 surface with terraced structure. The cross-section profile taken along 
the atomic rows [001] direction (solid black line) shows that the terraces are separated by monoatomic steps 
with a height of 0.32 nm, as presented in the bottom left. b ) The close-up STM image with atomic rows char
acterised by the wavelength of 0.65 nm measured along the [1-10] direction, as revealed by the cross-section 
profile in the bottom right. The weakly-defected crystalline surface results in clear LEED pattern, as shown 
in the lower right corner of b ) . The obtained unit cell corresponds to the (1x1) reconstruction of the 
TiÜ2 (110) surface. STM parameters; a) 20 pA, 1.35 V b ) 20 pA, 2 V.

terrace width along the atomic rows [001] direction was about 30-80 nm. The step height (bottom 

part of Fig. 4.1.a) clearly corresponds to the value of 0.32 nm expected for a monoatomic step 

height on TiÜ2 (110) surface [46]. A closer look at the surface shows a nicely preserved structure 

of atomic rows (Fig. 4.1.b) where even single atoms can be recognised within the row. Since posi

tive bias voltage (2 V) was applied on the sample, only empty electronic states were probed. Thus, 

the bright atomic rows are actually Ti(5f) atoms and the dark lines between them correspond to
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the protruding O(2f) rows. To check the spacing between atomic rows, a cross-section profile has 

been drawn (the bottom part of Fig. 4.1.b) where a regular periodicity of about 0.65 nm is clearly 

observed.

The enhanced atomic resolution of the provided RT STM image was possible thanks to the double

tip with the apex structure being commensurable with the atomic rows periodicity. It can be seen 

especially on the example of point-like (0D) surface defects. All bright features, most probably re

lated to the surface hydroxyl groups and/or O(2f) vacancies [157], are doubled in a similar way as 

indicated by the white circles in Fig. 4.1.b. Another type of point-like surface defect which com

monly occurs after clean processing of TiO2(110) is Ti(5f) vacancy reflected by missing atoms in 

the atomic row, as pointed out by the white squares in Fig. 4.1.b. Except for 0D, also 1D examples 

of surface defects can be found, such as (2 x 1) reconstruction. It is revealed as a few-nm long 

stripe, parallel to [001] direction, with characteristic brighter ends, as marked by a black square 

in Fig. 4.1.a. Monoatomic step edges are also considered as 1D defects.

The anisotropic, crystalline structure of the TiO2(110) substrate surface has been confirmed inde

pendently by LEED measurements. The diffraction image, inserted in the lower right of Fig. 4.1.b 

presents a clear and sharp pattern as a result of perfect crystallographic order of the surface, at 

least within the scale of coherence length of the probing electrons (typically 10-20 nm). It confirms 

the single-crystalline character of the sample. The influence of surface defects is limited only to 

weak scattering effects (noise in the LEED background) since they are not ordered at all or, at least, 

in a length scale comparable with interatomic distances.

4.1.2 Formation of 2D wetting layer

Figure 4.2. presents the substrate covered by 0.25 ML of 6P molecules and imaged in UHV 

by NC-AFM and STM in the scale of 150 x 150 nm2 (Fig. 4.2.a) and 50 x 50 nm2 (Fig. 4.2.b), re

spectively. The larger image (Fig. 4.2.a) revealed the already observed terraced structure with 

additional meandering stripes. The stripes are oriented roughly normal to [001] direction. Due to 

the relatively poor lateral resolution of NC-AFM, a more detailed view on the 6P-covered surface 

was provided by STM in Fig. 4.2.b. It turns out that each stripe is composed of molecules lying side- 

by-side within the stripe, with molecular long axis oriented along the atomic rows [001] direction. 

The cross-section profiles taken parallel (A) and perpendicular (B) to the [001] direction reveal 

characteristic periodicities of 2.8 ±  0.2 nm and 0.66 ±  0.03 nm, respectively. These values corre

spond with the 6P length (~2.7 nm) and atomic rows spacing (~0.65 nm) giving a picture of the 

most probable arrangement of the first molecular monolayer.
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To confirm these values by another technique, the diffraction (LEED) has have been collected in 

the electron energy range of 10-200 eV. Only patterns taken at 20-30 eV reveal new  spots 

(Fig. 4.2.c), as compared to the LEED pattern of the clean substrate surface. The additional spots 

(empty arrow s) which appeared around the 1st order substrate spots (full arrow s) are located 

along [001] direction. The lack of extra spots along [1- 10] direction means that the 6P wetting 

layer is ordered with the same lattice constant as the substrate, being consistent with the STM 

observations. The [001]-related spots result from the periodicity occurring at the surface in the 

same direction as atomic rows or the long axis o f 6P molecules. The spot structure taken in [001] 

direction and presented as a function o f electron intensity vs scattering vector is given on the bot

tom graph in Fig. 4.2 .c. The scattering vector is expressed as a percentage of the First Brillouin 

Zone (FBZ) o f TiO2(110) surface for [001] direction, and thus, is simply related to a distance of 

2.96 Â. The real-space distance of about 58 ±  1 Â  corresponds to the doubled length o f the 6P mol-

Figure 4.2 NC-AFM image (a) and STM image (b ) of TiO2(110) surface covered by 6P wetting layer. The 
molecules are arranged in so-called meandering stripes and with a molecular long axis oriented along [001] 
direction. The cross-section profiles taken parallel (A ) and perpendicular (B) to the azimuth of molecular 
long axis are shown at the bottom of a-b ), where periodicities of 2.8 and 0.66 nm have been found, respec
tively. The LEED pattern (c) with reflexes produced by the substrate (full black arrows) and the 6P wetting 
layer (empty arrows). The [001] cross-section profile, marked by a black dotted line is presented at the bot
tom of c). The unit cell, determined for W  L in real space along [001] and [1-10] surface azimuth, is about 5.8 
and 0.65 nm, respectively.

ecule (2 x  27.2 Â). It means that the constructive interference of electrons, scattered on the 

topmost surface (molecular) layer, occurs more often between the second, not the first nearest 6P 

neighbors (along [001]). This fact implies that there is a difference in the scattering process be

tween two neighbouring molecular stripes. It can be caused, for example, by an alternate tilt of 

molecular planes with respect to the substrate surface, adopted by 6Ps in adjacent stripes. This
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configuration is suggested by observations made for 6P wetting layer formed on a substrate with 

similar oxygen rows structure, the Cu(110)-(2x1)O[153].

The difference between the LEED-obtained interval (~58 Â) and the doubled 6P length (54.4 Â) 

suggests that there is a gap of about 2 Â which separates molecules lying along the same atomic 

row. It accords well with the pronounced spacing between the molecular stripes observed by STM 

(Fig. 4.2.b) and by NC-AFM (Fig. 4.2.a). STM and LEED-resulted molecular density within the WL 

is Pw l  =  0.53 nm-2. It means that the complete WL corresponds to the coverage equivalent of the 

upright standing layer of about 0.12 ML. To ensure that the imaged WL is consisted of one, not two 

layers (in the case of 0.25 ML), an additional experiment was carried out with the deposition of 

0.12 ML on a similar substrate. It revealed the same morphology (not shown) as presented in 

Fig. 4.2.b proving the monolayer character of the WL.

4.2 The 3D growth of needle-like 6P structures

The NC-AFM imaging performed in

situ at a larger scale (2.6 x 2.6 ^m2) on the 

same 0.25 ML 6P-covered TiO2(110) reveal a 

new kind of 6P morphology. Here, 6P mole

cules take the form of ^m-long needles with 

their long axis oriented along [110] surface 

direction, i.e. orthogonal to atomic rows 

([001] direction), as presented in Figure 

4.3.a. The height varies between 3 and 5 nm 

according to the cross-section profile pro

vided at the bottom of Fig. 4.3.a. It is a 

consequence of visible segmentation within 

one 6P needle which results in nonuniform 

height. Typical width is in the range of 100-300 nm. The needles do not cover the substrate uni

formly but they tend to group and form bunches of needles. The bunch is made of several parallel- 

aligned needles separated by 50-150 nm, where a merging/splitting of needles occurs. Moreover, 

each bunch is separated from others by a few micrometres which is one order of magnitude more 

than the typical width of the TiO2 terrace (as shown by a part of Fig. 4.3.a with an adjusted z-scale).

In order to obtain more information about a further growth path of the discussed system (WL + 

needles), the deposition of 0.5 ML (twice as much as in Fig. 4.3.a) has been performed and meas

ured just after deposition, as presented in Fig. 4.3.b. Here, a bunching o f needles is especially

Figure 4.3 UHV (in situ) NC-AFM image of atomically 
flat TiO2(110) covered by (a ) 0.25 ML and (b ) 0.5 ML 
of para-hexaphenyl in the form of needles. The white 
lines indicate the corresponding cross-sections pro
files, presented at the bottom of a) and b ), respectively.
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visible. It appears that the higher 6P coverage just increases the density of needles (and bunches), 

and therefore, decreases the mean distance between the bunches. The width, height and the spac

ing within the bunches remain roughly unchanged, as depicted by the cross-section profile at the 

bottom of Fig. 4.3.b .

Unfortunately, the internal structure of 

6P needles cannot be directly deter

mined from the presented NC-AFM  

measurements. However, the previous 

results provided by X-Ray Diffraction 

(XRD) method have shown that a 30-nm  

thick 6P layer deposited onto TiÜ 2 (110)

single crystal substrate displays only a Figure 4.4. a) The top view of a single 6P needle with visible

single 6P (203) crystalline orientation monolayer terraces consisting of lying molecules arranged
in crystal bulk with 6P(203) plane parallel to the substrate

[158], Thus, it seems obvious that nee- smface b ) Height histogram with the step height corre.

dies formed at initial stages o f growth sponding to the thickness of a single 6P(203) layer 

(0.25-0.5 M L) are constructed in the same way, since they act as a seed/germ for further crystal 

growth. Moreover, it is consistent with the structure of the wetting layer revealed by STM and 

LEED, as shown in the previous subsection. In the light of this information, more detailed NC-AFM  

imaging was perform ed at the top of the 6P needle, as presented in Fig. 4.4.a. Indeed, the terraced 

structure with a step height of about 0.36 nm has been revealed, as determined from the height 

histogram in Fig. 4.4.b. This value accords well with the height of a single bulk (20-3 ) layer, where  

all molecular planes are tilted at the same angle of ± 3 4 (1 )°  with respect to the substrate surface 

[18, 158]. This angle results in the thickness of ~0.35 nm.

The already mentioned mechanism of bunch formation (bunching effect) can be fully assessed in a 

large-scale image o f 6P needles (0.5 M L) provided by SEM (Fig. 4.5.a). The needles placed in the 

bundle's centre are noticeably longer than the exterior needles. The bunching effect, as well as the 

variation of needle length within a bunch, can be explained based on anisotropic diffusion during 

the formation of the needles. Figure 4.5.b presents the evolution scheme of the needle growth from  

a nucleus to a needle bunch. Because of the previously formed WL, which mirrors the atomic rows 

anisotropy, molecules deposited on the top of W L  are also oriented along [001] direction. Thus, 

they diffuse mainly along a direction perpendicular to the needle's long axis.

Initially, when a needle is relatively short and small (I), a 6P molecule arriving to a needle can 

diffuse upw ard and be incorporated on top (green arrows), as suggested by DFT calculations

[159]. However, since the 6P needle mainly exposes the hydrogen-terminated, weakly interacting 

6P(001) plane at their long side facets, a 6P diffuses perimetrically alongside the needle (yellow
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arrows) until it finds a site to stick to. This mechanism brings 6P material to the needles' endings, 

where they can diffuse upward the needle (blue arrows) much easier than from its side, as pointed 

out in the reference [7].

With increasing length and height of the needle (II-III), the molecules arriving close to its centre 

cannot diffuse upward (too high) or to the needles' endings (too far). Therefore, most of the im

pinging molecules are reflected at the needle side wall (red arrows) creating a backflow of 6P 

molecules. This 6P backflow - together with the continuous molecular flux from the surrounding 

area toward the needle -increases the molecular density locally in the vicinity of the needle's side. 

Higher density makes the nucleation of a new needle germ more likely. Once the new needle starts 

to grow, it competes with the primary needle for the molecules provided by further deposition 

(IV). The situation will repeat with increasing length of the side-exposed needles, leading to bunch 

expansion (V-VI). The primary needle remains the longest within one bunch, because it is very 

difficult for the rest of the secondarily formed needles to catch up with the continuously growing 

primary needle fed by direct deposition and molecules incorporated to its endings.

Figure 4.5. a) 10x10  |im2 SEM image of 0.5 ML 6P morphology on atomically flat TiÜ2 (110) with needles 
grouped in bunches. b ) Scheme of the needle growth process illustrating the bunching effect. Blue arrows 
indicate those 6P molecules which are sticking to the needles' ends, green -  climbing on the needles' top, 
yellow -  diffusing along them, and red -  those 6Ps reflected from the needle side wall.

4.3 Changes in 6P morphology induced upon exposure to ambient air

After UHV NC-AFM measurements, samples were exposed to ambient conditions and im

aged by means of TM-AFM (ex situ) to reveal an impact of air-adsorbates. The results are presented 

in Figure 4.6., where new small features emerge between the needles in the case of 0.25 ML 

(Fig. 4.6.a) as well as 0.5 ML (Fig. 4.6.b). These round-shaped structures, as shown by a 3D presen

tation in Fig. 4.6.c, will be referred to as crystallites, according to the already introduced 

nomenclature [160]. They are characterised by lateral size (diameter) in the range of 50 to 100 nm
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and a maximum height between 7 and 20 nm, where no evident height discretisation has been 

found. The height of crystallites is even two times more than the needles' height, as presented by 

the cross-section profiles below the corresponding TM-AFM images in Fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.6 Ambient conditions (ex situ) TM-AFM image of atomically flat TiO2(110) covered by (a) 0.25 
ML and (b ) 0.5 ML after exposure to air. The white lines indicate the corresponding profiles of cross-sec
tions, presented at the bottom of a) and b ), respectively. A number of small (diameter of 50 -1 0 0  nm) but 
high (7 -20  nm) features, called crystallites, has appeared in the needle-free areas. c) 3D representation of 
a single crystalline with visible round-shaped form. d) TM-AFM image of 0.25 ML 6P needles surrounded 
by crystallite-depleted area (denudedzone) which separates them from crystalline-rich regions of the sub
strate surface.

The shape of crystallites is similar to a liquid droplet, without any indication of possible internal 

arrangement of 6P molecules. It could be that the round shape of crystallites is a result of the dila

tion effect caused by shape convolution between the AFM tip apex and the measured 6P structure, 

especially important for surface features with a size comparable with the tip termination. How

ever, the same AFM tip was used to image the 6P needles, which have size parameters (width and 

height) close to those of crystallites, where a clear structure without evident tip-resulted distor

tions has been found. Therefore, the AFM-related dilation/rounding of the crystallites has been 

neglected, and thus, their shape is considered to correspond to the real one.

The needles, in turn, seem to be higher by about 1-2 nm compared to the UHV ( in-situ) measure

ments (Fig. 4.3.). Other quantities such as width, spacing between the needles or segmentation 

structure are left unchanged. In addition, one can notice that the surface distribution of crystallites 

is related to the needle's position. There is a gap (empty space) between the needles and crystal

lite-rich areas, called the Denuded Zone (DZ), which becomes especially pronounced for large 

separation between bunches of needles (~5 |J.m), as shown in Fig. 4.6.d. Otherwise, when this sep

aration between the needles is too small, depletion zones overlap with each other resulting in
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crystalline-free areas, as indicated exemplarily by the white arrows in Fig. 4.6.a (0.25 ML) and in 

Fig. 4.6.b (0.5 ML). Thus, it can be treated as a generic behaviour for sub-monolayer coverages.

After AFM-based qualitative analysis of air-exposed 6P morphology, the most obvious scenario 

which can explain the observed changes is air-induced decomposition of the wetting layer. We 

have already shown that before the exposure to air, the TiO2( 110) substrate was completely cov

ered by one monolayer of lying molecules (Fig. 4.2.) which seems to be stable only under UHV 

conditions and dewets because of air contact during the vacuum chamber venting. The dewetting 

process is driven by a decrease of the diffusion barrier, caused most presumably by water co-ad

sorption, which releases molecules from the WL, as suggested in Ref.[128]. The released 6P 

molecules start to be mobile and diffuse across the surface. When a density of (mobile) 2D gas 

phase reaches a critical value, (homo)nucleation is initiated and crystallites start to form. The 

broad and continuous height distribution of air-induced 6P features implies that the aggregation 

of molecules happens so fast that they are not able to adopt the most energetically favourable 

(crystal-like) configuration, neither flat-lying nor upright standing. In other words, the whole pro

cess is far away from thermodynamic equilibrium, otherwise it should result in a structure with 

certain heights correlated with any integer multiple of lying- or standing-type 6P layer thickness. 

Identical behaviour of the formation of needles and crystallites was observed for 6P growth on 

crystalline mica(001)[161] which is a substrate similar to titanium dioxide in terms of interaction 

strength,.

The role of needles during air-induced WL decomposition is schematically depicted in Figure 4.7. 

The needle, as a structure present throughout the entire dewetting process, acts as a trap for all 

molecules released from the WL, especially from the nearest vicinity of the needle (Fig. 4.7.b). 

Thus, the observed increase in height (1-2 nm) of the air-exposed needles can be easily explained 

by the incorporation/consumption of additional material during the dewetting. In this way, the 

needle contributes to the decreased density of the mobile molecules in the neighbouring area (DZ) 

where a critical nucleus size cannot be reached and thus, nucleation does not occur (Fig. 4.7.c-d).

The table provided in Figure 4.7 presents a comparison between the average width of the (half) 

depletion zone (dDz) and the average crystallite-crystallite distance (dcR -  indicated in Fig. 4.7.e) 

measured from 2D autocorrelation function [162]. The visible agreement between them suggests 

that both crystallite formation and needle growth after air-exposure are caused by the same mech

anism.
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Figure 4.7. Schematic concept of air-induced WL decomposition: a) Scheme of 6P morphology revealed just 
after deposition (in-situ) consisting of complete flat-lying monolayer and needle bunches. b ) Initial stage of 
dewetting with WL-covered substrate area divided into two parts: the first one where WL-originated mol
ecules are most probably consumed by the nearest needles (blue) and the second one which provides 
material for crystallites to arise (colorless). c) Scheme of 6P morphology after exposure to air where crys
tallites appear except for the depletion zones around the needles. d) Corresponding SEM image of 0.25 ML 
sample with visible needles (dark) and crystallites (bright) where crystallite-depleted areas around the 
needles, characterised by the average width (dDZ), are found. e) TM-AFM image (1.3 x 4.5 ^m2) of crystallite- 
rich area where the average distance between the nearest crystallites (dCR) was determined. The calculated 
values of the half of dDZ and dCR, together with corresponding statistical errors (in parentheses), are com
pared in the table.

The air-induced mechanism of the dewetting process (presented above) as the origin of crystal

lites and depletion zones, is further supported by more quantitative considerations, as presented 

by the data in Table 4.1 for two different coverages (first column). We calculate the surface density 

of WL molecules (second column) resulting from AFM-estimated volume of the crystallites and the 

difference of the needle's volume before (NC-AFM) and after (TM-AFM) exposure to air, divided

Sample

coverage

[ML]

WL density 

(ex-situ estimated) 

[nm-2]

Crystallite height 

from WL 

(hcR) [nm]

Crystallite height 

from TM-AFM 

(h tm -a fm )  [nm]

Needle height 

increase from 

WL (Ah) [nm]

0.25 0.84(22) 4.85(32) 5.34(25) 1.81(49)

0.5 0.71(29) 2.88(21) 3.91(19) 1.180(50)

Table 4.1. Semiquantitative cross-check of parameters related with the wetting layer, crystallites and nee
dles based on in-situ (STM/LEED) and ex-situ (TM-AFM) results. Statistical errors are included in 
parentheses.
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by the volume per molecule in 6P crystal bulk - V6p = 0.585 nm3 [18]. The total number of mole

cules, obtained in this way, was further divided by the analysed surface area. However, we must 

be aware that the assumed 6P volume (0.585 nm3) is determined for an ideal crystal with perfect 

ordering. In fact, as revealed by TM-AFM imaging (Fig. 4.6.), air-induced crystallites cannot be con

sidered as perfectly ordered and thus, the real volume per molecule (V6p) has to be larger. In 

addition, it can be overestimated due to AFM tip apex-induced dilation/convolution. Therefore, an 

increased molecular density is expected. Indeed, the resulted densities are higher but still in the 

same order as Pw l = 0.53 nm-2 revealed by STM/LEED measurements (Fig. 4.2).

In the opposite approach, the height of crystallites can be estimated based on the average number 

of WL-released molecules involved in the formation of single crystallite (N w l ). The area of the se

lected crystallite-rich region (without DZ) divided by the number of crystallites formed yields the 

average capture area (Awl). By multiplying the capture area by WL molecular density (pwl) we can 

calculate Nw l . The average crystallite volume (Vcr) is determined by the number of contained mol

ecules (Nwl) times the volume per molecule (V6p). Finally, the Vcr divided by the average area 

projected by a single crystallite (Acr) provides the estimated crystallite height (^cr), as described 

by the following term:

hcR =  AWL*PwL*VeP (4.1)

Again, crystal bulk V6p (0.585 nm3) is assumed and thus, hCR is expected to be lower than the crys

tallite height measured by TM-AFM (hm-AFM). Also, the assumption of a uniform height of crystallite 

is made, i.e. the shallow solid cylinder is presumed as a shape of crystallite. However, the experi

mentally-obtained hm-AFM is calculated by height averaging over the entire Acr. Therefore, it also 

corresponds to the same cylindrical shape as for hCR, making them comparable. The resultant hCR 

and hm-AFM are provided for both coverages in the fourth and fifth column of Table 4.1, respectively. 

They are in reasonable agreement with each other but, as expected, hCR is lower compared to 

hm- AFM, especially for 0.5 ML coverage. The last column presents the height increase of the needles 

(Ah) due to the incorporation of WL molecules released in the needle's vicinity, calculated in sim

ilar way as for hCR. Here, V6p of 0.585 nm3 can be safely used due to the fact that the needle's internal 

structure corresponds to the 6P crystal bulk, as shown in paragraph 4.2. The resulted Ah values 

accord well with the measured difference between in-situ and ex-situ approaches.

4.4 Summary and conclusions

After the detailed analysis of the atomically flat TiO2(110) surface covered by 6P molecules 

in sub-monolayer (< 1ML) regime we have found that the initial stage of growth is dominated by

Growth of para-hexaphenyl on
atomically fla tT i02(1 1 0 ) [ X J
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molecular-substrate interactions. As a result, the formation of a complete monolayer of lying mol

ecules is observed. Within the so-called wetting layer (WL) all 6P molecules are arranged in certain 

order. As determined by STM and LEED measurements, it is characterised by the surface unit cell 

with lattice constants of b1 = 58 Â (along [001]) and b2 = 6.5 Â (along [1-10]). This fact implies that 

the TiO2(110) substrate (with the lattice translation vectors of a1 = 6.49 Â and a2 = 2.96 Â) and 6P 

WL unit cells are commensurable, at least in [1-10] direction (quasi-epitaxial growth), where the 

(  0 ~20\epitaxial matrix M = (  )  was determined. The protruding structure of atomic rows imposes

on 6P molecules to orient in the same direction and to adopt a side-tilted configuration with similar 

intermolecular distance as in 6P(203) crystal plane (~0.57 nm). In addition, the LEED-resulted 

unit cell constant b1 spans two 6P molecules along the long molecular axis pointing that the mole

cules are alternately side-tilted along [001].

However, the occurring lattice misfit and related stress within the first few 6P layers inhibits the 

formation of a stable bilayer and further layer-by-layer growth. Instead , 6P growth is proceeded 

by nucleation and aggregation into 3D needle-like structures with internal arrangement of the 6P 

crystal bulk. The nucleation of 3D needles occurs when a certain density (coverage) is reached in 

the second layer, which is related with a lattice misfit, as pointed out by Fleming et al. [163]. The 

orientation of 6P unit cell in respect to the surface, and therefore, physical properties of the grow

ing crystal structure is given by a contact plane. The contact plane, in turn, is determined by the 

wetting layer which, as already mentioned, strongly supports the adoption of 6P(203) contact 

plane in the case of atomically flat TiO2(110). Indeed, the topography of the needle's top reveals 

the terraced structure with step height of about 0.36 nm which corresponds to the height of a sin

gle bulk (203) layer (0.35 nm). This observation is consistent with XRD measurements of thick 

molecular layer where the 6P(203) contact plane has been unambiguously determined for 

TiO2(110) [158]. The needle density increases with increasing 6P coverage but other parameters, 

like width or height, are left unaltered.

Significant changes in 6P morphology have been observed after exposure to air. The meta-stable 

WL rapidly decomposes under the influence of air (most presumably water) and aggregates into a 

number of round-shaped clusters, called crystallites. However, it occurs only within the substrate 

area where no needles are in the range of the average diffusion path of 6P molecules released from 

WL. It is due to the fact that the needle acts as a trap for diffusing monomers incorporating them 

into the needle volume. As a result, a crystallite-free area around the needles, called the denuded 

zone, has been observed together with the increase in needle height after exposure to air. The 

change in needle height resulting from AFM-based experiments is nicely reflected by the quanti

tative considerations proving the rightness of the adopted model.
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Chapter Five
The growth of para-hexaphenyl 
on slightly-modified TiO2(11ü)

In this chapter the main focus will be put on the influence of surface defects on the final 

morphology of grown 6P film. A surface defect is understood as any defect emerging on a clean, 

atomically flat TiO2( 110) surface upon exposure to ambient conditions (air-adsorbates), ion beam 

irradiation (IBS) or both. The modification procedure (air passivation and/or IBS) was performed 

prior to 6P deposition.

The first part (5.1) presents the results of 6P deposition in a sub-monolayer coverage (<1 ML) 

regime on the air-passivated TiO2 substrate. The major effect of this procedure concerns the reor

ientation of the 6P molecule's long axis with respect to the substrate surface, from the already 

known lying-type (2D wetting layer and 3D needles) to standing-type structures. 6P film morphol

ogy has the form of islands, consisted of a monolayer of upright standing 6P molecules, and with a 

lateral shape characteristic for DLA growth.

The second part (5.2) presents the effect of an ion-beam functionalization of the TiO2(110) sub

strate surface on the 6P film grown morphology. 6P growth was performed on the substrates 

sputtered with different ion fluences (<  4 x 1015 ions/cm2) and with different temperatures dur

ing IBS treatment.

Both the air-passivation as well as the ion-beam-based approach have been combined and dis

cussed in terms of 6P growth, as presented in the third part (5.3). In order to obtain an anisotropic 

distribution of surface defects we sputtered the surface at a grazing incidence angle and with flu

ence higher by two orders of magnitude (~1 x 1017 ions/cm2). The most important observations 

and conclusions have been gathered in the last summary section (5.4).
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5.1 6P growth on air-passivated flat TiO2(11ü)

In order to examine the influence of air adsorbates at the initial stage of 6P growth, at first, 

the atomically flat TiO2(110) was prepared by several cleaning cycles (similar as in Chapter Four), 

as presented in Figure 5.1.a. Next, the substrate was exposed to ambient conditions for 1h and re

introduced into the UHV chamber. This was followed by the removal of contaminations of water 

molecules by annealing the sample up to 390 K (~120 °C). The rest of the air-adsorbates form a 

thin layer and screen most of the basic interactions between a TiO2( 110) substrate and the depos

ited 6P molecules. Finally, 0.1 ML of 6P molecules were deposited on the substrate kept at RT, with 

a rate of 0.04 ML/min. The grown molecular morphology was imaged in-situ by means of NC-AFM 

(Fig. 5.1.b) and ex-situ using SEM (Fig. 5.1.c) and TM-AFM (Fig. 5.1.d).

We found that 6P film morphology was organized in the form of flat islands with a complicated 

“coastline”, described also as a dendritic shape, and with a uniform height of about 2.7 ±  1 nm, as 

indicated by the cross-section profile in the bottom of Figure 5.1b. No other kinds of 6P structures 

have been found. The larger scale view, provided by ex-situ SEM (Fig. 5.1.c), reveals the same type 

of dendritic islands with typical lateral sizes in the range of 500 — 1000 nm and of low surface 

density of 0.27 y.m-2. Again, no additional structures have been found between the islands upon 

the air exposure. The height of the dendritic islands (Fig. 5.1.b, d) corresponds to the length of 6P 

molecules. This observation strongly suggests the upright standing configuration of the molecule's 

long axis within the island indicating the 6P(001) contact plane characteristic for the dominance 

of molecule-molecule interactions. Therefore, the air-passivated TiO2(110) surface is considered 

as a weakly interacting substrate for 6P film.

Figure 5.1. a) STM image of TiO2(110) surface before exposure to ambient air. b ) NC-AFM image of den
dritic 6P island (composed of standing-type molecules) formed on air-passivated substrate just after 
deposition. The corresponding LEED patterns of the TiO2(110) surface, before and after exposure to air, 
are inserted in the upper right of a) and b ), respectively. c) SEM image of 0.1 ML morphology at a larger 
scale. d) High-resolution TM-AFM image of the dendritic 6P island.

Based on the comparison between in-situ and ex-situ observations, the following conclusions have 

been made; first of all, there was no formation of a wetting layer on the air-passivated TiO2( 110)
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since none of the air-induced changes, neither in the 6P islands size/height nor the appearance of 

new structures, were observed. All 6P molecules have been incorporated into the dendritic islands 

already during the deposition process in UHV. This fact, together with low density of the islands 

(high mean diffusion path), indicates a high mobility (diffusivity) of 6P monomers as a result of 

their very weak interactions with the passivated substrate. Secondly, it is worth noting that the 

anisotropic character of the TiÜ2 (110) substrate, and hence, the mass flow (diffusion) anisotropy 

of the 6P molecules is suppressed by air adsorbates. It is the disruption of the surface order that 

hinders the optimization of the binding interaction between the adjacent 6P molecules. Most prob

ably, the diffusing (lying) 6P molecules are no longer preferentially oriented with their long axis 

along the direction of the atomic rows [001], as it was observed for the fresh and unexposed sub

strate. Therefore, a situation when one molecule meets the other one in parallel (side by side), and 

thus optimizes the molecule-molecule interaction is very unlikely. To do that, 6P molecules would 

need to “stand up” and form up-right standing island. This could be one of the main reasons why 

a wetting layer did not form.

The LEED pattern of the passivated substrate surface (Fig. 5.1.b) is slightly weaker and more 

blurred as compared to the LEED pattern of the bare substrate (Fig. 5.1.a). However, still clearly 

confirms the p(1 x 1) reconstruction of TiÜ2 (110) surface. It implies that the surface itself remains 

roughly unchanged upon exposure to air. So the exact role of air adsorbates is limited only to the 

weakening the TiÜ2 (110) reactivity (chemistry change) and vanishing its regularity (topography 

change).

The enhanced diffusivity of the molecules on air-passivated substrate, with the mean diffusion 

path of about 1.9 as derived from the 6P islands surface density, is responsible for the ramified 

shape of 6P islands. It is known that a higher molecular diffusivity across the surface compared to 

that along the island rims (perimetric diffusivity) results in more ramified (dendritic) structures. 

This behavior can be explained by the following, simplified picture: after incorporation of a mole

cule to a stable cluster, before its diffusion to another, more energetically favorable site at the 

island rim, it is immediately covered and immobilized by subsequently attached molecules. Other

wise, it would lead to a more compact (round) shape. This developed shape of the grown structure 

can be quantitatively analyzed by calculating its fractal dimension d. For the record, the dimension 

d determines the general relationship between the island perimeter length (/) and its area (A), as 

described by the following term [164]:

A =  a • ld (5.1)

where a is a geometry dependent constant.
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According to the literature, the theoretical value of d for pure 2D DLA growth is dDLA =  1.71 [127]. 

In turn, the evaluated mean value of d for the present dendritic 6P islands, using an advanced cube- 

counting method [165], is of about 1.29, which is definitely smaller than the theoretical dDLA. Thus, 

6P growth on air-passivated TiÜ2 substrate cannot be considered as an ideal 2D DLA growth mech

anism. However, some of the DLA models can result in smaller fractal dimensions when a sticking 

coefficient is considered to be lower than unity [166]. This is likely to be the case of elongated 6P 

molecules, for which the relative orientation of the approaching (lying) molecules with respect to 

those which are already incorporated at the upright standing island rim can crucially influence the 

attachment probability [128].

In order to unambiguously determine the mechanism of 6P growth on air-passivated surface, 

wherever it is a diffusion (DLA) or attachment (ALA) limited process, it is necessary to perform 

studies of the island density's dependence on the deposition rate which, unfortunately, was be

yond the scope of this thesis. However, based on the results obtained by Tumbek et al. [128] for 

the case of 6P deposition on sputter-modified mica (001), the most probable mechanism of growth 

on the present passivated TiÜ2 surface can be further discussed. We assumed a similar, weakly- 

interacting character of air-passivated TiÜ2 and sputtered mica since the standing type, ramified 

islands have been observed in both cases. Thus, the comparison made for a certain (0.04 ML/min) 

deposition rate strongly suggests the DLA growth mode which is in a reasonable agreement with 

the previous considerations based on fractal dimension.

5.2 6P growth on ion-beam-irradiated TiÜ2 (110)

In general, there are two principal ways to change the molecule-substrate interaction; by 

changing the surface chemistry and topography. In order to unravel the influence of both effects, 

dedicated experiments of 6P deposition on substrates with a roughness gradient, induced by IBS, 

have been performed. We used normal incidence IBS (Xe + beam of 2 keV) shaded with a shutter 

to obtain a gradient of roughness along the sample surface, as schematically depicted in Figure

5.2.a. The irradiation was performed at a sample temperature of 300 K and of 740 K and with ion 

fluence (IF) up to ~4 x 1015 ions/cm2. In the first case, both topographic and stoichiometric 

(chemical) changes are expected due to the preferential sputtering of oxygen from the TiÜ2 sur

face. For the second sample, the elevated temperature (740 K) applied is sufficient to restore the 

surface stoichiometry (by excess Ti diffusion into the bulk) but the surface still preserves the ion- 

induced roughness. In this case, only topography-related influence is taken into consideration re

garding 6P growth.
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For the applied total fluence range (<  4 x 

1015 ions/cm2) it is reasonable to assume that 

all ion-induced changes are limited only to the 

atomic scale defects at the topmost atomic lay

ers. Thus, a long-range structure of the wide 

terraces should be maintained.

TiÜ2 surface morphology resulting from the ir

radiation at 300 K is presented in Fig. 5.2.b. The 

AFM image of a clean, non-irradiated sample 

area (left image in Fig. 5.2.b) shows flat terraces 

while for the surface irradiated with 1 x 

1015 ions/cm2 a slightly roughened, but still 

well visible edges of terraces are revealed 

(right image in Fig. 5.2.b). For the purpose of a 

quantitative examination of relative changes in 

the irradiated surface topography we calcu

lated the root mean square (RMS) of the height 

variation (within a single terrace) which deter

mines the surface roughness. Thus, for the Figure 5.2. a) Scheme of Ti02 sample with gradient

irradiated surface (right in Fig. 5.2.b) the RMS roughness where the non-irradiated (/F «  0) and the
most irradiated parts are labeled. The roughness 

value of 91 +  3 pm was calculated which is change is schematically colored on a grey scale. AFM

higher than RMS =  66 ±  4 pm of the non-irra- images of these parts, bombarded at 300 K and 740 K,
are presented in b) and c), respectively. IF values are 

diated surface (left in Fig. 5.2.b). In the case of ^  in the upper right corners

the sample bombarded at 740 K and ion fluence

of 3.6 x  1015 ions/cm2, more significant changes in the surface morphology have been observed 

(right in Fig. 5.2.c). It is especially reflected by the RMS value of 163 ±  8 pm which is almost three 

times higher than for the non-irradiated surface (59 ±  9 pm -  left in Fig. 5.2.c). Finally, both irra

diated samples (substrates) were covered in-situ (without air passivation) with the same amount 

of 6P molecules (0.25 ML) and measured ex-situ by means of SEM.

In Figure 5.3., SEM images of the resulting 6P morphologies for areas irradiated with different ion- 

beam fluence are compared. For both substrates, the non-irradiated areas display the well-known 

needles and crystallites (due to the dewetting process, already discussed in Chapter Four). In the 

case of RT-irradiated sample (Fig. 5.3.a), even a small ion fluence (1 x 1014 ions/cm2) is sufficient
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Figure 5.3. SEM images of 6P molecular structures (0.25 ML) developed on ion beam modified TiÜ2 exposed 
to different ion fluences (given in the upper right corner of each image) at RT (300  K) and an elevated tem 
perature (740  K), presented respectively in a) and b) image sets. The SEM images of unirradiated (left side) 
and the most irradiated parts of the samples (right side) contain the corresponding AFM images in the lower 
right corners.

to promote the formation of 6P islands (characteristic for an upright standing molecular arrange

ment) as a primarily type of grown structures and only a few needles can be found. The lying-type 

structures (needles) are completely absent on the sample areas irradiated with higher fluences for 

which an increase in the islands' surface density, and simultaneously, a decrease of the mean island 

size is seen. In addition, the islands' shape evolves into a more compact (round) form with an in

creasing ion fluence.

For the sample irradiated at 740 K (Fig. 5.3.b) the grown molecular morphology reveals the same 

behavior - upright standing 6P islands already appear for an ion-beam fluence of 4 x 1014 ions/ 

cm2 and they are the dominant type of structures observed for all ion-irradiated areas. Also, the 

islands' surface density increases with increasing ion-beam fluence. However, a comparison with 

the morphologies formed on the RT-irradiated substrate yields some significant differences. The 

6P islands formed at 740 K substrate are less compact and characterized by a much lower surface 

density. This difference is especially visible when the highest ion fluences are compared (the right

most images of Fig. 5.3.) which is a quite surprising result in regard to the corresponding RMS 

roughness (Fig. 5.2.) for each substrate.

In Figure 5.4 the mean diffusion paths, derived from the islands' density of Figure 5.3., are plotted 

as a function of the ion fluence. The mean diffusion path for the 740 K substrate (triangles) is 

clearly higher than that for the sample prepared at 300 K (circles) for the whole investigated range 

of the ion fluence. Moreover, the diffusion path resulting for the 740 K sample seems to be a rather
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weak function (low  slope) o f the ion fluence, 

and therefore, on the change in roughness. Evi

dently, more significant changes in the surface 

diffusivity of 6P molecules are observed for the 

sample where the modification o f surface to

pography (roughening) as well as chemistry 

(stoichiometry) is considered.

The differences in surface diffusivity in both

cases are also reflected by the island shapes

which can be explained in terms of a different
Figure 5.4. The mean path of 6P surface diffusion 

suiface-to-edge diffusion latio. Assuming that evaluated for regions exposed to different ion flu-

the perimetric diffusion of 6P molecules along ences at 740 K (triangles) and 300 K (dots). 

the island rim is independent of the substrate, the resulting shape is roughly determined by the 

surface diffusion. For the 740 K sample, the surface diffusivity (reflected by a mean diffusion path 

in Fig. 5.4) is quite high as compared to the edge diffusivity. As a result, the material supply to the 

island is faster than the redistribution o f the already attached molecules along the edge o f the is

lands which is responsible for their rather ragged, elongated shape (Fig. 5.3.b). In contrast, for the 

RT-prepared substrate the 6P diffusivity is significantly reduced resulting in a lower surface-to- 

edge diffusion ratio, and thus, leaving sufficient time for the molecules incorporated at the island 

rim to redistribute into more favorable sites (w ith a higher coordination num ber) and resulting in 

a more compact island shape (Fig. 5.3.a).

Therefore, one can conclude that for TiO2 substrate the surface stoichiometry is a much more de

cisive factor than the surface roughness which influences the 6P growth process. This concerns 

especially the variations in the islands' surface density, as well as their size and shape. However, 

it seems to be clear that even a slight disturbance o f a single crystalline surface is sufficient to 

switch the molecular orientation (and thus, the basic growth morphology) from lying-type needles 

to standing-type islands.

5.3 6P growth on air-passivated and ion-beam-modified TiO2(110)

This part presents the results of an experiment where both approaches to TiO2 surface 

modification: passivation in ambient air as well as ion-beam bombardment, have been combined. 

Air-passivation was perform ed to ensure that only upright-standing 6P islands growth would be
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induced, as established in paragraph 5.1. Moreover, it allows to focus around topographically-in

duced changes in 6P morphology - introduced by IBS - and neglect those concerning the changes 

in surface chemistry (5.1) which are harder to evaluate and control with IBS.

In order to expand the research area to the next 

parameter - an nm-scale surface anisotropy - 

the IBS was performed with a grazing incidence 

angle of about 75 degrees, as shown in Figure 

5.5.a. Again, the TiO2 surface was sputtered by 

various fluences along the sample, in the range 

of 0.9 — 1.0 x 1017ions/cm2, which is almost 

two orders of magnitude higher than in the pre

vious sample (Figure 5.2). The applied ion 

fluence, as well as grazing incidence angle, have 

been used to develop nm-scale anisotropies on 

the surface.

The ion-bombarded sample was ex-situ investi

gated by means of TM-AFM. Two extreme cases 

are shown in Fig. 5.5.b and c presenting sample 

areas sputtered by one of the lowest (~0.9 x 

1017ions/cm2) and the highest number of ions 

(~1.0 x 1017ions/cm2), respectively. Again, in

order to quantify and characterize the sample 
Figure 5.5. a) Schematic view of the TiCh sample
sputtered at grazing incidence angle with gradient IF SU1 ̂ ace in -̂ei ms ° f  nm' sca ê i oughness we cal-
along the sample’s long axis (marked by gray-scale], Culated the RMS of height deviations for all the 
AFM topography images of the least and the most ion-
modified part of the sample are shown in b) and c), AFM-measured parts of the sample. Thus, a sur-

respectively. The corresponding RMS values are plot- face RMS roughness was plotted as a function of
ted as a function of ion fluence, as presented in d l The , . .

,, , , , , , , corresponding fluence values, as presented in
red line indicates the linear relation between the RMS
and IF values. Fig. 5.5.d. It is easy to notice the linear depend

ence of surface roughness along the sample, where the roughest part (RMS «  0.2 nm) was 

irradiated by the highest fluence ( «  1 x 1017 ions/cm2). Based on the fitting plot (red line in Fig.

5.5.d) a following linear correlation between RMS and IF has been established:

RMS [nm] =  0.82(5) x 10-17 [ i o ™cm2] x  IF — 0.62(5) [nm] (5.2)
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It is w orth  noting th a t the m o st irrad iated  are a  (Fig. 5 .5 .c) reveals an  an isotro p ic ch a ra c te r o f su r

face top o grap h y  w ith a poorly-d evelop ed  b u t evident ripple p attern . The surface featu res (quasi

rip p les)  are  elongated  in the sam e d irectio n  as the ion b eam  p rojection , as exp ected  for the grazing  

incidence IBS (2 .4 ) .

The ion-beam -m odified  TiÜ 2 ( 1 1 0 )  w as rein 

tro d u ced  into the UHV system  and co v ered  by  

0 .2 5  ML o f 6P  m olecules, as schem atically  d e

p icted  in Figure 5 .6 .a. A fter 6P  deposition, the  

resu lted  6P m orphology w as investigated  ex- 

situ  using TM-AFM. Again, tw o extrem e cases  

(th e low - and the high-fluence ion -sp u ttered  

p a rt) have been  ch osen  for com parison , as 

show n in Fig. 5 .6 .b and c, respectively.

A t the first look, 6P stru ctu res  found on the  

le a st ion -sp u ttered  p a r t  (Fig. 5 .6 .b) seem  to  

be single-layer islands (th eir heigh t c o rre 

sponds to  the 6P  length -  n o t show n) w ith a 

slightly-ram ified shape. In co n trast, the 6P is

lands found on the m o st ion -sp u ttered  p a rt  

(Fig. 5 .6 .c) have a m o re  co m p act form  and o c

casionally  exhibit a double-layer stru ctu re  as 

indicated  exem p lary  by the red  arro w s. The 

different shape of 6P islands can  be q u an tita

tively analyzed and co m p ared  by calculating  

a fractal dim ension d, analogously as it w as 

done in p arag rap h  5.1. The obtained  d  values, 

calculated  for the tw o extrem e cases ( d t =  

1 .4 7 ( 4 )  for Fig. 5 .6 .b and d 2 =  1 .5 3 ( 4 )  for Fig.

5 .6 .c), are  only slightly different. H ow ever, 

the increase of d  for a m o re  m odified surface

Figure 5.6. a) Schematic view of the gradient-modified 
TiÜ2 sample covered by 0.25 ML of 6P molecules. The 
resultant 6P morphology, imaged by AFM at the least 
and the most ion-modified part of the sample, is pre
sented in b ) and c), respectively. The corresponding 
SEM images are included in the upper right corners. 
d) 6P islands density (p6P) plotted as a function of ion 
fluence together with linear fit (red line).

acco rd s w ell w ith the exp ectatio n s since a m ore co m p act shape o f 6P island (higher d) is a resu lt  

o f low er m olecular diffusivity acro ss  the surface to  th a t along the island rim s. In turn, a low er m o 

lecu lar diffusivity acro ss  the surface is cau sed  by a higher surface roughness. It is also w orth  noting  

th a t the obtained  d  values are  clo ser to the th eo retical value o f d  for p ure 2D DLA grow th  (d DLA =  

1 .7 1  [ 1 2 7 1 2 9 ] ) than  d =  1 .2 9  obtained  for 6P grow th  on air-p assivated  TiÜ2 (1 1 0 ) .  A ssum ing the
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same deposition rate and sticking coefficient, one can conclude that 6P molecules diffuse faster on 

air-passivated than ion-bombarded TiO2( 110).

The 6P islands shown in Figure 5.6.c seem to be a little bit smaller (with dimensions <  200 nm) 

than the ramified islands from Figure 5.6.b (>  200 nm). A different size of the islands should be 

reflected by different islands' density (p6P)  since the whole sample surface was covered by the 

same amount of molecules. Indeed, as shown at a larger scale by SEM images (inserts in Fig. 5.6.b 

and c), the islands grown on a less modified surface are distributed with a lower density compared 

to the parts of the sample where a higher IF was applied. A more detailed relation between p6P 

and IF is provided by the graph in Fig. 5.6.d. The experimentally obtained points can be mathemat

ically described (within the first-order approximation) by a linear function, as follows:

p6P[ßm-2] =  174(23) x 10-17 x /F — 141(22) [ßm-2] (5.3)

5.4 Summary and conclusions

The presented study of 6P growth morphology on slightly-modified TiO2(110) substrates 

revealed that even atomic-scale changes introduced by exposure to air or ion beam bombardment 

are sufficient to switch a molecular arrangement from a flat-lying to upright standing configura

tion.

For the case of 6P molecules' deposition on an air-exposed substrate, only dendritic islands are 

formed with a uniform height (2.7 nm) and similar lateral sizes (0.5 — 1 |j.m). This indicates that 

the stable wetting layer is not formed. In addition, a very low nucleation density of islands (0.27 

|j.m-2) and hence, a large mean diffusion path of molecules implies the very weak interaction with 

the air-passivated substrate where all the possible adsorption/anchor sites are saturated. The 

ramified shape of the islands, quantified by the fractal dimension d =  1.29, suggests the domi

nance of DLA mechanism during 6P growth assuming that the sticking coefficient is lower than 

unity. This is a reasonable assumption since the rod-like diffusing molecules can attempt to incor

porate the island with a different probability determined by orientation of the molecules' long axis 

in respect to the islands' rim. Furthermore, the DLA model has been discussed for similar (den

dritic) 6P structures reported for other weakly-interacting substrates such as ion-sputtered mica 

[121,160] or SiO2 [139,167].

The in-depth examination of the sample with a roughness gradient shows that even slight changes 

in the surface roughness, induced by a small amount of impinging ions (~1 x 1014 tons/cm2), is
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able to trigger transition of the 6P film orientation from lying-type needles to standing-type is

lands. It stems from the fact that the well-ordered wetting layer (like the one presented in Fig. 4.2. 

of Chapter Four), often accompanying needle formation, cannot be formed on a substrate where 

none of the lying-type contact planes of the 6P crystal bulk could be adopted. The same mechanism 

applies to the air-passivated substrates. The influence of further changes in surface roughness and 

chemistry was distinguished by a comprehensive comparison of nonstoichiometric (bombarded 

at 300 K) and stoichiometric (bombarded at 740 K) samples. It was deduced that the modification 

of the local surface chemistry (stoichiometry) can alter several 6P islands parameters like the size, 

shape, and density in a much wider range than by changing the roughness.

Last, but not least, it has been shown that by using gradient ion-beam-modification combined with 

air-passivation it is possible to induce the growth of uniformly distributed 6P islands with similar 

sizes. Moreover, by means of a gradient IF applied along the sample, we could continuously change 

the surface RMS roughness, and thus, the nucleation density of 6P islands from 18 to 33 islands 

per jum-2 for the applied IF range 0.9 — 1.0 x 1017tons/cm2. The decreasing 6P diffusivity across 

the surface with an increasing surface roughness also affects the islands' shape, changing it from a 

slightly ramified to a more compact, reflected by a small increase in the fractal dimension.
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Chapter Six
The growth of para-hexaphenyl 
on strongly-modified TiO2(110)

This chapter presents important aspects of 6P growth studied on more sophisticated tem

plates where the anisotropic pattern in the form of ripples has been prepared by IBS with high ion- 

beam fluence (~1017 tons/cm2) and grazing incidence. For a proper description of all the rippled 

substrates, and a comparison-based analysis of the resulting 6P film morphology, a few shape pa

rameters like the ripple height or periodicity have been introduced in paragraph 6.1. The relation 

between those and the nm-scale structure of the ripples is discussed based on a cross-check anal

ysis of STM and LEED results.

The diversity of the prepared substrates has opened new possibilities for the studies of the 6P 

growth mechanism and allowed to modify the basic morphological properties of sub-monolayer 

organic films. For example, in contrast to the already presented dendritic (ramified) 6P islands 

(Chapter Five), there is a possibility to grow these islands in a more compact (round) form. More

over, by controlling the anisotropy of 6P diffusivity on the substrate surfaces, the anisotropy 

(elongation) of molecular islands can be controlled, as shown in paragraph 6.2. The substrate sur

face step-induced effects, like anisotropic detachment and the discretization of the island's width 

are also discussed in detail. The different types of bimodal growth, resulted from the dewetting 

process upon exposure to air, are presented in paragraph 6.3. To reveal the internal structure of 

air-induced structures, molecularly-resolved NC-AFM imaging was conducted and the results are 

analyzed in paragraph 6.4. The next sections contain extensive studies concerning a mechanically- 

probed stability of standing-type 6P structures (6.5). Finally, all of the most crucial conclusions are 

summarized in paragraph 6.6.
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6.1 Characterization of a rippled surface

Figure 6.1 presents an exemplary analysis of the rippled TiO2(110) surface resulted after 

IBS (Ar+ ion beam of energy =  2 keV, target temperature of 750 K and ion fluence of ~ 

7 x 1016 ions/cm2) at a grazing incidence angle of 80° with respect to the surface normal. The 

formed ripples are very long and quite regular in shape and height, as shown in STM image (Fig. 

6.1.a) and the corresponding cross section profile (Fig. 6.1.c). They run along a [110] direction 

parallel to the ion beam projection on the surface indicated by the white arrow.

The ripples have a sinusoidal-like shape, and therefore, they can be described by means of the 

characteristic wavelength A (the average distance between the adjacent ridges) and height h (av

erage height variation between the adjacent top and bottom part of the trenches), as indicated in 

Fig. 6.1.c. However, to determine these parameters for a larger surface area, a more statistical ap

proach is required. Thus, to calculate the ripples' periodicity (A) one can use the two-dimensional 

autocorrelation function (2DAC) [162], as shown in Fig. 6.1.b. It provides a value of Ä =  18.5 ±  

0.8 nm which clearly corresponds to the distance between the adjacent ridges in a cross-section 

profile (Fig. 6.1.c). The 2DAC-based analysis can also provide other lateral parameters of the rip

ples, like an average width (W) and length (L), which are necessary to determine the typical length- 

to-width ratio (LWR), as shown in Figure d. Here, this ratio is of about 13 : 1. Actually, a lot of 

ripples are much more elongated than the LWR would suggest. This is because the ripples are not 

perfectly straight but slightly meander which significantly influences their length measured from 

2DAC along the [110] direction.

In turn, the height of the ripples (h) has been determined from the value of RMS roughness. It was 

possible since we assumed that a height profile of well-developed ripples ( h >  1.5 nm) can be 

treated as a pure sine wave. It allows us to use the simple relation between the peak-to-peak am

plitude (h) and RMS value (h =  2-^2 • RMS)[168]. For better statistics, RMS has been evaluated

Figure 6 .1 . a) STM image of ID periodic pattern in the form of ripples. The cross-section profile (marked by 
a white line) is presented in c) where the ripple's wavelength (A) and height (h) are indicated. b) 2DAC- 
resulted image of the ripples with two profiles taken along (A) and across (B) the ripples' long axis to quan
tify the shape anisotropy of the ripples (LWR) where the average length (L) and width (W) were determined 
at FHWM point, as shown in d).
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from a representative, possibly large (~1 x 1 ^m2) area of the sample. The RMS-resulted h has 

been cross-checked with h measured directly from a few (3 to 10) height profiles providing h =  

2.6 ±  0.2 nm (RMS =  0.9 nm) for the discussed case.

6.2 Stepped structure revealed by high-resolution STM and LEED

TiÜ2 surface is considered to become amorphous upon RT ion bombardment, especially 

when the ripples' pattern is fully developed (IF  >  1 x 1017 ions/cm2). This fact was revealed af

ter LEED studies where no Bragg spots had been observed (not included here). Most of all it is a 

consequence of preferential oxygen sputtering and the lack of a thermally-activated mechanism of 

diffusion which could help to restore the original crystallinity (stoichiometry). In contrast, when 

TiÜ2 (110) surface is sputtered at a sufficiently high temperature (>  740 K), the crystalline struc

ture is restored resulting in ripples consisted of narrow, monoatomic steps running along the 

ripples' long axis. The exemplary STM image of this kind of surface together with a simplified 

scheme of the so-called stepped ripples are presented in Fig. 6.2.a and c, respectively. The ball-and- 

stick model of 6P molecule has been included on a scale for comparison in the upper right corner 

of Fig. 6.2.c. The determination of an average step width (w), being in the same order of magnitude 

as the length of the single 6P molecule, is crucially important for further studies. Therefore, we 

used two independent experimental methods to determine w. The first one based on STM- 

obtained values of the ripple's height (h) and wavelength (A), labelled as wSTM, and the second one 

from the well-known analysis of a LEED spot splitting (wLEED) [55].

Figure 6.2. a) STM image of the stepped ripples with high-resolution insert revealing atomic rows 
(lower right corner). b ) The corresponding cross-section profile (indicated by the white line) with a 
visible stepped structure. c) A simplified scheme of a mono-stepped, rippled surface with the indica
tion of basic ripple parameters (h, A, w, d).
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To evaluate w5TM from the step-less STM images (like in Fig. 6.2.a), a mono-stepped structure with 

a step height given by hstep =  0.32 nm[46] has been assumed. Since the tip-sample convolu

tion/dilation only smoothens the real atomic steps resulting in a sinusoidal-like form (like in Fig.

6.2.c), w5TM could be related with h and A. To this end, further simplification of the profiles has 

been made in order to analyze the triangular form of the ripples. Based on the comparison of si

nusoidal and triangular profile (Fig. 6.2.c) one can deduce that this assumption should not affect 

the average value of w5TM. As a result, the simple term could be derived:

•̂̂ step rr 'n
W5TM = 2,h (6.1)

To calculate the standard deviation of w5TM we used the well-known variance formula for error 

propagation [169]. Thus, for the discussed ripples (A =  18.5 nm, h =  2.6 nm) the step width of 

w5tm =  1.1 ±  0.1 nm has been evaluated which accords well with the STM-revealed stepped struc

ture (insert in Fig. 6.2.a).

LEED pattern can also provide an average step width (wL££D ) from the detailed analysis of spot 

splitting where a direct information on wL££D and the atomic steps' orientation with respect to the 

crystallographic directions can be obtained. However, for proper interpretation and precise deter

mination of wL££D we must conduct a 3-dim. analysis of the scattering vector (K) and find the 

diffraction pattern at an energy which corresponds to the out-of-phase condition (S =  n +1  , n =

1.2, 3 ... ), in accordance with the LEED theory described in paragraph 2.1.2. In Figure we present 

an example of LEED analysis performed for the already discussed ripples (Figure and Figure). The 

careful study of the series of LEED images in an energy range of 70-200 eV (energy step A£ = 

1 eF) has allowed to establish certain electron energies where sharp Bragg spots, i.e. in-phase con

ditions, have been found for (10) and (10) reciprocal space positions. Next, they have been 

converted/recalculated into perpendicular reciprocal lattice vectors (^ ±) in accordance with the 

following equation:

^ („0 )  =  J^X(CC)2 -  ( ™ ) 2 (6 2)

where f t i (00) is determined for (00)-spot by equation 1.3 (paragraph 1.1) and a1 is a surface lattice 

constant which, in the case of (001) direction of TiO2(110), corresponds to the value of a1 «  

0.3 nm. Thus, the calculated K'x(ï0) and f t i (10) Bragg positions have been compiled with theoretical 

Bragg positions for (00)-spot ( ft i (00)) and with the sketch of reciprocal lattice rods as presented 

in Fig. 6.3.a. Due to the quasi-periodic structure of the steps, all fundamental spots split up into 

spots separated by a distance, which is inversely proportional to the average step width w. 

Actually, each side of the ripples can be considered as a small slice of vicinal surface but with
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Figure 6.3. a) Diffraction pattern from the stepped ripples of TiO2 (110). Two symmetrically inclined arrays 
of reciprocal lattice rods resulted from ascending/descending step trains are schematically depicted. 
b -c) The LEED patterns collected at characteristic energy values corresponding to out-of-phase (destruc
tive interference) and in-phase (constructive interference) conditions for fundamental (1 0 ) and (10 ) spots, 
respectively. d) The intensity profile of (10)-sp ot at out-of-phase indicated by the black dotted line in b).

different (symmetric) slope angles. Therefore, it contributes with two periodic arrays of 

symmetrically inclined rods to the diffraction pattern where the spots move in accordance to the 

inclination (slope angle) of the ripples' sides. The intersection points correspond to the in-phase 

Bragg conditions where the fundamental spots of a flat surface would be expected. Furthermore, 

the rod intensity modulation is also peaked around this fundamental Bragg spots as indicated by 

the grey scale in Fig. 6.3.a.

The example of LEED pattern collected at in-phase energy (97 eV) determined for (10)/(10) spots 

for which phase difference S takes the integer value of 4 is shown in Fig. 6.3.c. The sharp spots at 

(10) and (10) positions are clearly visible where only very weak satellite (diffuse) spots are ob

an electron energy of 116 eF which corresponds

Table 6.1. Summary of ripple parameters, in
cluding the comparison of step width w obtained 
from two experimental techniques; STM (3rd col
umn) and LEED (4th column). Standard deviations 
are given in brackets.

to the half integer value of S is presented in Fig. 6.3.b. Here, the (10)-spot splits up into two peaks 

with equivalent/similar intensity separated by distance 2^/wL££D as shown by the intensity pro

file in Figured. The values of ̂  axis are expressed as a percentage of Brillouin Zone (BZ) where

served. In turn, the out-of-phase pattern taken at

Ripple's 
wavelength 

X [nm]

Ripple's 
height h

[nm]

Step width 
from STM 
Ws™ [nm]

Step width 
from LEED
Wieed [nm]

1 8 .5 (0 .8 ) 2.6 (0.2) 1.1 (0.1) 1.1 (0.2)
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100% BZ is the distance between fundamental Bragg spots of the surface (2^/a1). Thus, the de

termined wL££D has been compared with w5TM in T able 6.1 where other significant parameters of 

the discussed examples of ripples are also summarized. One can clearly notice that both experi

mental methods provide the same step width (within the standard deviation) proving their 

correctness and validating them as a proper technique for the determination of an average step 

width.

6.3 The influence of stepped ripples on the elongation, shape and 
density of 6P structures

The main goal of the studies presented below is to show how and to what extent one can 

control the shape anisotropy and nucleation density of the 6P structures formed. To achieve this, 

parameters like ripples' anisotropy (LWR), average step width (w) or the ripples' long axis direc

tion have been modified on the substrate surface in respect to the surface crystallography. In 

addition, the influence of exposure to air prior to 6P deposition has been examined. To quantify

the resulting shape anisotropy of 6P islands, LWR parameter was also used.

[ooi]

Ç 5  CHAPTER SIX

Figure 6.4. AFM topography images of the rippled surfaces (a, c) with the corresponding 6P growth 
morphologies (b, d) resulted on air-exposed substrates. The ripples have a similar height (h «  
2 nm) and wavelength (A «  13 nm) but a different length (anisotropy). The LWR of 2 :1 and 11:1  
was determined for a) short and c) long ripples, respectively. The resulting islands' anisotropy is b ) 
1.2:1 and d) 1.5:1, as quantified by 2DAC function (lower right corners).
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Figure 6.4 presents the results of the experiments of 6P deposition on air-exposed, rippled 

TiÜ2 (110) substrates. Figure 6.4.a demonstrates the AFM morphology of short ripples character

ized by low shape anisotropy. The corresponding 6P-covered (~0.25 ML) morphology is shown in 

Figure 6.4.b where only the upright standing 6P islands of uniform size (~50 — 70 nm in diameter) 

and height (2.8 nm) have been grown. The 2DAC analysis reveals the almost isotropic shape of 6P 

islands being only slightly elongated in the ripples' direction (LWR = 1.2 : 1). The higher elonga

tion of 6P islands (LWR = 1.5 : 1) has been obtained after molecule deposition on the substrate 

surface with longer ripples (Fig. 6.4.c and d). In both cases, the 6P islands were developed already 

in UHV during the deposition process. No additional 6P structures (like crystallites) have appeared 

upon the exposure of the samples to air for TM-AFM imaging. This observation indicates that all 

the deposited molecules are incorporated to the islands and no stable wetting layer is formed, as 

it should be expected for an air-passivated substrate.

Figure 6.5. SEM images of 6P growth morphologies formed in-situ on (non-passivated) rippled TiÜ2 (110) 
substrates with the ripples' long axis oriented perpendicularly (a, b ) and parallelly (c) to the atomic rows' 
[001] direction. The rippled substrates are characterized in terms of an average step width (w) as follows: 
a) w =  1.1 ±  0.2 nm b ) w =  0.9 ±  0.3 nm c) w =  1.1 ±  0.3 nm. Anisotropy of the resulting 6P islands' shape 
was evaluated from 2DAC analysis (insets). For the case of the longest islands (c) the islands-free area is 
covered by small, bright clusters (crystallites) as shown in d).

When 6P deposition is performed on a freshly-prepared rippled substrate, further increase of the 

6P islands' elongation (in the ripples' direction) can be achieved as shown in Figure 6.5. For the 

modified substrate with ripples developed along the [110] direction, i.e. across the atomic rows, 

the resulting 6P growth morphologies (0 «  0.25 ML) are presented in Fig. 6.5.a and b. The main 

difference between these substrates is that the first ripples (Fig. 6.5.a) are characterized by the 

average step width of w =  1.1 ±  0.2 nm (h =  1.5 ±  0.2 nm, A =  10 ±  1 nm), whereas the second 

ripples (Fig. 6.5.b) have w =  0.9 ±  0.3 nm (h =  2.7 ±  0.3 nm, A =  16 ±  1 nm). It means that the 

step density in the [001] direction (across the ripples) is lower for Fig. 6.5.a than for Fig. 6.5.b. The 

change of w seems to have a significant influence on the resulting shape anisotropy of the 6P is

lands where different values of LWR of about 2.8 : 1 and 6.7 : 1 have been determined for shallow 

(Fig. 6.5.a) and deeper ripples (Fig. 6.5.b), respectively. Thus, the elongation of 6P islands can be 

increased by decreasing the average step width.
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The most prominent elongation of 6P islands can be obtained when the ripple's long axis is ori

ented along the atomic rows, i.e. when it is parallel to [001] direction, as shown in Fig. 6.5.c. The 

parameters of the ripples, which are similar in shape to those shown in Fig. 6.5.b, are: w =  1.1 ±  

0.3 nm (h =  2.7 ±  0.2 nm, A =  19 ±  1 nm). We assume that the anisotropy in diffusion originated 

from the difference in the densities of atomic edges (treated as energy barriers for 6P diffusion) 

along and across the ripples - mainly responsible for the islands' elongation in the previous cases 

(Fig. 6.5.a-b)[170] - which should have a comparable impact in the present case. Therefore, the 

observed increase of the islands' elongation from 6.7 : 1 (Fig. 6.5.b) to 10.7 : 1 (Fig. 6.5.c) is caused 

by a higher diffusion anisotropy enhanced by atomic rows oriented along the ripples. The atomic 

rows act as the most preferential diffusion paths determining the direction of the fastest supply of 

molecules during the islands' growth.

It is worth noting that all morphologies presented in Figure 6.5 are consisted of two kinds of struc

tures varying in lateral size and height. This situation applies even in the case of the most elongated 

islands around which bright features have been observed, as revealed by HR-SEM imaging (Fig.

6.5.d). Their origin will be carefully discussed later, in paragraph 6.2. For now, however, it is suffi

cient to know that the larger structures (islands) emerge already in UHV during 6P deposition 

(initial nucleation) while the smaller ones originate from the decomposition of a wetting layer in

duced during exposure to air (subsequent nucleation).

The significant difference in island density (p) of the larger structures formed on the ripples ori

ented along [001] direction (Fig. 6.5.c) has been revealed by a comparison to those formed on the 

[110]-oriented ripples (Fig. 6.5.a and b). 6P islands grown on the [001]-oriented ripples are char

acterized by p «  2 x 10-4 jum-2 which is four orders of magnitude lower than the island densities 

of [110]-oriented ripples (p «  2 — 4 ̂ m-2). In addition, the islands in Fig. 6.5.a and b are homog

enously distributed over the surfaces while in the last case (Fig. 6.5.c) they reveal a heterogeneous 

distribution. It is because the most elongated 6P islands were formed mainly around the defects 

remaining after ion sputtering (heterogeneous nucleation). In addition, the total coverage of 0 «  

0.13 ML was not sufficient to initiate homogeneous nucleation as it was achieved for the first two 

cases (0 «  0.25 ML) presented in Fig. 6.5.a-b. Therefore, the island density for the last sample (Fig.

6.5.c-d) cannot be related with surface diffusion as it can be done for the homogeneously nucleated 

molecular structures. For them, the diffusion anisotropy induced by the ripples is reflected not 

only by the elongated shape but also by the island density in different directions, as implied by the 

classical nucleation theory [124]. According to the theory, p increases with a decreasing diffusion 

coefficient, thus the islands' density across the ripples is expected to be higher than that along 

them.
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Figure 6 .6 . a) UHV-formed 6P islands with LWR of 
2.8:1 extracted from SEM image. Inset shows 2DAC 
image required to evaluate the islands' densities (p) 
along and across the ripples' long axis, in [001] and 
[110] surface direction of TiÜ2 (110), respectively. b) 
Table with the resulted P[001] (second column) and 

P [ii0] (third column) for differently elongated m or
phology of islands. The last column presents the 
P[001]/P [1i0] ratios being similar to the correspond
ing values of LWR.

To derive an  average island density  along [0 0 1 ]  and [1 1 0 ]  d irectio n  (p[001j and P [1i 0], respectively)  

the 2DAC analysis w as p erfo rm ed  to  evaluate an av erage distance b etw een  the islands. F o r this 

purpose, the large islands (form ed  during deposition) w ere  e x tra cte d  from  the sm aller s tru ctu res  

(origin ated  from  air-induced  nucleation), as show n in Figure 6 .6 .a. The resulted  P[001] and P [1ï 0] 

for islands w ith LWR o f 2 .8 :1  and 6 .7 :1  are  p re 

sen ted  in the table included in Figure 6 .6 .b. In 

both  cases the island density  acro ss  the ripples 

(P[001j) is clearly  higher than  th a t in d irection  [1 

1 0 ] (P[1l 0j) w hich acco rd s w ell w ith the theory.

M oreover, the ratio s b etw een  P[001] and P [1ï 0]

(p resen ted  in the last colum n of Figure 6 .6 .b are  

v ery  close to the co rresp on d in g  islands' shape an 

iso tro p ies (the first colum n in Figure 6 .6 .b). This 

fact strongly  suggests th a t eith er the islands' elon

gation as w ell as the different d irectional

densities are  affected, in a sim ilar w ay, by the an 
. Figure 6 .7 . a) Single-and multi-layered 6P islands

iso tro p y  o f diffusion induced by the ripples ^ . . , , ^
J  on the long rippled T i02(110) substrate, b) The

shape. profile taken across the islands and the rippled
surface (white line in a), c) High-resolution topog- 

F u rth er inquisitive o b serv ation s ab o u t 6P  islands raphy of the 6P island with some kinks pointed in

have been  rev ealed  after the m o re  detailed  im ag- t îe rim ^  t îe w'lite b ro w s

ing p erfo rm ed  by m ean s of TM-AFM and NC-AFM, as show n in Figure 6.7. The first ch aracteristic

featu re of 6P islands form ed on rippled su b strates is th a t the shape o f the ripples is p re se n t on the
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island tops, even for the second layer (Fig. 6.7.a). This demonstrates that during the formation of 

the standing-type layer, 6P molecules nicely adopt the substrate shape. This is especially visible 

on the cross-section profile taken across the islands and the bare rippled substrate (Fig. 6.7.b). 

Moreover, the islands founded here do not exhibit a smooth rim, as it was observed on air-passiv

ated substrates (Fig. 6.4.), but they manifest a kinked rim. Upon closer inspection it is evident that 

the island width across the ripples' long axis (here, along the [001] direction) is discretized in in

tegers of the ripple wavelength À. The exact termination of the island rim with respect to the 

ripples' surface has been revealed by high-resolution NC-AFM presented in Fig. 6.7.c. As indicated 

exemplary by the white arrows, the islands preferentially terminate in the ripples' trenches (val

leys between the ripples).

The observed discretization of the island width, which reflects the ripple spacing (À), is likely to be 

caused by anisotropy in the detachment rate of molecules loosely bound to the islands' rim, as it is 

elaborated by means of Figure 6.8. This mechanism could be explained on the basis of the step-

induced vertical shift between 6P molecules standing side-to-side on adjacent terraces, as illus

trated in Fig. 6.8.a. This shift reduces an 

interaction length between the newly at

tached molecule and an island on the lower 

step (right part of Fig. 6.8.a). Thus, some mol

ecules are left non-binding which decreases 

the binding energy and increases the proba

bility of detachment for these molecules. In 

turn, the molecule that attaches to the island 

on the upper step (left part of Fig. 6.8.a) inter

acts along the entire length with the step 

ledge and the molecules of the island edge re

sulting in a stronger bond.

The molecules bound at energetically unfa

vorable sites are more likely to leave these 

positions and hop between adjacent sites 

(within the island rim) until they find a more 

favorable location. This so-called perimetric 

diffusion is crucially important for the shape 

of the islands formed during MBE where low 

deposition rates (R) are applied. Moreover,

Figure 6.8. Side view schemes of 6P growth in stand
ing orientation on stepped ripples. a) Possible 
arrangement of an island with molecules attached on 
the adjacent terrace. The molecule attached at the 
downward step (left) interacts with its full length 
whereas at the upward step (right), the length of in
teraction is reduced by the step height. Possible 
molecular tilting is omitted for simplicity. b ) Sche
matic comparison of four different island 
terminations.
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the weakly bound molecules might detach completely from the island. Then, the unbound mole

cule can be recaptured by the same island or it can diffuse away to another one. The detachment 

anisotropy (DA) can be similarly effective as perimetric diffusion in the reshaping of the island and 

is assumed to be mainly responsible for the evolution of anisotropic (elongated) island shapes 

grown by the MBE process [171]. The DA model has been introduced in order to explain the ani

sotropic island shape which was experimentally observed for pentacene (5A) thin films grown on 

vicinal, hydrogen terminated Si(111) substrates [172]. The concept was further supported by 

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [173, 174] where, by decreasing the inter-step distance a (and thus, 

increasing the surface density of atomic steps), the morphology of the molecular overlayer was 

significantly changed, particularly for a <  10 nm. Furthermore, the MC simulations were able to 

reproduce the dendritic shape of 5A islands on the lower terrace side (hard detachment) and com

pact on the upper terrace side (easy detachment). In addition, the molecularly resolved NC-AFM 

imaging of 5A/Cu(110) [175] has directly confirmed that the adjacent upright standing molecules 

bonded through the atomic step are shifted exactly by the step height.

That is why an island growth is energetically more preferred in the downward step direction ra

ther than in the upward direction. However, ascending and descending step edges occur 

alternately on the rippled substrate. Hence, a growing island cannot avoid an ascending step edge 

across the ripples and will finally reach them at the bottom of the trenches. When the material for 

island growth is no longer provided (6P deposition stops), the weakly bound molecules at the as

cending steps can still diffuse along the island rim or detach and diffuse in favor of the more 

energetically preferred positions, e.g., the edges of the islands at a downward step direction. Since 

the step edges run along the ripple direction, the same situation applies to the island rims as it has 

been nicely presented in Figure 6.7.

To explain the observed island width discretization in the framework introduced above, the four 

possible island terminations are illustrated in Fig. 6.8.b. Each of them represents a different bind

ing situation of the molecules standing on the terminal step edges (colored by light grey), in regard 

to the stepped structure of the rippled substrate. The edge molecules are either completely ex

posed on one side ( ©  and @  in Fig. 6.8.b) or only partially interact with the adjacent step edge 

(@  and ©  in Fig. 6.8.b). In turn, when we consider the opposite (“bulk”) side of this group of 

molecules (from the same terminal terrace), the molecules can either interact with their full length 

(@  and © )  or interact with their length reduced by the step height ( ©  and @ ).  It is reasonable 

to assume that the overall interaction length (including both sides of molecules covering the ter

minal terrace) corresponds to the stability of island termination. Therefore, the presented 

approach clearly points out the situation ©  as the most stable configuration whereas the situation 

seems to be the least stable. As a consequence, case ©  is the most favored configuration in the
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course of growth resulting in the observed preferential island termination at the bottom of the 

ripple grooves. Hence, a lateral size of 6P island measured across the ripples is discretized in mul

tiples of the ripple spacing.

To further support the proposed origin of the observed shape of the island, the energetic picture 

is considered as follows: the energy differences between the presented situations (Fig. 6.8.b) can 

be roughly estimated since we know the TiÜ2 (110) step height (0.32 nm). Therefore, the interac

tion length between adjacent molecules in the upper and lower atomic step is reduced by ~ 2/3 of 

phenyl ring diameter. It corresponds to at least 3 non-bonded carbon atoms where a typical ad

sorption energy per C atom is about 50 meF [9, 142, 176] yielding the energy difference ~150 meF 

per molecule. Accordingly, the termination ©  is favored by 150 meF as compared to @  and @  

and by ~300 meF in comparison to ® .  Since the island “bulk” energy contribution of about 3 eF 

per molecule [177] clearly exceeds even the largest energy variation between the considered ter

minations (~300 meF for ®  and © ) ,  it might have very limited influence on large terraces. 

However, the step width (w) on the rippled substrate is around 1 nm, as revealed for almost all 

the discussed samples. Consequently, the energy contribution from the edge molecules will be 

much more significant in regard to a single narrow terrace. Thus, one can expect that such effects 

like island width discretization or detachment anisotropy are more pronounced on a surface with 

small terrace width (high step density). Moreover, the discussed anisotropic detachment is con

sidered to have a minor, but still noteworthy, contribution to the island shape anisotropies.

6.4 Origin of bimodal 6P growth on stepped TiÜ2 (110) ripples

As revealed in the previous section, the bimodal 6P growth morphology forms on a rippled 

TiÜ2 (110) surface only when the molecules are deposited on a non-passivated substrate. It means 

that diffusing 6P monomers can interact with all unsaturated active points like T i5f/Ü2 f vacancies 

or 1D step edges. Especially, the p(1x1) termination of TiÜ2 (110), preserved after IBS at an ele

vated temperature (>  700 ^ ), should have an influence on the initial stage of 6P growth due to the 

commensurability between the 6P(203) contact plane and the spacing of the substrate's atomic 

rows [158]. Actually, the orientation of the ripples' long axis in respect to the atomic rows ([001] 

direction) seems to be related with the type of air-induced small structures (Figure 6.5.). To get a 

more detailed picture of this relation we have performed several dedicated 6P growth experi

ments presented below.

6.4.1 Substrate surface characterization in terms of possible 6P adsorption

Figure 6.9 presents three different rippled substrates. For ripples oriented along the direc

tion of initial atomic rows [001], two samples with different atomic step widths w have been
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prepared. The STM morphology of shallow 

ripples ( h «  0.75 nm,A «  16.4 nm), shown 

in Figure 6.9.a, reveals that the individual rip

ples are composed of atomically flat terraces 

separated by mono-atomic steps with edges 

preferentially oriented along the ripples, the 

so-called stepped ripples. The terrace lengths 

( I ) range from tens to hundreds of nm in the 

ripple direction. In turn, the typical step 

width is of about w «  3.5 nm, as measured by 

STM (wSTM «  3.50 nm) and LEED (wLEED «  

3.62 nm) inserted in the upper right of 

Fig. 6.9.a. Moreover, p(1x1) surface termina

tion has been nicely preserved in the form of 

atomic rows observed either by STM (bottom 

right of Fig. 6.9.a) or LEED measurements. 

The length of atomic rows ( lar) corresponds 

to the length of the terrace itself.

For comparison, the STM image of the sub

strate with deeper ripples (h «  2.73 nm), and 

with a similar wavelength (A «  18.8 nm), is 

shown in Fig. 6.9.b. Such topography results 

in wSTM «  1.10 nm which is consistent with 

Wleed «  1.12 nm. However, deeper ripples 

are more difficult to analyze by STM imaging 

in terms of single atomic row length due to 

the larger variations in the ripples' height. 

Thus, the higher impact of tip apex dilation 

(convolution) decreases the image resolu

tion, especially along the [110] direction with 

the most dense stepped structure. It results in 

the step-less shape of the ripple providing in

formation about their structure only at the 

end of a single ridge (along the [001] direc

tion). The cross-section profile taken in such 

a place, as indicated by the white line, shows

Figure 6.9. a-b) STM images of ripples with step edges run
ning along the atomic rows, with average step width of w «  
3.5 nm and 1.1 nm, respectively. c) STM image of step edges 
formed across the atomic rows, with w «  1.0 nm. The corre
sponding cross-section profiles (indicated by the white lines) 
and LEED patterns are inserted. d-f) Schematic versions of 
the stepped ripples with the supposed position of the initially 
adsorbed 6P molecules. The step edge orientation, structure 
and step width correspond to the stepped ripples. The legend 
for d-f) is included at the top.

the changes in the ripples' height (bottom right of
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Fig. 6.9.b), which clearly corresponds to the monoatomic step (hstep =  0.32 nm). Here, the step 

width is about 8 - 1 0  nm.

The high-resolution STM image, presented in Figure 6.9.c, shows ripples oriented perpendicularly 

to the direction of the initial atomic rows of the TiÜ2 (110) substrate. The ripples' structure exhibits 

flat monoatomic steps, as indicated by the cross-section profile included at the bottom of Fig. 6.9.c. 

The step edges run along the [110] direction with spacing (measured along [001] direction) given 

by the step width of wSTM «  1.03 nm (h «  2.65 nm,A «  18.5 nm). The p(1x1) surface reconstruc

tion is retained locally as shown by the insert in the bottom right of Fig. 6.9.c and the corresponding 

LEED pattern (upper right in Fig. 6.9.c). The diffraction spots are split only in the [001] direction 

which corresponds to the step flow direction. The resulting wLEED «  1.03 nm fits very well to the 

w s t m  value.

For a more suitable characterization of the presented TiÜ2 (110) substrates, especially in regards 

to the 6P adsorption, the corresponding schemes with the supposed position of the initially ad

sorbed molecules have been provided in Fig. 6.9.d-f, respectively. To adapt the molecules on the 

stepped ripples, a few assumptions have been made. Firstly, an initially adsorbed 6P molecule ori

ents itself along the substrate atomic row [001] direction, as it was observed for a very similar, in 

terms of surface structure, Cu(110) p(2x1)O substrate [153]. Therefore, to fully adsorb a lying- 

type 6P molecule an atomic row length of at least 2.8 nm ( l6P =  272 nm [135]) is required. Sec

ondly, it is assumed that the molecular structure of the lying-type 6P molecules grows with the 

epitaxial but stressed (203) contact plane as the most preferred initial stage of growth on 

TiÜ2 (110) [178, 158]. This approach allows to describe all the prepared substrates by two param

eters: an average length of atomic row ( lar), as compared to the l6P, and an average number of 

adjacent molecules adsorbed side-by-side within one single step/terrace, in the most energy-effi

cient configuration, labelled as m.

For the case of the ripples oriented along the atomic rows [001], the average width of the step (w) 

allows to estimate the number m, as schematically presented in Fig. 6.9.d-e. Assuming the arrange

ment of the crystal plane (203) at the contact, but with the intermolecular distance determined by 

the spacing of the TiÜ2 (110) atomic rows (0.65 nm), the shallow ripples (w =  3.5 nm) correspond 

to around 5-6 molecules lying side by side (Fig. 6.9.a, d). When the w is reduced to 1.1 nm, the m 

decreases to about 1-2 molecules (Fig. 6.9.b, e).

To determine the lar, a more complicated situation has to be considered. In general, a length of 

typical atomic row is limited only by the shape and crystallographic orientation of the terrace step 

structure. In particular, for the case of terrace steps oriented, in average, along the [001] direction 

(like in Fig. 6.9.a-b), most of them are terminated with the same, most energetically preferred,
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atomic configuration - [001] step edge [47, 51]. This means that even a slight change in the step 

edge direction as compared to the [001] direction, caused by atomic kinks, reduces the lar of 

atomic rows. The atomic kinks along the [110] direction are discrete in numbers of the 0.65 nm 

spacing between atomic rows, as suggested by DFT calculations [48]. The most significant de

crease of lar concerns, however, only those atomic rows placed directly adjacent to the step edges. 

Thus, for terrace steps wider than about 3 nm (like Fig. 6.9.a) a contribution of termination atomic 

rows decreases and an average lar is mainly limited by the overall length of the ripples, especially 

when the step edges are quite straight on a larger scale.

Ün the other hand, for narrow steps (Fig. 6.9.b) the length of a typical atomic row is strongly cor

related with the shape of the terrace steps and the distribution of atomic kinks. In addition, due to 

ripple meandering, the locally-determined angle between the ripples' long axis direction and the 

atomic rows' direction can be even about 11 degrees. To estimate the minimum mean distance 

between kinks in the [001] direction from this angle, an extreme case of the highest possible num

ber of atomic kinks was considered, as shown in Fig. 6.9.e. Based on the resulting distance 

(~  3 nm) it is reasonable to assume that the step edges are straight at least at 3 nm length-scale. 

Therefore, the lar is longer than 6P in length.

In the case of ripples oriented across the initial atomic rows (Fig. 6.9.c), an opposite approach is 

required to evaluate the lar and m. Here, lar is directly determined by the width of the step w «  

1.0 nm, and therefore, is significantly shorter than 6P in length. In turn, m is correlated with the 

shape of the terrace steps along the least energetically preferred [110] direction. Nevertheless, it 

seems clear that for ripples oriented across the atomic rows, m should be much higher than it is in 

the case of ripples oriented along the atomic rows. However, in the case of lar <  l6P, most mole

cules are not able to adsorb on the same, single terrace as pictured in Figure 6.9.f. Thus, the precise 

determination of the term m loses its meaning and can be omitted.

To sum up all the presented substrates from Fig. 6.9, the surface parameters with corresponding 

lar and m are listed in Table 6.2.

Ripple's long 
axis direction

Ripple's wave
length
X [nm]

Ripple's
height
h [nm]

Step width
w [nm]

Atomic rows 
length lar

Number of adja
cent molecules m

[001] 16.4 (0.6) 0.75 (0.10) 3.5 (0.6) l6P «  lar < 100 nm « 5 - 6

[001] 18.8 (0.5) 2.73 (0.18) 1.1 (0.2) l6P < lar < 10 nm « 1 - 2

[110] 18.5 (0.5) 2.65 (0.13) 1.0 (0.2) âr < IßP > 10

Table 6.2. Summary of all the prepared substrates, including a rough estimation of an average atomic rows' 
length (the fifth column) and a number of 6P molecules expected to be adsorbed side by side within a single 
terrace step (the last column). Standard deviations are given in brackets.
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6.4.2 Bimodal growth morphology on stepped TiÜ2(110) ripples oriented 
along the [001] direction

In order to disclose the influence of the step width w (i.e. the number m of adjacently ad

sorbed molecules), on the growth of 6P film in the initial stage, molecular deposition was 

performed in the sub-monolayer coverage regime on stepped ripples with their long axis oriented 

along the atomic rows' direction. Two substrates (introduced in the previous paragraphs) of step 

width w «  3.5 nm and w «  1.1 nm were covered by 6P molecules. Figure 6.10 shows the 6P 

growth morphologies imaged in-situ by means of NC-AFM/STM and ex situ, after exposure to air, 

using TM-AFM/SEM techniques.

Figure 6.10.a presents the UHV NC-AFM image of the 6P covered (0.25 ML) stepped ripples 

(w  «  3.5 nm) remained substantially unchanged as compared to the original substrate before mo

lecular deposition. However, the molecularly-resolved STM imaging (insert in Fig. 6.10.a) reveals 

that a wetting layer was formed, consisting of 3-6 lying molecules, regularly packed side-by-side 

across a single terrace step with a spacing of 0.66 nm, with a long axis oriented along the atomic

Figure 6.10. a-c) 0.25 ML 6P growth morphology on the stepped ripples running along the atomic rows, 
characterized by w «  3.5 nm  and m  «  5 — 6 nm. a) UHV NC-AFM image collected prior to air exposure. 
The corresponding high resolution STM image of the stepped ripples covered by lying 6P molecules (wet
ting layer) is included in the upper right. b ) TM-AFM image obtained after exposure to air with the 
corresponding cross-section profile at the bottom. c) Needles and islands imaged on a larger scale by SEM 
(ex situ). d-f)  0.13 ML 6P growth morphology on the stepped ripples with w «  1.1 nm  (m  «  1 — 2), starting 
with UHV NC-AFM image collected prior to air exposure (d). TM-AFM and SEM imaging, performed after 
exposure to air, is presented in e) and f), respectively. The corresponding TM-AFM cross-section profile is 
inserted at the bottom of e).
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row direction. The appearance of the wetting layer is even more pronounced after the sample's 

imaging following exposure to air. Figure 6.10.b depicts a typical TM-AFM morphology of such an 

air-exposed sample, with a nanoneedle surrounded by new features (clusters), which were not 

observed in the in situ NC-AFM imaging. However, we know from Chapter Four that a nanoneedle 

forms only during the first stages of 6P growth. Moreover, formation of the ordered wetting layer 

is a prerequisite for the needles' growth, which accords well with the STM result (Fig. 6.10.a). The 

needles were not imaged earlier in UHV because of their very low surface density in comparison 

to the maximum scan size of STM ( 5 x 5  ^m2).

The observed morphology of the needles + clusters is very similar to that of the 6P film formed on 

fresh and atomically flat TiO2(110) with characteristic cluster-free zones around the needles (De

nuded Zones). The clusters originate from the wetting layer decomposition induced by contact with 

air during exposure. They will be referred to as crystallites (introduced in Chapter Four), due to 

the same origin (air-induced, subsequent nucleation) and similar, round-shape form. The crystal

lites are 25 ±  9 nm in diameter and 15 ±  4 nm in height. Some of them are slightly elongated in 

the [110] direction (the same as the nanoneedles) implying that the internal structure of the crys

tallites is predominated by lying-type molecules, as already suggested by Tumbek et. al. in the case 

of 6P growth on mica [160]. The evaluation of the surface density of crystallites reveals that the 

average distance between them (63 ±  8 nm) corresponds to half the width of DZ around the nee

dles (71 ±  15 nm). Larger-scale imaging performed by SEM and presented in Figure 6.10.c shows 

that the initial phase of growth results, beside the needles and the wetting layer composed of lying 

molecules, in the formation of elongated, ramified islands consisting of almost upright standing 

molecules. Interestingly, most of the 6P islands (~  65%) grow adjacent to the needles, especially 

at their ends, while the remaining are grown mainly around some large surface artifacts. In turn, 

almost half of the needles were formed independently of the islands. This suggests that the needles 

appear after homogeneous nucleation and can play the role of nucleation centers (phase boundary) 

for the islands, as can any other surface defect.

The growth morphology of 6P, after deposition of 0 «  0.13 ML on the stepped ripples of TiO2(110) 

with more narrow steps (w «  1.1 nm ) and smaller number m «  1 — 2, is presented in Fig. 6.10.d 

and f. Figure 6.10.d presents UHV NC-AFM morphology obtained shortly after 6P deposition. Sim

ilarly to the observation made on the previous sample (with w «  3.5 nm), here also the surface 

topography, imaged before and after the molecular deposition, has not changed. In turn, the air

exposed 6P morphology, shown in Fig. 6.10.e, contains round-shape features -crystallites, uni

formly distributed over the surface. They are small (~  30 nm in diameter) but relatively high 

(10 — 15 nm). Apart from crystallites, narrow 6P structures were found, as revealed by the large- 

scale SEM imaging presented in Figure 6.10.f. These structures have already been discussed in
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paragraph 6.3 (Figure 6.5.c-d) as the most elongated 6P islands (LWR «  10.7:1) with the average 

height of 2.4 ±  0.2 nm and length well beyond the scale of a single micron (20 — 80 ^m ).

Since the upright standing islands have been 

found on the stepped ripples with wide terrace 

steps (w «  3.5 nm - Figure 6.10.a and c), one 

could ask about the fate of the wetting layer dur

ing the islands' formation. Is it either 

“consumed” by the island or “buried” under a 

layer of standing molecules staying intact. To 

clarify the case, dedicated TM-AFM and SEM im

aging of one of the upright standing islands, 

formed on the stepped ripples with wide terrace 

steps, has been performed as presented in Fig

ure 6.11. Noticeably, the shape of the 6P island 

reveals a rather complex, ramified structure 

consisting of “fingers” reaching out the more 

compact body, as shown in Fig. 6.11.a. The fin

gers are oriented mainly along the ripples' (and 

atomic rows) direction. Moreover, the island 

does not have a uniform height and, at least, two 

different domains can be distinguished, both in 

the TM-AFM image and in the corresponding 

SEM image, where the signal of secondary elec

trons (S f) has been measured (Fig. 6.11.b). The 

height difference between domains of about 

0.4 nm has been revealed by the cross-section 

profile (at the bottom of Fig. 6.11.a) taken across 

the domains (indicated by the solid white line).

This height difference clearly corresponds to 

the thickness of the 6P wetting layer on the

atomically flatTi02(110) [178,153], The thicker Figure 611 Single 6p island ffoym Qn the sub_

domains appear in the SEM image with darker strate with stepped ripples oriented along the
„ „ , , r™ , . r atomic rows and w «  3.5 nm, imaged by a) TM-AFM

contrast (Fig. o . l l .b). The decreased intensity of , , ,  ^
and bj SEM technique. The corresponding cross-

SE, coming mainly from the surface of the sub- section profile (solid white line) is presented below

strate TiC>2, results from the higher absorption the TM-AFM image.
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of electrons by the thicker (lying and upright standing) layer of 6P molecules. It accords well with 

the results from photoemission spectroscopy [179] where the 6P wetting layer buried in unaltered 

form under the subsequently deposited standing-type layers has been found on TiO2( 110) sub

strate.

6.4.3 Bimodal growth morphology on stepped TiÜ2(110) ripples oriented 
across the [001] direction

In order to investigate 6P growth morphology on a substrate with an average length of 

atomic row shorter than the length of a single 6P molecule ( lar <  l6P), different molecular cover

ages 0, in the range of 0.05 — 0.3 ML, have been deposited on TiO2(110) surface with stepped 

ripples oriented across the initial atomic rows, already presented in Fig. 6.9.c. For the record, the 

step width w for this substrate, and thus the lar, is about 1 nm. After ex-situ investigations, the 

resulting 6P morphology exhibits clear coverage-dependent bimodal island size distribution (ISD). 

Figure 6.12 presents NC-AFM and SEM images obtained before and after exposure to air for two 

selected 6P coverages, 0 «  0.13 ML (Fig. 6.12.a-c) and 0 «  0.26 ML (Fig. 6.12.d-f). UHV NC-AFM 

imaging performed immediately after the molecule deposition showed that for a lower coverage 

the morphology remains unchanged as compared to the bare substrate, as shown in Fig. 6.12.a, 

whereas for a higher coverage, stable 6P structures were observed (Fig. 6.12.d). These structures 

were identified as islands composed of upright standing molecules with an average height of

Figure 6.12. NC-AFM and SEM images of 6P growth morphology of two different coverages, 0  «  0.13 ML 
(a-c) and 0  «  0.26 ML (d-f), developed on identical stepped ripples oriented across the atomic rows with 
lar «  1 nm. Measurements were performed before (a , d) and after (b , c, e, f)  air exposure.
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2.33 ±  0.15 nm and surface density of 0.87 ±  0.17 ^m -2. The islands typically exhibit widths of 

100 — 300 nm and corresponding lengths of 0.3 — 1 ^m, resulting in the elongation (in the ripples' 

direction) given by LWR «  3.1:1.

New, smaller 6P islands appear on the sample after air exposure, regardless of 6P coverage, as 

revealed on a smaller and larger scale by NC-AFM (Fig. 6.12.b and e) and SEM measurements (Fig.

6.12.c and f), respectively. Air-induced 6P islands are of similar height (2.24 ±  0.24 nm) as the 

larger islands grown directly during the deposition process for 0 «  0.26 ML. The new islands are 

also elongated in the ripples' direction (LWR «  2) but unlike the islands formed during the depo

sition process they have lateral sizes of only tens of nm. The surface density of the smaller islands 

is two orders of magnitude higher than for the larger ones, but differs depending on the total 6P 

coverage from 17 to 61 per ̂ m2.

The formation of two groups of upright standing 6P islands, distinguished in terms of lateral size 

(bimodal ISD), was already investigated in the case of 6P deposited on sputtered mica [160]. It was 

proved that the bimodal ISD is the result of two separated nucleation events, the first one initiated 

during molecular deposition (above a certain total coverage) and the second one induced by air

adsorbates, while venting the vacuum chamber. The subsequent nucleation concerns freely-dif

fusing molecules spread in the areas between the grown large islands and forming of a 2D lattice 

gas. The picture of the 2D lattice gas seems applicable for the present case of 6P growth on stepped 

ripples of TiO2(110) with Zar <  Z6P. In addition, the low surface density of the large islands (Fig.

6.12.f) means that the molecules involved in the island formation in UHV were able to overcome a 

distance of hundreds of nm. It implies that the 2D lattice gas formed on the stepped ripples con

tains highly mobile molecules.

In order to study 2D lattice gas formation in a more careful way, the coverage-dependent develop

ment of the air-induced 6P islands on the stepped ripples (Zar <  Z6P) was analyzed at initial stages 

of growth (coverage up to ~0.26 ML). All free molecules of 2D lattice gas are assumed to be “con

sumed” during air-induced nucleation and growth. Therefore, their total amount can be inferred 

just by measuring the total volume of 6P structures formed upon venting, provided that the clus

ters/islands adopt 6P bulk density. In turn, nucleation initiated during the deposition process 

occurs with a threshold coverage 0TR =  0.19 ±  0.01 ML for the substrate under consideration 

(w «  1 nm). When the initial nucleation during deposition has not taken place, the total amount 

of deposited molecules (0) directly indicates the amount of lying molecules spread over the whole 

surface - the 2D lattice gas (0 2̂ ). The total volume of air-induced 6P structures was calculated
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based  on the av erage height o f 6P  islands -  m easu red  by NC-AFM/TM-AFM -  and the total co v e r

age a re a  from  SEM. T herefore, a d ata  bias re la ted  to tip dilation cau sed  by tip -sam ple convolution  

can  be ruled  out.

F o r the cases of m olecular co v erage higher than  

0 TR, to determ in e 0 2D one has to co n sid er only  

the p arts  of the surface w here lying m olecules  

w ere  cap tu red  by air-induced  6P islands. These  

p a rts  o f surface area, called cap tu re  zones, w ere  

d eterm in ed  by m ean s o f V oronoi tessellation  

[1 8 0 ]. The am ounts o f m olecules previously e n 

gaged in the 2D gas phase, d eterm in ed  p er  

assu m ed  cap tu re  zone for different coverages, 

are  co m p ared  in Figure 6 .13 . In the co v erage re 

gim e below  the th resh old  ( 0  <  0 .1 9  M L),
lattice gas ( 0 2D) as a function of the total coverage 0

w h ere  only the air-induced  nucléation  occurs, determined from the volume of the air-induced 6P is- 

the 0 2D values, calculated  from  AFM m easu re- lands divided the adequate capture zones.

m ents, follow  d irectly  the total cov erage 0  values. H ow ever, w hen the 0  exceed s a certain  

m olecu lar density  being sufficient to induce the initial nucleation  of 6P islands in UHV 

( 0 TR =  0 .1 9  M L), the 0 2D d rops significantly to the values in the range of 0 .0 6  — 0 .0 8  ML. This 

co v erage co rresp on d s to the am o u n t o f 2D gas m olecules left after the p rim ary  nucleation  and  

being in equilibrium  w ith the large islands grow n  in UHV. 6P island grow th  can  ju st be trig gered  

w hen a critical nucleus size is reached . Before that, the 2D  lattice g a s  has to be su p ersatu rated .

Figure 6.13. The coverage of lying molecules in 2D

Also, it is reason ab le to assum e th a t som e p a rt  o f the initially ad so rb ed  6P m olecules has a ra th er  

lim ited diffusion path  due to  active surface defects. The high step density  in the [0 0 1 ] d irection  

will h inder the diffusion o f m olecules acro ss  the ripples. M oreover, the to p /b o tto m  te rra ce s  are  

usually w ider than  those p laced  on the ripples' slopes, as it w as alread y  p resen ted  in the sch em atic  

p a rt  o f Figure 6 .9 . There, the atom ic ro w  lengths -  equal to  the w idths a t  this case -  are  com parable  

w ith the 6P length (Za r ~ / 6p ). Thus, they  provide ad sorp tion  sites w h ere  m olecules can  ad o p t en 

ergetically  favorable configurations w ith th eir full length aligned w ith the su b strate  atom ic row s. 

F u rth er, the atom ic row s supposedly im pose an en erg etic b a rrie r  for m olecules diffusing along the  

ripples (in [1 1 0 ] d irection ). Im m obilized m olecules “ca p tu re ” the m obile ones and organize into  

sm all clusters, especially  w hen  th ey  are  ad so rb ed  side-to -sid e on the to p /b o tto m  terraces . W ith  

increasing  coverage, all active ad sorp tion  sites becom e sa tu ra ted  and the rem aining m olecules ex 

p erien ce  a sm o o th er p otential en ergy  landscape allow ing for easy  diffusion and form ation  of 2D
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Figure 6.14. a) Topography and b ) phase signal from NC-AFM imaging of the bimodal 6P growth m or
phology resulted from the primary (large islands) and air-induced nucleation (small islands) on the 
stepped TiO2(110) ripples with lar «  1 nm. The dotted line in b ) separates the corrugated core from the 
smooth rim of 6P island. c) Large-scale SEM image of large islands surrounded by denuded zones and with 
small islands between them.

lattice gas. This mechanism can increase the probability of meta-stable molecular clusters' for

mation, where the clusters can act as nucleation centers of island growth. Indeed, traces of these 

meta-stable clusters are noticeable on large islands. Figure 6.14.a shows an NC-AFM image of an 

air-exposed sample which reveals a rough sub-structure on top of large islands. Besides the sub

strate ripple structure - nicely adopted by an upright-standing layer and still visible on top of the 

6P islands - there are clusters which are placed in the center part of the island, mostly at the rip

ples' trenches. The center part is surrounded by a smooth rim of a certain width (14 ±  3 nm). The 

structure difference is clearer in the AFM phase signal image (Fig. 6.14.b) where the border be

tween the corrugated center and the smooth rim of the island has been indicated by an orange 

dotted line.

The next noteworthy observation is that all large 6P islands are separated from the smaller ones 

by denuded zones of an average width of 136 ±  27 nm (Fig. 6.14.c). Analogously to the case of 6P 

growth on atomically clean, flat TiO2(110) (Chapter Four), where bimodal growth has also been 

observed after air-induced dewetting process, in the present case a correlation between the width 

of the denuded zone and the spacing between the smaller islands is also expected. Indeed, the half 

width of the denuded zone (68 ±  14 nm) accords well with the average spacing between the 

smaller islands (70 ±  5 nm), proving the same formation process of these two structures.
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Moreover, the amount of 6P molecules forming 

the smooth rims of the primary grown (larger) 

islands can be estimated from the total area of 

the rims assuming the same molecular density 

as in the 6P(001) contact plane (4.4 x 1014 mol

ecules/cm2). Thus, the obtained number of 

molecules, divided by the assumed capture area 

(half width of the denuded zone ~70 nm plus 

the width of the smooth rim ~14 nm), yields a 

molecular density of about 0.65 x 1014 mole

cules/cm2. This value corresponds to a coverage 

of 0.15 ±  0.04 ML which fits well with the result 

of the same analysis performed for the air-in

duced (smaller) islands (0.14 ±  0.02 ML). This 

is in full agreement with the assumption that 

both, the large island's smooth rim and the 

small islands arise from the same process upon 

exposure to ambient air.

The rather complex mechanism, which fully ex

plains the origin of the all observed effects 

(bimodal ISD, corrugated center/smooth rim of 

large islands and denuded zones around them), 

is proposed in Figure 6.15. The clusters emerge 

during the initial stages of growth, when all ac

tive adsorption sites become occupied and 2D 

lattice gas is forming, but before the start of pri

mary nucleation of 6P islands (II -  III). The Figure 6.15. Mechanism scheme of sub-monolayer

molecules, which are already incorporated into 6P S™™01 on stePPed ^ ( H O )  ripples oriented
across atomic rows [001] direction. Starting from the 

the clusters, can n o t be adjoined into the form - bare substrate (I) via several stages of 6P growth fil

ing 6P islands -  a t  le a st n o t all o f them . Instead, VI) UP t0 the nucleation/growth induced by expo
sure to air (VII).

the clusters are overgrown and "buried” under

the upright-standing molecular layer of the 6P islands (IV - V). When deposition stops, the uncov

ered clusters dissolve, while the 6P islands and 2D lattice gas reach a new equilibrium state (VI). 

The reason why the bare clusters disappear is most likely a thermodynamically-driven spontane

ous process called Ostwald ripening. It leads to the dissolution of smaller clusters, diffusion of 6P
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monomers through 2D lattice gas and the re-deposition onto larger islands. The smooth island's 

rim is formed by air-induced consumption of 2D lattice gas from the closest vicinity of the large 6P 

island (VII). Due to diffusion anisotropy - induced by the ripple's structure - the large 6P islands 

consume more molecules in the ripple direction than across them, which results in a smooth rim 

wider in [110] (ripple long axis direction) and narrower in the [001] direction (Fig. 6.14.a). This 

effect enhances the island's elongation along the [110] direction.

6.4.4 Molecularly-resolved internal structure of the air-induced 6P islands

Since the air-induced 6P structures -  formed from 2D lattice gas on the stepped TiÜ2 (110) 

ripples oriented across the atomic row direction - appear to be well-developed islands, their in

ternal structure has come to our special interest. It is a quite surprising observation, especially as 

compared to the air-induced decomposition of the ordered wetting layer (Chapter Four) which 

results in the formation of drop-like crystallites with a rather weak internal ordering. If the air- 

induced 6P islands turn out to have a well-ordered internal structure within an upright standing 

layer - which is crucially important for their (opto)electronic properties -  the air-induced nuclea

tion will prove to be a new promising method to create this kind of structures.

Therefore, to investigate more deeply an internal structure of the air-induced 6P islands torsional 

NC-AFM imaging [73, 74] has been performed after reintroducing the sample to UHV, as presented 

in Figure 6.16. In order to measure a surface topography AZ (the main feedback loop), the second 

harmonic frequency of flexural movement of the AFM cantilever (/2nd =  953 fcHz) was used. In 

[001]
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Figure 6.16. a) Topography image of the air-induced 6P island obtained by bimodal NC-AFM. b ) The A/rfl 
map collected from the island area indicated by the black open box. The two-dimensional fast Fourier trans
form (2D FFT) reveals spots resulted from the regular arrangement of upright standing 6P molecules within 
the island. c) The 10.6 x  10.6 nm2 image of A/rfl with schematic drawings of the possible 6 P (0 0 1 ) unit cell 
orientation. The insert presents the ideal arrangement of (0 0 1 ) plane of 6P crystal bulk with indicated char
acteristic intermolecular distances. Measurement parameters: / 2nd = 953  kHz (a -c), A/2nd = -22 Hz (a), -25 
Hz (b ) and -60 Hz (c), ^ 2nd = 15 nm (a -b ) and 10 nm (c), = 1.49 MHz, = 80  pm
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addition, the torsional movement of the AFM cantilever was simultaneously excited, with a fre

quency of about /TR =  1.49 MHz, to improve the detection sensitivity, where a detuning of the 

torsional frequency (A/TR) was detected during scanning of the sample surface.

The selected area of the top of the air-induced 6P island, indicated by the black open box in 

Fig. 6.16.a, had been dedicated for highly-resolved imaging, where AZ and A/TR maps were de

tected simultaneously. The AZ signal (not shown) resembles the ripples' shape but does not 

provide any information about the molecular structure. However, the A/TR signal provides a sen

sitivity high enough to resolve the molecular structure within the 6P island, as depicted in 

Fig. 6.14.b and c. The A/TR maps present a top view of the layer consisted of upright standing mol

ecules and thus, they will be compared with the (001) plane of the 6P crystal bulk (inserted in the 

upper right of Fig. 6.14.c). One can clearly notice that molecules are arranged in a regular way. 

Moreover, a uniform molecular arrangement propagates over a relatively large area of size excid- 

ing a single ripple wavelength, as shown by 70 x 70 nm2 image (Fig. 6.14.b). However, the short- 

range order of the molecular structure is strongly-defected, as shown by the nm-scale view in 

Fig. 6.14.c. The two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (2D FFT) reveals sharp and blurred spots, 

as shown by the insert in Fig. 6.14.b, reflecting a very regular arrangement of the “molecular rows” 

and a more defected arrangement along them, respectively. The distance between the sharp spots 

corresponds to the intermolecular spacing of 4.54 ±  0.21 Â oriented roughly at 45° (clockwise) 

from the [001] direction of the substrate. It accords well with the distance of 4.55 Â being an in

terplanar spacing between the (110) molecular planes in ß-phase of the 6P crystal bulk [18]. In 

turn, the blurred spots in the 2D FFT image provide values in the range of 5 - 1 0  Â which can be 

related with the distance between the adjacent molecules in 6P(110) plane (4.91 Â). Therefore, 

the most probable orientation of the 6P(001) unit cell has been schematically adjusted to the sites 

with positive A/TR, as indicated by the white ovals in Fig. 6.14.c, where the ends of upright standing 

molecules are expected [77]. The decreased island height of 2.24 nm, as compared to the thickness 

of a single molecular layer in the ß-phase of 6P crystal (~2.62 nm), suggests that the molecules are 

tilted by 34 ±  9° with respect to the surface normal. Thus, the most probable reason of the ob

served deviations of molecular arrangement from the ideal herringbone structure, besides the 

stepped substrate itself, is the large molecular tilting being two times larger than in the 6P crystal 

bulk. This could also explain why the molecular structure is much more regular in one direction 

since the same azimuth of molecular tilting within one island, determined parallel to the surface 

plane, was pointed out by the literature [181].
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6.4.5 Electrical properties of bimodal 6P morphology before and after 
exposure to air

The influence of exposure to air concerns not only the already observed changes in 6P mor

phology but also the changes of contact potential difference ( CPD) measured simultaneously with 

the topography signal (AZ). Figure 6.17 presents the results of KPFM imaging performed on the 

stepped ripples ( lar «  1 nm) covered by 0 «  0.26 ML of 6P molecules. Due to a lack of calibration 

of the AFM tip work function (0 ), only relative differences of the work function (A0 ) will be pro

vided. The situation before the air-exposure, when only large 6P islands are grown after molecular 

deposition, is shown in Fig. 6.17.a and b. The CPD map reveals a quite weak, but still recognizable 

difference between the work function averaged over the area of the upright standing 6P island (^) 

and the stepped ripples covered by 2D lattice gas (B), which is about A<pA-B «  -35  meV. Since the

compensation voltage (VDC) is applied at the 

rare side of the sample (grounded tip), the re

sulting A<pA-B implies that the work function 

of the island (<pA) is slightly lower than the 

work function of the 2D lattice gas (0b).

Except the CPD contrast between the island 

and the 6P-covered ripples, region B reveals a 

characteristic structure clearly corresponding 

with the shape of the rippled substrate. To 

prove that, a comparison between topography 

and CPD profiles, averaged over 40 lines as in

dicated by the white transparent boxes 

(Figure 6.17.a and b), is provided in Fig. 6.17.c. 

Indeed, both the topography (red) and CPD 

(black) profiles reveal the same wavelength of 

A «  18.5 nm and almost the same phase. The 

CPD signal is shifted to the right in respect to 

the ripples' shape by only 2.7 ±  1.4 nm. The 

CPD variation across the ripples reveals that 

the work function measured at the ripples' 

trenches is 75 ±  15 meV lower than that at the 

top of ripples.

The situation after exposure to air is depicted in Fig. 6.17.d and e. The smaller 6P islands, formed 

after air-induced nucleation, exhibit CPD values comparable with the larger 6P islands (Fig. 6.17.e)

Figure 6.17. a) Topography and b ) CPD images of the 
stepped rippled TiO2(1 1 0 ) substrate covered by 0  «  
0.26 ML of 6P molecules before exposure to air. The 
topography profile (red) and the corresponding CPD 
profile (black) are compared in c). The topography 
and CPD images taken after exposure to air are pre
sented in d) and e), respectively.
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since both of them have the same internal structure, consisted of upright standing molecules. How

ever, the CPD contrast between the air-exposed 6P islands (^ ') and the air-passivated rippled 

surface (ß ') is inverted and more pronounced as compared to the situation before the contact with 

air. Here, the work function of the 6P islands (0^0 is higher by ~450 meF than the air-passivated 

surface (0 S'). Assuming that the surface of the top of 6P islands does not change significantly upon 

exposure to air (where only physisorption is taken into account), the work function of the large 

island should remain roughly unaltered (0^ «  0^'). Therefore, the work function of the rippled 

TiO2(110) surface is decreased by contact with air, which can be attributed either to the decom

position of 2D lattice gas and to the re-oxidation of the TiO2(110) surface being slightly reduced 

after IBS [182].

6.4.6 Determination of critical nucleus size for the air-induced 6P nucleation

In order to determine the critical nucleus size (i) for the air-induced nucleation, an attempt 

was made based on the dependence of surface nucleation density of the air-induced 6P islands, 

labelled by N, on the total amount of molecules forming the 2D lattice gas (0 2̂ ) and engaged in 

the air-induced decomposition. Conventional nucleation theories have been developed mainly to 

describe the processes occurring during deposition, where, e.g., factors like the deposition rate (R) 

are essential parameters in the rate equations and thus for the determination of the critical nucleus 

size [120, 124, 183]. There is a lack of theoretical description concerning the nucleation and 

growth processes occurring in the absence of molecular deposition, as it is in the case of air-in

duced nucleation. Post-nucleation processes might be somehow described by the classical theories 

when assigning large values of the ratio D/R

where D is the surface diffusivity. However, it 

does not exactly describe our case, of course.

Therefore, a phenomenological approach has 

been applied. It was shown by L. Tumbek et al

[160] that in the adsorbate/air-induced nu

cleation, the final island density depends only 

on the initial coverage of lying monomers and 

the critical nucleus size, which is determined, 

in general, by the molecule-substrate interac

tion. For the system of 6P molecules grown on 

mica surface, they recreate the experimen-

Figure 6.18. Logarithm of the island nucleation den
sity as a function of logarithm of the total coverage for 
air-induced nucleation. The fitted linear function cor
responds to the critical nucleus size i «  3 ±  1

tally obtained, adsorbate-induced nucleation of 6P clusters by Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) 

simulations and propose the following trial function:
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N (i,0 ) =  0a(i)e?(i) (6.3)

with the parameters c =  4 x  104, a (i )  =  0.436i, ß (i )  =  0.538i where i is the number o f molecules 

in the critical nucleus. This function can be simplified to a linear form after taking the following 

logarithm:

ln (N ) =  a (i )  • ln (0 ) +  const. (6.4)

Since all constant terms can be biased by different experimental conditions, the proposed param 

eters c and ß (i )  have been excluded from further analysis. The large islands (for 0 >  0.19 ±  

0.01 ML) and structures consisted o f at least two merged small islands, i.e. resulted from the coa

lescence effect (for 0 >  0.10 ML), were excluded from the calculations. The logarithm of the island 

density plotted versus the logarithm of the initial 6P coverage is depicted in Figure 6.18. The ex

perimentally obtained points of ln (N ) vs. ln (0 ) show  a linear dependence as predicted by the KMC 

simulation from [160 ]. The slope coefficient a (i ) of the fitted function (Equation 6.4) corresponds 

to the integer number of i = 3±1 which lies at a reasonable range o f the critical nucleus size for 6P 

molecules [184].

6.5. The influence of surface roughness on the growth and stability of 6P 

islands

Here, w e present a systematic investigation of the stability o f 6P islands grown on rippled  

TiÜ 2 (110) substrates characterized by a variable roughness (ripple's depth). The stability of the 

6P islands was locally probed by changing the load o f an AFM tip in tapping mode (TM ). In order 

to avoid formation of the wetting layer or 2D lattice gas during 6P deposition, and in general, the 

bimodal growth morphology, the deposition was perform ed on an air-passivated substrate. For 

certain experiments, where low  or high deposition rates were required, two different experi

mental techniques of evaporation have been used; one from the Knudsen cell (0.04 — 

0.05 ML/min) and the other one using hot wall epitaxy (0.25 ML/min). Moreover, the high rough

ness (amplitude) of ripple patterns was prepared in a setup equipped with a high flux ECR ion 

source capable of producing well-developed ripples in a relatively short time thanks to a high ion 

flux (~ 1 0 15 ions cm -2s-1) .
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6.5.1. Ion beam modified TiÜ2(110) substrates with different roughness

Figure 6.19 presents a comparison of three differently rippled TiÜ2 (110) substrates im

aged by TM-AFM. All samples were nanostructured at an elevated temperature around 740 K, 
thus, the surface crystallographic structure is considered to be restored. The average height and 

length of the ripples was tuned by changing mainly the ion-beam fluence but also the ion beam 

incidence angle. For example, the rippled surface obtained after irradiation of the lowest fluence 

(~2 • 1016 ions cm -2)  with a grazing incidence angle of 75° (off-normal) is presented in Fig. 6.19.a. 

The resulting ripples are oriented along the [110] direction with a characteristic wavelength of the 

ripples of Ä «  26 nm as determined from 2DAC analysis (inset of Fig. 6.19.a). The RMS value of 

about 0.20 nm, determined for the so-called shallow ripples, corresponds to the average step width 

of w1 «  7.4 nm in accordance with the relation derived in paragraph 6.1. Analogously, the ripple 

patterns resulted after higher fluence ion beam irradiation, ~1.5 • 1017 ions cm -2 and ~6 • 

1017 ions cm -2 are presented in Fig. 6.19.b and c, respectively. In these cases, the developed rip

ple-like structures are deeper as indicated by the increased RMS «  1.33 nm for the medium 

ripples (Fig. 6.19.b), up to RMS «  1.88 nm for the deep ripples (Fig. 6.19.c). The corresponding 

cross-section profiles, indicated by the dashed white lines in Fig. 6.19.a-c, are compared in 

Fig. 6.19.d, where the exact RMS and Ä values are included. Since the values of Ä are roughly similar

Figure 6.19. TM-AFM images ( 1 x 1  ßm 2) of rippled TiÜ2 (110) surfaces with (a) shallow, (b ) medium, and 
(c) deep ripple pattern. d) Comparison of the cross-section profiles taken across the ripples' long axes as 
indicated by the corresponding dashed white lines in (a -c). The distribution of local slope evaluated for each 
rippled surface is presented in graph e). Inset in upper right corners of (a -c): corresponding central peak of 
2DAC function.
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(24-30 nm), the average step width w decreases with increasing RMS as follow: w1 «  7.4 nm (shal

low), w2 «  1.1 nm (medium), and w3 «  0.9 nm (deep).

In order to present a surface morphology of the developed ripples in a more complex way, an ad

ditional parameter called the local slope angle (a ) was introduced. The slope angle a describes the 

inclination of the ripples' sides in the direction across the long axis of surface anisotropy. The dif

ference between all the rippled surfaces in terms of local slopes, is presented by the normalized 

distribution of this parameter in Fig. 6.19.e. The a distribution was evaluated by calculating the 

arc tangent of the absolute value of the 1st derivative of several cross-section profiles taken across 

the long axis of the ripples, the same as the profiles presented in Fig. 6.19.d. It is clear that the 

surfaces with a stronger topographical corrugation, like medium or deep ripples, exhibit a much 

wider distributions of the local slope with more counts at higher angles. This especially concerns 

the last deep ripples where the overall number of counts above ~5° is significantly higher than that 

for the medium ripples. This difference has not been reflected by the average step widths being 

almost identical for those ripples as determined in the previous paragraph.

6.5.2. 6P growth on different roughened TiO2 substrates

The result of 6P deposition of ~0.2 ML on the air-passivated substrate surfaces (intro

duced in Figure 6.19) is shown by TM-AFM and corresponding SEM images, as presented in 

Figure 6.20. Üne can expect that the TM-AFM imaging, performed on a soft matter as 6P structure, 

is likely to have more or less impact on the resulting molecular morphology. Therefore, it is crucial 

to know how hard the measured 6P structure is as mechanically probed by the AFM tip, i.e., what 

is the tip load. However, the evaluation of the tip load in tapping mode AFM is nontrivial since the 

tip/cantilever operates in both repulsive (contact) and attractive (non-contact) regimes of the tip

sample interactions, and thus, experiences different kinds of interactions with the sample surface. 

Therefore, the tip-sample interactions are expressed in terms of the phase shift angle 0 arising 

between the cantilever beam excited by the piezoactuator and the resulted/measured cantilever 

oscillations. It is known for TM-AFM that the change of phase shift values 0 from less than 90° to 

more than 90° results from the change of the dominant tip-sample interaction from repulsive to 

the attractive regime, respectively [70, 185, 186]. In the absence of the tip-sample interaction the 

AFM cantilever oscillates with a free amplitude (^ 0) which corresponds to a phase shift of <p =  

90°. All of the TM-AFM images (Fig. 6.20.a-c) were collected using similar experimental parame

ters like amplitude of excitation, setpoint, scan speed, and numerical resolution. In addition, to 

ensure that the 6P structures were “softly” tapped during the AFM scan, a small reduction of the 

tip amplitude (A «  0.9 A0), namely the setpoint, had been used. Thus, the phase shift values rec

orded for the images shown in Fig. 6.20.a-c were in the range of 0 =  95° — 110° indicating that the
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average tip-sample interaction was of attractive character. Moreover, the average value of the tip

sample interaction force (Fts) was estimated in accordance with the approach presented by Mar

tinez and Garcia [68]. It is worth to recall the fact that the amplitude vs. frequency spectrum of the 

oscillating AFM tip can be described in terms of simple harmonic oscillator for which a dimension-

Figure 6.20. a) -c) TM-AFM and d)-f)  SEM 1 x 1  ^ m 2 images of ~0.2 ML 6P film morphology on the rippled 
TiO2(1 1 0 ) substrates with different local slopes/densities of step edges, determined across the ripples' long 
axis [001] direction. The corresponding cross-section profiles, indicated by the white dashed lines, are pre
sented below each TM-AFM image. In each case where one can identify a self-assembled 6P structure 
(island) its example is marked by the white dashed circle.

less parameter, called a quality factor, can be determined. It determines the ratio of the total 

energy stored in the oscillating lever to the energy dissipated in a single cycle. In our case, the free 

amplitude A0 was kept in the range of 80-100 nm allowing to assume that the interaction force 

had significant values only very close to the surface. In addition, the used A0 allowed to assume 

that the tip/cantilever dissipates less energy (during one oscillation cycle) on the sample than due 

to its hydrodynamic damping with the air. With these assumptions, we estimated the (Fts) inte

grated over one cycle in accordance with the following formula [68]:

<Fts> =  ^ g ^  (6.5)

where k and Q are the cantilever's force constant and quality factor, respectively. For the used tips 

with k «  40 N/m  and Q «  250, the obtained (Fts> values for all samples were about —1 nN. The 

minus sign of the (Fts> means that the tip-sample interaction is in an attractive regime. Moreover,
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the AFM topography images presented in Fig. 6.20.a-c were recorded under “soft” imaging condi

tions which means that the 6P film was probed by the tip with a minimal load/force. In practice, 

this was achieved by maintaining the tip-sample distance at maximum value that still allowed to 

receive a good quality image during scanning. At higher distances, the imaging of the sample sur

face was not possible anymore because of the loss of contact with the AFM tip. With the conditions 

presented above, the 6P structures were detected in almost all cases (Fig. 6.20.a) except for the 

deep rippled surface (Fig. 6.20.c).

In the case of shallow ripples (RMS «  0.20 nm, see Fig. 6.20.a), the developed 6P structures are 

mainly single layered islands, as indicated by the cross-section profile attached below the TM-AFM 

image. The top of the islands nicely adopts/reflects the substrate topography. In addition, the is

lands' rims are very sharp and well measurable, at least on the presented scale ( 1 x 1  ^m2). 

Üccasionally, the second layer is observed, as marked by the white dashed circle in Fig. 6.20.a. The 

corresponding SEM image, shown in Fig. 6.20.d, easily resolves the 6P islands' shape. Since the 

secondary electron (SE) signal was used for imaging, the lower Z material (like 6P island) emits 

less electrons than the substrate, as explained in more details in Chapter Two, paragraph 2.3. 

Hence, the dark contrast is related with 6P islands, whereas the brighter areas can be attributed 

to TiÜ2 substrate. These observations clearly point out that the 6P islands grown on shallow ripples 

are very stable against the applied load of the AFM tip during TM-AFM imaging.

The morphology of 6P thin film changes considerably when formed on deeper TiÜ2 ripples (RMS «

1.33 nm). The AFM topography image, presented in Fig. 6.20.b, reveals some bright areas, most 

probably associated to the 6P islands as independently confirmed by the corresponding SEM im

age (Fig. 6.20.e). The SE signal has provided a resolution high enough to clearly identify the 6P 

islands. In turn, the TM-AFM imaging performed on the 6P-covered deepest ripples (RMS «  

1.88 nm, see Fig. 6.20.a-c) does not reveal any essential changes as compared to the bare substrate 

before the deposition (Fig. 6.19.c). Since similar regions with increased average height are visible 

on both bare and 6P-covered TiÜ2 sample, they most likely result from statistical topography fluc

tuations typical for high fluence IBS (~6  • 1017 ions cm-2). In contrast, the SEM measurement 

allowed to localize the 6P molecules organized in upright standing islands, as suggested by the 

lateral shapes presented in Fig. 6.20.f). Based on the results presented above one can conclude that 

the stability/measurability of the 6P structures decreases with increasing surface roughness. In 

extreme case of the deepest ripples, where the height variation of the substrate is comparable with 

the single 6P length, the molecular thin film is so unstable that the AFM tip is able to penetrate 

trough the upright standing 6P layer. Consequently, the tip probes the rippled substrate hidden 

underneath the 6P islands in the same way as the uncovered parts of the sample.
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6.5.3. The stability of 6P thin film against the load of the AFM tip

In order to explain the results pre

sented above we need to recall the concept 

of stepped ripples covered by a thin layer of 

upright standing 6P molecules already dis

cussed in the present chapter (see 

paragraph 6.3 - Fig. 6.8.). We have shown 

that the 6P island growth in the downward 

step direction is energetically preferred in 

comparison with the growth in the upward 

step direction resulting in the detachment 

rate anisotropy and discretization of the is

land width. In principle, all these 

observations come down to the difference in 

bond strength between the upright standing 6P molecules bonded within one atomic terrace and 

across the step edge, as schematically compared in Figure 6.21. Since all the TiÜ2 substrates were 

ion beam modified at an elevated temperature (~740 K), the ripples' flanks are considered to have 

a step staircase structure. In other words, they can be described as a regular sequence of (110) 

atomic terraces separated by monoatomic steps, as already shown in paragraph 6.1 (see Fig. 6.2). 

For simplicity, even the deep ripples with an average step width w < 1  nm are assumed to be 

mono-stepped neglecting the effects like step bunching or multi-atomic steps despite the diversity 

of the local slopes (orange bar chart in Fig. 6.19.e).

In the light of these observations, one can deduce that increasing the local slope of the ripples' 

flanks implies a decrease in the average step width. The wider the step is, the more 6P molecules 

can bond to their nearest neighbors with their full length, as shown by the black-colored molecules 

in Fig. 6.21. This is particularly important for the system where molecule-molecule interaction 

dominates over the weak substrate-molecule interaction characteristic for air-passivated sub

strates. This dominance is a driving force to adapt the (001) contact plane as the most stable and 

energetically favorable configuration. The air-adsorbates are assumed to be weakening the inter

action energy of the organic-inorganic interface by creating a buffer layer with a uniform thickness 

neglecting their influence on the substrate topography in terms of the step staircase structure. At 

higher local slopes, the average step width is reduced implying that less 6P molecules can be or

ganized in undisturbed bulk-like structure in a single island. At the same time, the number of 

molecules bonded through the step edges, indicated by the grey-colored monomers in Fig. 6.21, 

increases with the local slope angle. These molecules are vertically shifted at least with one of their

Figure 6.21. Schematic comparison of the stepped 
TiÜ2 ripples with different slopes of the substrate 
flanks. The case of lower (left side) and higher (right 
side) number of atomic step edges per area unit is pre
sented with 6P molecules in an upright standing 
orientation. Possible molecular tilting is omitted for 
simplicity.
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nearest neighbors by about 0.3 nm (height of single step of TiÜ2 (110)) and thus, they have unsatu

rated bonds. In turn, it implies that their average binding energy is a decreasing function of the 

local slope. The case of deep ripples is schematically depicted on the right of Fig. 6.21where one 

can fit only 1-2 rows of 6P molecules in bulk-like herring bone arrangement. Thus, the overall sta

bility of the 6P islands against the tip load is severely affected since almost all molecules are not 

optimally bonded with their neighbors.

Further, the structural stability of the 6P island on the highly stepped surface is reduced not only 

due to the vertical shifting of the molecules at the step edges. In general, the width of rather narrow 

terraces will not allow to accommodate an integer number of molecules and for sure it will not fit 

with the 6P(001) contact plane. Therefore, especially close to the step edge, either molecules are 

missing or there are extra molecules which distort the ideal 6P herringbone structure and reduce 

the overall stability.

In order to analyze the main mechanism responsible for the 6P island degradation against tapping 

of the AFM tip in the simplest approach, two scenarios should be considered. The first one is rip

ping off island material by the tip and pushing it out of the scanned area. The second is a partial 

penetration of the tip through the 6P island down to the substrate surface. To determine which 

one corresponds better to the present case, a series of growth and imaging experiments have been 

performed and summarized, as shown in Figure 6.22. In the first scenario, one should expect some 

dislodged 6P material relocated by the tip to the borders of the formerly scanned area. After a 

careful check of the TM-AFM images obtained from the same sample area, but with a larger scan 

size (as shown in Fig. 6.22.c and f), it turned out that the first scenario is clearly not the case. Thus, 

the second possibility — tip penetration through the 6P island — is further discussed. Fig. 6.22.a 

presents 6P growth morphology resulted on a rough TiÜ2 (110) surface after evaporation with a 

high deposition rate (0.25 ML/min). The drop-like shape of the observed structures and their 

heights, shown by the cross-section profile below Fig. 6.22.a, does not resemble any of the upright 

standing 6P structures observed so far, and thus, this configuration can be ruled out. In turn, a flat 

lying configuration observed only on highly crystalline, flat TiÜ2 (110) surfaces, is exclusively rep

resented by elongated needle-like structures. Therefore, the observed round shape features 

(Fig. 6.22.a) are considered to have a low degree of crystallinity, and hence, a weakened interac

tion between the molecules within these structures. The result of imaging the sample area with an 

increased tip load, marked by the white square in Fig. 6.22.a, is presented in Fig. 6.22.b.
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The increase of the tip load is represented by the 

change of the phase shift from 0 1 =  104° 

( (Fts)a «  —2 nN) for the “ultra-soft” imaging 

conditions, up to $2 = 34° ((Fts)b «  6.0 nN ) for 

the “hard” imaging conditions. Now, the molec

ular structures are only weakly visible, but the 

underlying substrate surface can be recognized. 

However, when the tip load is reduced again to 

“soft” conditions (<p3 = 93°), the 6P structures 

reappear with a slightly changed shape, as 

shown in Fig. 6.22.c. All these observations di

rectly prove that at high tip loads, the AFM tip 

penetrates through the weak molecular struc

ture down to the TiÜ2 substrate surface.

In comparison, the well-ordered 6P islands de

veloped after evaporation with a low deposition 

rate (0.04 ML/min) are presented in Fig. 6.22.d. 

After a stepwise increase of the setpoint during 

the scan, presented in Fig. 6.22.e, the 6P islands 

appear to be impenetrable for the applied tip 

loads (Fts)e, even for the highest loads 

((Fts)™ax «6 .1  nN ), similar to those applied in 

Fig. 6.22.b ((Fts)b «  6.0 n N ). The 6P islands rec

orded at a high tip load are still visible and have 

a roughly similar shape comparing to the 6P 

morphology imaged with a low tip load 

(Fig. 6.22.d). However, they are reduced in 

height, down to ~1.5 nm, and a little bit blurry 

due to the deformation of the islands' rims 

caused by the increased load. In spite of that, no 

substrate features are observable at the island 

positions. After a comparison of “softly” imaged 

6P morphology recorded before (Fig. 6.22.d) 

and after (Fig. 6.22.f) high tip load imaging 

(Fig. 6.22.e), only a slight alteration of a few 6P 

islands has been revealed. Apparently, the 6P-

Figure 6.22. a-c) TM-AFM images of weakly organized, 
round-shape 6P structures on rippled TiÜ2 (110) with 
different tip-sample interaction forces (Fts). Starting 
with soft imaging conditions (a), via strongly interact
ing (b) to again soft imaging (c), the influence of 
increasing the tip-sample interaction has been shown. 
d-f) The same experiment scenario was performed on 
well-organized 6P islands on rippled TiÜ2 (110). The ar
eas scanned with higher tip loads are marked by white 
squares, whereas the average tip-sample interaction 
force is expressed by a phase shift angle 0  included in 
the corresponding areas. g) A schematic concept of the 
possible tip-sample interaction scenario when the tip 
load (interaction force) allows to interrupt the 6P layer 
in the island grown on densely stepped ripples.
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covered substrate cannot be reached even by strong average tip-sample repulsion increased up to 

5-6 nN in accordance with Equation 6.6.

The latter statement can be supported by a comparison of the reduction in binding energy, caused 

by the vertical shift of the molecules at the step edges, and the probability of leaving the 6P layer 

intact after tip-sample contact. In a typical case, the step-induced vertical shift between two adja

cent molecules is determined by TiÜ2(110) mono-step height (0.32 nm [41]). This effect has been 

already discussed at the end of paragraph 6.3 where, basing on typical adsorption energy per C 

atom of a phenyl ring (50 m eV)[9, 142, 176], we estimated the reduction of binding energy of 

150 meV per molecule. This value holds for the present case since the average step width of about 

w = 0.9 nm allows to adapt only 1-2 6P molecules. The low number of 6P molecules per step re

sults from the typical intermolecular spacings of 0.5-1.0 nm for a herringbone-like (001) contact 

plane, as revealed by molecularly-resolved NC-AFM imaging in paragraph 6.4.4.

Now, we consider a rupture model developed by Butt and Franz [187] which can be used to calcu

late the probability of a thin molecular layer to stay intact against an AFM tip load. They assumed 

that the formation of a hole in a layer is an activated process with an activation barrier U0. The 

pressure exerted by the tip decreases U0 and induces the potential gradient in the compressed 

layer. This gradient causes the molecule to jump away forming a hole. With all these assumptions, 

Butt and Franz have derived the logarithm of probability P to withstand the AFM tip, given by

ln ?  =  - * i; ; r i M !ÿ  — 1) , (6-6)

with a rate constant k0 = f  • exp(—U0/kBT), where f  is the frequency of the tip attempting to pen

etrate the molecular film equal to the resonance frequency of the AFM cantilever ( f  =  f 0 =  

300 kHz), kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature (300 K). Further, k is again the 

cantilever' spring constant (40 N/m), and v is the loading rate (tip velocity). In turn, Fts is the tip

sample interaction force during penetration, whereas FT is “thermal force” which would lead to 

the same compression as thermal energy. It is determined by term FT = 2nhRkB T/(aV), where h 

is the penetration depth, R is radius of the tip apex (~2 nm), V is the activation volume under the 

tip, and a is the geometry factor equal to 0.5 for symmetric barriers. Therefore, the activation bar

rier U0 can be deduced from the rate constant k0 determined by Equation 6.6.

In order to evaluate the activation barrier U0, unknown parameters have been estimated on ra

tional basis. Since the actual penetration depth h at which the molecules jump away from the 

activation volume V is not known, we assume the extreme of the monolayer 6P island thickness 

(~2.7 nm). The tip velocity v during penetration is evaluated by assuming that the tip performs a 

sinusoidal oscillation A (t ) =  A0 • sin(^t) and just touches the upright standing 6P layer when
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A (t ) =  A0 — h. Thus, for A0 =  100 nm and m =  2nf =  1885 kHz, the velocity is about v ~ 4 cm/ 

s which, for simplicity, is assumed to be constant. Furthermore, even though the average tip-sam

ple interaction force (Fts) is attractive (with minus sign), short range repulsive interaction forces 

still act at the very small tip-sample distances, giving a contribution to the (Fts). In addition, the 

“soft” condition TM-AFM imaging with the phase shift 0 «  95°-110°, being close to the undis

turbed free cantilever oscillation (90°), allows to estimate the corresponding (Fts) of —0.7 nN to 

—2.7 nN. Thus, the repulsive forces, acting at the closest vicinity of the sample surface, should be 

in the same range as (Fts) providing the value of about 2 nN.

The activation volume V can be estimated based on the contact area between the tip apex and the 

molecular layer. In the simplest approach, the contact area was evaluated to be nR2~12.6 nm2 by 

neglecting the penetration depth h and the tip apex curvature. Since the area occupied by a 6P 

molecule in the (001) plane and the volume of crystal bulk per single molecule are known 

(~0.25 nm2 and 0.57 nm3, respectively), one can calculate the critical number of molecules in

volved in the activation volume V, and thus, the V itself (V =  28.7 nm3). Next, we have considered 

a stable layer/island with a survival probability P of 99.99 %  and a highly unstable layer/island 

with P =  0.01 %. Thus, the activation barriers of U0stabie =  3.33 eV and U0unstabie =  3.03 eV 

have been determined. The activation barrier difference AU of 300 meV is twice as high as the 

estimated step-induced reduction of the binding energy (150 meV). However, the activation bar

rier difference AU depends only on the probabilities, whereas the other parameters affect the 

height of the activation barrier. When 99% and 1% of the survival probability is considered for a 

stable and unstable layer, respectively, then the activation barrier difference AU drops to 160 meV.

Nevertheless, the presented model shows that the changes in the activation barrier of the order of 

a few hundreds of meV are enough to make a layer totally susceptible to AFM tip penetration. In 

addition, the resulting barrier heights of about 3 eV are in a reasonable range, despite the rough 

estimation of a few inserted parameters. For comparison, the bulk binding energy of a single 6P 

molecule is ~3 eV [177], whereas the energy needed to create a vacation in structure consisted of 

pentacene-similar rod-like organic molecules also forming herringbone layers-is around 1.7 eV 

[188]. Thus, the concept of a step-induced reduction of 6P binding energy on densely stepped rip

ples is well-supported by the applied model which is consistent with experimental data. Moreover, 

the assumed tip penetration explains why the island shape is only slightly changed and no material 

is ripped and pushed/dragged away. The AFM tip, by exerting pressure on the thin film layer, 

causes the potential gradient that forces the molecules to jump out from the contact area, thus 

creating a hole and reaching the substrate. After retracting the tip, the remained hole in the mo

lecular film can be treated as a disturbance which induces an opposite potential gradient, and thus, 

forces the molecules to jump back into the gap.
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6.6 Summary and conclusions

This chapter was devoted to study the sub-monolayer 6P growth on a nano-rippled 

TiÜ2(110) substrate surface, where the ripple's lateral parameters like wavelength (X), height (h ) 

or length-to-width ratio (LW R) have been changed. Particular attention was focused around the 

atomic structure of the strongly-modified surface with an either amorphous or, more interesting, 

crystalline arrangement. It was possible since the temperature of TiÜ2(110) target (TTio2 ) is cru

cial for restoring/preserving original crystallinity during IBS treatment. For example, irradiation 

with experimental parameters: TTi02 >  740 K, grazing incidence angle (75° — 80°) and high ion 

fluence ( > 1 x  1017 ions/cm2) results in the formation of ripples with 2~18.5 nm, h~2.6 nm and 

LWR~13 • 1 and, what is the most important, with a crystalline stepped structure. The height var

iations are realized by monoatomic steps aligned along the ripple's long axis which can be 

compared with two alternating vicinal surfaces composed of very narrow terraces with an average 

width w~1.1 nm. This value, and in general the surface structure of TiÜ2(110) ripples, was ana

lyzed and confirmed by the cross-check of results from high-resolution STM imaging and extended 

LEED analysis.

Starting with 6P growth on an air-passivated rippled surface, we have shown that by increasing 

the ripples' anisotropy, from LWR~2 • 1 (short ripples) to LWR~11 • 1 (long ripples), the shape 

anisotropy (LWR6P) of 6P islands also increases, from LWR6P~1.2 • 1 to LWR6P~1.5 • 1, becom

ing more elongated in the ripples' direction. It is the result of a slightly easier diffusion (higher 

diffusivity) of 6P molecules along the ripples as compared with the diffusion across them. This 

phenomenon is attributed to the energetic barriers encountered by diffusing molecules, induced 

by height variations which are the most prominent across the ripples. Since the surface was pas

sivated by air-adsorbates, it was weakly-interacting for 6P molecules preventing them from 

organizing in a wetting layer.

The situation changes significantly when 6P growth is performed on clean stepped ripples, before 

exposition to ambient air. Here, the step edges have a much greater impact on 6P diffusion, espe

cially on initially-adsorbed molecules, because they provide an additional energetic barrier which 

inhibits molecules from diffusing over a step edge. Since the step edges preferentially run along 

the same direction - the ripple's long axis - thus the step-induced barrier for 6P diffusion is also 

strongly anisotropic. As a result, 6P islands are more elongated in the ripple's direction 

(LWR6P~2.8 • 1) than the islands formed on similar but air-passivated ripples.

The shape anisotropy of 6P islands can be further increased by decreasing the average width of 

atomic steps (w), which means that the step edges are stacked with a higher density across the
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ripples. Lower w can be achieved by increasing the ripple's height and/or by decreasing the rip

ple's wavelength, resulting in LWR6P of even 6.7 • 1 for particular cases (w <  1 nm). Moreover, it 

turned out that the elongation of 6P islands can be even further increased, up to LWR6P~10.7 • 1, 

simply by orienting the ripples/step edges along the same direction as the atomic rows of 

TiÜ2 (110), preserved locally within narrow terraces. The atomic rows enhance 6P diffusion ani

sotropy since they act as the most preferential diffusion paths, and thus, determine the direction 

of the fastest supply of molecules during the islands' growth. The diffusion anisotropy induced by 

the stepped ripples is reflected not only by the elongated shape of 6P islands but also by their 

density in different directions. Especially interesting is the ratio between the island density along 

[001] and [110] direction (P[oo1 \/P [ïio ]) being similar as the corresponding LWR6P. This fact 

strongly suggests that both islands' elongation and directional density are similarly affected by 6P 

diffusion anisotropy.

Subsequent inquisitive observations have been made after a closer inspection of the shapes of 6P 

islands. TM-AFM and NC-AFM topography images show that the island rim is kinked, the island 

width is discretized in integers of the ripple wavelength A, and the islands preferentially terminate 

in the ripples' trenches. We have shown that the observed discretization of the island width is most 

probably to be caused by a different binding situation of the molecules standing at the top and 

bottom terrace of the ripples. Responsible for that is the step-induced shift between adjacently 

standing 6P molecules, which leads to a different rate of molecules detaching from the island rim 

in the downward step direction and in the upward direction, known as the detachment anisotropy 

(DA). The basic consideration about binding energy differences points out that for very narrow 

terraces/step edges (w < 1  nm), the step-induced contribution to the overall binding energy can 

be significant. The DA model, together with perimetric diffusion, allows for the reshaping of an 

island during growth, and can have a minor, but still noteworthy, contribution to the elongation of 

the island's shape.

We have shown that by using an oblique Ar+ beam one can produce stepped ripples with 

TiÜ2 (110) (1x1) reconstruction locally conserved on narrow steps with a width of even 3 — 4 nm. 

By pointing the surface projected beam direction in either [001] or [110], the number and length 

of atomic rows - adjacently stacked within one single terrace - could be effectively changed on the 

scale comparable with the length of a single 6P molecule (~2.8 nm). This simple way allows to 

radically change/limit the average number of adjacent monomers adsorbed side-by-side within 

one single terrace (m), considered to be the most energy-efficient configuration for 6P molecules 

lying on TiÜ2 (110) surface.

In fact, when the step edges are aligned along the atomic rows [001] direction, and are wide 

enough to stack more than m >  4 molecules next to each other, the growth of lying-type needles
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can be induced. It was the first time when 6P needles have been observed on such strongly-modi

fied TiÜ2 (110). Moreover, cross-check analysis of TM-AFM topography and SEM (SE) images 

revealed a very thin (~4 Â) molecular layer conserved under the 6P islands which were grown 

around the needles. It suggests that this substrate allows 6P molecules to locally organize into ̂ m- 

large areas which are probably less-ordered types of the wetting layer (Chapter IV). This might 

influence (increase) the probability of lying-type germ to nucleate and become stable during the 

initial stages of 6P growth. Needle growth is inhibited when the step width w drops to about 1 nm, 

for which only a single or one pair of 6P molecules is considered to be aligned along the atomic 

rows/step edges, and next to each other on the same terrace. Most probably, two adjacent mole

cules (and the related energy gain) are not enough to initiate the growth of a stable lying-type 

cluster which could be further developed into 3D needles. Instead, 6P islands grow with the al

ready discussed significant shape elongation along the ripples (LWR6P~10.7 • 1). Exposure to 

ambient air of the 6P-covered stepped ripples results in the formation of small but high, round- 

shape structures which resemble the crystallites observed after air-exposure of the wetting layer. 

This again points out that the 2D molecular phase, which appears/forms at the initial stages of 6P 

growth, is similar to the well-ordered wetting layer.

The radical change in 6P morphology is observed when the step edges are oriented across the 

atomic rows (along [110] direction) with a step width of w~1.1 nm. In this case, the w value di

rectly implies the average length of atomic rows (w <  l6P) meaning that the adsorbed 6P molecule 

has to bend over about two step edges to lie perfectly along atomic rows [001] direction. Thus, the 

molecules are no longer preferentially oriented in one direction, but have various orientations 

over the entire substrate at initial stages of growth. The loosely-bounded, randomly oriented mol

ecules create a less-ordered 2D molecular phase than in the case of parallel atomic rows/step 

edges, described as 2D lattice gas. In this case, 6P molecules are not able to create a lying-type 

cluster, so they are forced to wait until a sufficient amount/density of molecules is reached during 

deposition. If so, a primary nucleation of upright standing 6P islands is triggered and 6P islands 

start to grow fed by the material provided by further 6P deposition and at the cost of 2D lattice 

gas. When the deposition stops, a new thermodynamic equilibrium is reached between the pri

mary grown islands and 2D lattice gas.

Again, by means of air-exposure, we have induced the second nucleation to compare the results 

with the previous ones ([001]-oriented ripples). Surprisingly, the adsorbate-induced 6P structures 

turned out to be well-ordered 6P islands with smaller sizes (tens of nm) but higher density than 

the islands grown during primary nucleation (hundreds of nm), leading to bimodal island size dis

tribution (ISD). The clear contrast between the small island ([110]-oriented ripples) and the
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crystallite-like structures ([001]-oriented ripples) is attributed to a different ordering of 6P mole

cules forming the 2D molecular phase. The mutual orientation of 6P molecules is especially crucial 

when the molecules, released from the active surface sites by air-adsorbates, interact with other 

6P molecules encountered during subsequent nucleation.

The internal structure of air-induced islands, carefully investigated by molecularly-resolved NC- 

AFM imaging, reveals short- and long-range ordering of 6P molecules within the upright standing 

layer, assigned to a strongly-defected but evident 6P(001) crystal plane. KPFM measurements per

formed before and after exposure to air in order to study the electronic properties of the sample, 

reveal only a slight difference of the work function (~35 meV) between the primary grown 6P 

island and the rippled surface covered only by 2D lattice gas of 6P molecules. Exposure to air in

creases this difference by decreasing the work function of the air-passivated rippled surface by 

almost 500 meV.

Adsorbate-induced nucleation was analyzed in terms of critical nucleus size (t) being one of the 

most important parameters defined in the thin film growth theory. Since there is a lack of theoret

ical description concerning nucleation induced during exposure to air, not upon molecular 

deposition, we have used a phenomenological model developed thanks to KMC simulations done 

for an analogous system (6P on ion-sputtered mica). Thus, we have shown that the logarithm of 

the island nucleation density ln (N ) is a linear function of the logarithm of the total coverage ln(0) 

also for the case of air-induced 6P nucleation on rippled TiÜ2 (110) surface. Moreover, the obtained 

i =  3 ±  1 nm lies in a reasonable range of the critical nucleus size for 6P molecules, implying that 

the model used here works correctly.

Finally, we have shown that the mechanical stability of 6P islands, as probed by the AFM tip, can 

be effectively decreased by narrowing the step width w. The systematic comparison of AFM/SEM 

results obtained for a differently roughened rippled surface clearly shows that the 6P islands 

grown on deeper ripples are less stable against the AFM tip load allowing it to penetrate the island 

down to the substrate. The same situation applies for 6P structures considered to have a lower 

degree of crystallinity than typical islands. This effect has the same origin as detachment anisot

ropy - the internal binding is weakened by a step-induced vertical shift of the molecules at the step 

edges. The higher local slope of the ripples means more step edges and more “shifted” molecules. 

It has been shown that the step-induced reduction of the binding energy (~150 meV) is compara

ble with the difference (AU) between the activation barriers determined for stable and unstable 

islands (160 — 300 meV), in the framework of the rupture model, which allows to evaluate the 

probability of a thin molecular layer to stay intact against an AFM tip load. In other words, the AFM 

tip exerts pressure on the 6P island and causes the potential gradient that forces the molecules to
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jump out from the contact area. The created hole allows the tip to reach the substrate, but disap

pears after retracting the tip because of molecules jumping back into the gap.

5 5  CHAPTER SIX
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Thesis highlights

• We have shown that ion-beam sputtering is a versatile tool able to modify and alter TiÜ2 

surface parameters with atomic-scale precision. For example, density and orientation of 

monoatomic step edges can be precisely adjusted by ripples' parameters. Thus, the struc

ture of [001] atomic rows of TiÜ2 (110) can be controlled, e.g. their average length can be 

decreased down to 1 nm, which turns out to be crucial in terms of possible adsorption sites 

of initially-adsorbed 6P molecules.

• Moreover, in combination with, inter alia, the temperature of the ion-beam irradiated sam

ple, one can produce either an atomically flat or rippled TiÜ2 (110) surface. This allows to 

grow different 6P structures like nanoneedles, crystallites or islands in various configura

tions (e.g. nanoneedles plus islands), and control the type of 2D molecular phase formed 

at the initial stages of growth.

• We have established that the most important parameters in determining different path

ways of 6P growth is the control of surface crystallinity and the ability to enhance/inhibit 

the molecular diffusivity in selected directions. Thanks to the step edges formed in the 

stepped ripples along, e.g., atomic rows of TiÜ2 (110), it is possible to grow 6P islands with 

extreme elongation (length-to-width ratio) up to even 11:1.

• In general, the parameters of the islands like size, nucleation density or shape can be con

trolled on the scale of tens nm by changing diffusivity of 6P molecules. It was deduced that 

the modification of the local surface chemistry (stoichiometry) can alter 6P islands param

eters in a much wider range than by changing the topography (roughness).

• Üne of the most important findings of this work is the correlation between the type of 2D 

molecular phase and the type of 6P structures resulted after exposure of the sample to air. 

The subsequent nucleation, induced by air adsorbates, can be used to induce a new kind of 

6P structures next to the primary grown features, leading, e.g., to bimodal island size dis

tribution. Surprisingly, the weakly-ordered 2D lattice gas rearranges upon air-exposure 

into well-ordered upright standing islands, as revealed by molecularly-resolved NC-AFM, 

whereas the well-ordered wetting layer feds the growth of weakly-defined crystallites.

• The observed effects like discretization of the island width or decreased mechanical stabil

ity of 6P thin film against the AFM tip load have been attributed to the vertical shift 

between the molecules standing at step edges within upright-standing islands, and the re

lated step-induced reduction of internal binding energy of 6P islands
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